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The transport of dangerous goods (DG) results in nsk. A release of the DG may cause harm 
to property, the environment or the public. Authorities need to understand the nsk associated 
w-ith the transport of DG, to make informed decisions regarding transport modes and routes. 
This thesis predicts rates of releases and fires for trucks in transit carrying DG loads. It is 
intended that others will use the DG incident rates in assessing the risks of using specific 
truck routes for transporting DG. The research produces a probabilistic mode1 that predicts 
the release and fire incident rates using five databases fiom Canada, the USA and France. 
This research provides a m e t h o d o l o ~  for estimating DG release and f ~ e  incident rates that is 
better than previous methodologies. First, it examines and compares each of the potentially 
significant factors available in the data that may affect the input variables. Previous research 
has not adequately provided an overall andysis comparing potentially significant factors 
affecting release and fire incident rates. The mode1 combines the input variables to produce 
release and fire incident rates. The research uses statistical andysis to identifjr significant 
factors affecting the input variables. This reduces the uncertainty in whether or not there is 
an effect that should be incorporated in the estimates of  the input variables. The research 
uses further statistical analysis to define the uncertainty associated with the input variables. 
Second, the research extends the treatment of uncertainty beyond that of previous research on 
the risk of transporting DG, which has included sensitivity analysis, low, best and high 
estimates, and confidence intervals. The analysis of uncertainty uses Monte Car10 
simulations to propagate the uncertainty in the input variables through to the resulting release 
and f r e  incident rates. The analysis represents the uncertainty through probability 
distributions for the incident rates. Statistics on the distributions include mean, median, 
standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, coefficient of variation, and percentiles. The 
distributions help to put the incident rates in context and allow for appropriate use of the rates 
in fûture quantitative nsk assessment. 
For accident-induced incidents, the thesis predicts the probabilities of release and fire, given a 
truck carrying DG and involved in an accident. For non-accident incidents, such as leaking 
valves, the thesis predicts the rates of non-accident releases and fires per billion vehicle 
kilometres (Bvkm). The thesis illustrates how we can combine accident and non-accident 
information to provide total expected releases and fires per Bvkm for trucks canying DG 
loads. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 1 contains the folIowing sections: 
1.1 Background 
1.1 Sumrnary of Research Approach 
1.3 Research Scope 
1.4 Research Problem 
1 -5 Researdl Objectives 
1.6 Thesis Organisation 
Chapter 1 defmes the research problem in terms of the Ssk and uncertainty associated with 
the transport of dangerous goods (DG) by truck, and sumrnarises the research objectives. 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Transport Canada indicates that, each year in Canada, trucks canying DG loads tnwel over 10 
billion road vehicle-kilometres. The Canadian Dangerous Goods Accident Information 
System (DGAIS) indicates that this tmck travel results in approximately 180 DG incidents 
per year. These include approximately 60 large releases (greater than 1,000 litres) per year, 
of which approximately eight per year include fires andhr explosions. The DG incidents c m  
result in damage to property or the environment, and injury or death to exposed population. 
Examples of such DG incidents from DGAIS include: 
A tractor tank trailer uith pup carrying 58,000 litres of gasoline overtumed on the 
highway and burst into flames, fataily injuring the driver and buming the trailer load. 
A tractor trailer with pup carrying 64,000 litres of propane collided head-on with another 
tractor trailer which ias empty. The pup separated from the trailer and burned on a river 
shore, releasing 33,000 litres of product. 
The driver of a B-train tanker transporting 57,000 litres of gasoline lost control of the 
unit, colliding with a bus. The tanker then flipped on its side and caught f ~ e .  The driver 
of the tanker was fatally injured. 
The driver of a tanker truck transpomng 50,000 litres of gasoline lost control of the unit, 
resulting in an overtum. The unit then went through the milings and exploded as it 
dropped down a mountain. The entire contents of the shipment were lost. 
During transit, a tractor tank trailer carrying 40,000 litres of petroleum crude oïl 
ovettumed on the highway when the driver swerved to avoid a deer, The entire contents 
were burned. The driver \vas injured in the accident. 
The driver of a tractor tank traïler transporting 39,000 litres of propane lost control. The 
truck ran off the road and overtumed. The tank ruptured and subsequently caught fire. 
The driver was seriously injured. 
A tractor tank trailer with one pup transporthg 37,000 litres of gasoline rolled over on the 
highway and was destroyed by fire. Two people were killed and damage to property was 
extensive. 
M i l e  in transit, a truck and trailer carqing acid-filled batteries caught fi=. Half of the 
ioad was lost. The local fire department extinpished the fire and the trailer was 
rehitched to the truck and sent to the End destination. 
In order to choose beiween transport modes and routes, authorities need to know the risk 
associated with the transport of DG. A given truck route may pose a higher risk because 
trucks are more iikely to have a DG release or fire on that route compared to alternate routes. 
Different types of ûucks may have different propensities to have DG releases and fires. 
This thesis predicts the expected rates of DG releases and fires for different types of roads 
and trucks, based on characteristics of roads and trucks that sigiit'cantly affect the DG 
incident rates. The rates cannot be predicted exactly, and the thesis uses probability 
distributions to quanti@ the uncertainty associated with the predictions. 
1.2 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH APPROACH 
The following thesis predicts the probabilities of releases, fires and explosions for tnicks in 
transit carrying DG loads. The andpis  of DG incident rates was undertaken with the 
intention that others d l  use the rates in assessing the risks of using specific truck routes for 
transporting DG Ioads. The research produces a probabilistic mode1 of release and 6re 
incident rates using five databases from governent agencies fkom Canad- the USA and 
France. Information fiom the different databases is combined to produce a mode1 for use in 
locations with road and truck characteristics similar to North Amenca or Europe. The 
research extracts from the various databases the significant factors that lead to release or fie, 
and information on the uncertainty associated with the input variables. Monte Carlo 
simulations propagate the uncertainty &om the input variables to the resulting release and £ire 
incident rates. 
For accident-induced incidents, the thesis predicts the probabilities of release and fire, given a 
truck carrying DG and involved in an accident. For non-accident incidents, such as leaking 
valves, the thesis predicts the rates of non-accident releases and fnes per billion vehicle 
kilometres (Bvkm). The thesis illustrates how we can combine accident and non-accident 
information to provide total expected releases and fires per Bvkrn for trucks carrying DG 
loads. 
1.3 RESEARCH SCOPE 
In essence, every truck carries DG; in its fuel tank. However, this thesis specifically 
addresses trucks carrying DG loads in addition to their fuel tank. This analysis defines a 
"release" as a release of the DG Ioad. Therefore there is a "release" if any of the DG load 
Ieaks or spills or is consumed by fire. There is no "release" if the only spi11 or leak is fiom 
the vehicle fuel tank. 
According to DGAIS, in Canada there are approximately 150 releases per year of DG loads 
from trucks in transit. On the other hand, fires andor explosions on trucks in transit carrying 
DG loads are relatively rare. DGAIS reports an average of 13 incidents of £ire a d o r  
explosion per year in Canada, of which 3 inchde explosions. The French DG incidents 
database reports an average of 9 incidents of fire and/or explosion per year, and does not 
distinguish between fires and explosions. Due to the scarcity of fire and explosion data, this 
thesis combines fire and explosions under a category cdled simply "fires". 
Releases and fies can result fiom both accidents and non-accident incidents. A non-accident 
incident couId include a release that occurs, for example, if a hatch or valve is not properly 
closed, if a corroded weld fails, if a package fdls off the truck, or if a fire starts fiom a brake 
or tire overheating during transport. Accident-induced releases are more iikeiy to be large 
compared with non-accident releases, but both accident and non-accident incidents can result 
in fires and can be catastrophic. nie thesis addresses the probability of both accident and 
non-accident releases and fires from trucks in transit carrying DG loads. 
This analysis focuses on trucks in transit. Therefore the incident rates given exclude 
incidents that occur while the truck is loading, unloading or in storage. While loading and 
unloading incidents are part of the overall rkk of transporting DG loads, the focus of this 
analysis is on incidents along routes. We assume that DG incidents at the terminal or in 
storage do not affect the risk along the route. 
1.1 RESEARCH PROBLEM 
The research problem contains two components. The first component is the need to estimate 
release and fire incident rates as input to risk assessrnent for t m c b  carrying DG loads along 
specific routes. The second component is the quantification of the uncertainty associated 
with these incident rates. The sections below discuss these tw-O components. 
1.1.1 Risk 
The Concise Oxford Dictionary (199 1) defines nsk as a chance or possibility of danger, loss, 
injury, or other adverse consequences. The transport of DG loads by tnick results in risk. A 
reIease of the DG load may cause damage to property or to the environment, such as 
groundwater contamination. Populations exposed to a release may suffer injury or fatality. 
The issue of transporting DG by truck (or any other mode, including pipeline, rail, ship or air) 
is of concem to authonties because the public is averse to the resulting risk. For road 
transport in particular, the road system is extensive, so that the opportunity for releases and 
fires is widespread. This gives nse to public apprehension, particularly when trucks cany 
DG substances through towns and dies .  According to the factors that Shortreed (1984) 
quotes as affecting the perception of nsk relative to actual risk, the public is averse to the nsk 
of transpox-ting DG because it is: 
potentidly catastrophic. 
unknown rather than familiar. 
Involuntary rather than voluntary (especially on the part of residents adjacent to DG truck 
routes), 
man-made rather than natural, 
of unclear benefit (for example, the general public may not be aware of the benefits of 
transporthg pressure-liquefied c h l o ~ e ) .  
Quantitative nsk assessment (QRA) can identify the comparative risks of different modes 
(truck, pipeline, rail, ship or air) and different routes. Authorïties need QRA for the transport 
of DG loads, in order that they may understand the actual rkk (compared with the perceived 
risk) when making decisions regarding modes and routes. When a truck route is one of the 
alternatives for the transport of DG, then release and fire incident rates for trucks canying 
DG loads are among the required inputs to the QRA. Other required inputs include the 
expected type and quantity of release, because the rïsk may be greater with a large spi11 than 
with a small le&. The QRA uses these inputs along with other factors, such as the nature of 
the DG, the terrain and the prevailing wind conditions, to determine the resulting damage 
area and the consequences of the DG release. A QRA must forecast the following: 
How often will a vehicle carrying a particular type of DG load on a particular route have 
an accident resulting in a release or fire? How often will a release or fire occur without 
an accident? 
M a t  are the expected type and quantity of the release? 
What is the resulting darnage area? What are the individual and societal consequences of 
the DG incident (number of people killed or injured, property or environment darnage)? 
In estimating release and fire incident rates, we want to control for predictive factors that 
significantly affect the probabilities of release and fire. For exarnple, if there is an accident, 
there is a much higher probability of release of the DG load if the accident involves an 
ovemirn. "Overturn" is a significant factor in predicting the probability of a release given an 
accident. 
Therefore the first component of the research problem is the need for estimates of release and 
fire incident rates for trucks carrying DG loads, that incorporate significant predictive factors. 
The incident rates should include the expected type and quantity of release. Anaiysts need 
the rates for use in QRA to assess DG truck routes, allowing cornparison with other modes 
and routes for the transport of DG loads. 
1 A.2 Uncertainty 
We do not understand and camot predict the world precisely. Yet analysts have often 
developed QRA models on the basis of a single value or "point estimate" for each input 
variable, ignoring the amount of uncertainty associated with those estimates. Often the point 
estimate is the mean value of the sample data for the input variable. If the analyst gives only 
one value, then al1 further calculations use that value, even though a range of values 
undoubtedly exists in the mind of the analyst. The range of values for the input variable 
represents uncertainty, which may arise because the value is changeable (for example, 
because it may fluctuate from year to year) or because the value is not known precisely. 
Uncertainty may be great enough that significant discrepancies in predicted risk can arise. 
The discrepancies can be great enough to influence decisions regarding modes and routes for 
the transport of DG loads. For example, using point estimates of the input variables we c m  
calculate a point estimate of the DG incident rate for a route. On the other hand, if we 
incorporate the uncertainty in the input variables in the analysis, we can estimate a probability 
distribution for the DG incident rate for the same route. The mean of the probability 
distribution may be higher or lower than the point estimate of the DG incident rate. This 
apparent paradox is explained in Chapter 9, and depends on the mode1 equations and the 
probability distributions of the input variables. The probability distribution may lead us to 
different conclusions than those indicated by the point estimate. 
Saccornanno et al. (1994) note that uncertainty in the quantification of risk can take several 
fonns: 
measurement error, which is the failure to ascertain a quantity exactly. We can quanti@ 
measurement error by stating the range nithin which we know a parameter lies with a 
given Ievel of confidence. Better data resuk in a narrower range. 
uncertainty in the modelling process. A more rigorous mode1 more closely approximates 
the causes and effects in the real world. The more rigorous the model, the smaller is the 
uncertainfy in the modellinp process. 
uncertainty as to whether there is an effect that we should incorporate in an estimate. For 
example. there is uncertainty in the assumption that the proportion of releases with fires 
does not Vary by province, by road conditions, etc. 
omission of possible causes of risk. ïhis  uncertainty is a function of the limits of the 
data. 
It is particularly important to quanti& the uncertainty when predicting low probability and 
potentially high consequence (catastrophic) events. For release and fre incident rates, we 
need the estimated size and character of uncertainty to: 
indicate the range and probability of possible values for the incident rates and put the 
predicted rates in context. 
describe the limitations of what we know about the incident rates and detennine the 
implications of having lirnited knowledge. 
anticipate the unexpected and plan for contingencies which fa11 within the expected range 
of values. Quantifying the uncertainty may result in better solutions as it forces decision- 
makea to think in broader tems about the problem. 
identiQ important sources of uncertainty out of the many inputs to the model, and 
determine which factors are the most and Ieast important in predicting the incident rates. 
This aids in building the model by showing which components need more attention. 
help us to decide whether we believe the incident rates or not This is important if there 
are conflicting results from other models. If researchee clearly define the uncertainty 
associated with the models, we can be much clearer about the sources of disagreement 
and whether there really is a disagreement. 
identify means of possibly reducing the uncertainty. 
determine whether additional information to further reduce the uncertainty warrants the 
cost and effort to collect it. Generally, the greater the uncertainty, the greater is the 
expected value of additional information. 
allow for appropriate use of and improvements to the model in the future. 
Therefore the second component of the research problem is the need for estimates of the 
uncertainty associated with predicted release and fue incident rates for trucks carrying DG 
Ioads. 
1.5 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
This research had three main objectives: 
1. to determine significant factors that impact the probabilities of releases and fies, as well 
as the type and size of release, fkom trucks in transit carrying DG loads. 
2. to identiv accident and non-accident scenarios for trucks in transit carrying DG loads, 
based on the significant factors, and detennine the expected release and fire incident rates 
for each scenario. 
3. to create a probabilistic mode1 that quantifies the uncertainty in the predicted release and 
f ie  incident rates, based on the uncertainty in the input variables. 
Researchers will be able to use the predicted incident rates, along uith their estimated 
uncertainty, in QRA analysis for the transport of DG on specific truck routes. 
1.6 THESIS ORGANISATION 
This thesis contains the following chapters: 
Chapfer I r  Introduction defmes the research problem in terms of the risk and uncertainty 
associated with the transport of DG loads by truck, and summarises the research objectives. 
Chapter 2: Literatzwe Review provides an overview of approaches used by other researchers 
to quanti@ risk and uncertainty for the transport of DG loads. Chapter 2 demonstrates the 
need for M e r  research. 
Chapter 3: Reseurch Methodology outlines the research tasks undertaken to generate a 
probabilistic model to predict release and f i e  incident rates for trucks carrying DG loads. 
Chapter 3 also discusses the application of logistic regression to detemine significant factors, 
and the use of Monte Carlo simulations to quanti@ uncertainty in the output. A surnmq is 
provided of the rnodel produced by this research. 
Chapter 4: DG Releuse and Fire Characteristics documents the sources of data, the 
classification of DG incident outcomes, and the classification of possible factors that may 
potentially impact incident outcomes. 
Chaprer 5: Accident and Non-Accident Scenarios identifies factors that significantly affect 
DG incident outcomes and summarises the input variables for the rnodel. Chapter 5 defines 
the accident and non-accident scenarios that &se fiom the combination of the significant 
factors. 
Chaprer 6: Point Estimates of Input and Output Values provides point estimates for the input 
variables, based on the mean values of the sample data. This chapter also provides point 
estimates of the output values that arise if we use the point estimates of the input values in 
the model and ignore uncertainty. The model output includes point estimates of outcome 
probabilities for accident scenarios and incidents per Bvkm for non-accident scenarios. 
Chaprer 7: Cornparison of Mode1 Ourput ro Data compares point estimates fiom the model 
for accident and non-accident scenarios to DGAIS release data. 
Chapter 8: Uncertainty in Input Values documents the probability distributions assigned to 
the input variables. These distributions reflect the uncertainty with respect to the values of 
the input variables. 
Chapter 9: Uncertainîy in Otrtput Values documents the results of the Monte Carlo 
simulations to propagate the uncertainty in the input variables through to the uncertainty in 
the output variables. Each outcome probability or incident rate has a probability distribution, 
indicating the uncertainty about the output values. The anaiysis provides statistics that define 
each output distribution. The chapter summarises the mean values of the distributions for the 
outcome probabilities for accident scenarios and incidents per Bvkm for non-accident 
scenarios. 
Chopter i O: Application of Research Results provides an application of the pro babilistic 
model to nvo sarnple roads. The model application generates both point estimates and 
probability distributions for the expected rates of accident and non-accident incidents per 
Bvkm. 
Chapter I I :  Conclusions and Recornrnendations provides the fmal conclusions and 
recommendations. 
CHAPTER 2 
Chapter 2 contains the following sections: 
2.1 Approach by Other Researchers 
2.2 Need for New Research 
Chapter 2 provides an overview of approaches used by other researchers to quanti& risk and 
uncertainty for the transport of DG loads. Chapter 2 demonstrates the need for the research 
undertaken for this thesis, 
2.1 APPROACH BY OTHER RESEARCHERS 
To date, other researchers have generdly used "most likely" point estimates of input 
variables for QRA for the transport of DG. They have not quantified uncertainty. Examples 
of this approach are numerous and include: 
a study in the Netherlands to judge risks on their acceptability for individuals and society, 
including the risks of transporting dangerous substances over water, rail and road 
(Vrijling et al., 1996). The study does not mention uncertainty. 
a description of quantitative approaches for hazardous materials transportation nsk 
analysis for truck and train by Rhyne (1994). Rhyne notes that the data and the analysis 
models currently available may introduce large uncertainty, up to several orders of 
magnitude. However, Rhyne also questions whether incorporating the full complexity of 
relationships in the analysis is worthwhile, and whether it is practical when uncertainties 
are not well understood. Rhyne discusses factors that affect, for example, release rates 
given a truck carrying hazardous matenals, but does not analyse the statisticd 
significance of these factors. 
a study of the use of probabilistic risk assessment in the liquefied natural gas industry in 
the USA, including processing, transportation and storage (Pelto, 1984). Pelto notes that 
there are uncertainties in his model, but feels that the mode1 resdts are stili usefûi for 
comparative analysis. 
a case study comparïng the risks of transporting chernicals by highway and rail in the 
USA using QRA (Komhauser et al., 1994). The study does not address uncertainty, but 
does note that it is important to use quality (precise) data in order to identiQ the "best" 
route for the user. 
a study of a knowledge-based classification scheme for regulating the flow of hazardous 
materials through tunnels and on bridges in the USA (Hobeika et al., 1988). The study 
notes that QRA is a useful aid for decision-making and also notes that there is a scarcity 
of data. The authors suggest that we c m  use subjective estimation to augment the 
limitations of risk assessrnent techniques, using expert knowledge. The study does not 
address the quantification of uncertainty. 
a study of benchmark estimates of release accident rates in hazardous materials 
transportation by rail and truck in the USA (Glickman, 1988). The study notes that 
consistent, reliable estimates of release accident rates are essential when using risk 
assessment to compare the safety of rail and truck for a given shipment of hazardous 
materials. The study M e r  notes that estimates that appear in the literature have 
shortcomings or inconsistencies that make it difficult, if not impossible, to perform such a 
cornparison. However, the study implies that if the data were properly collected and 
classified, the data would be "accurate" and these inconsistencies would disappear. There 
is no mention of uncertainty in the accident rates. The study notes that release accident 
rates Vary by vehicle type and track or road type and other factors, but the study does not 
analyse the statistical significance of these factors. 
a study examining the feasibility of rerouting andior relocating the rail flow of dangerous 
commodities in the Toronto Area, and the ways and means of reducing nsk and of 
improving public safety impacted by this method of transportation (IBI Group, 1988). 
Factors in assessing risk included nurnber of road switches and road crossings, number of 
tracks' train speed, human susceptibility, quantity m d  mix of DG dong the route, and 
meteorological conditions such as wind velocity and direction. The study notes that the 
cost estimates used in the study are preliminary, but are considered sufficiently reliable to 
provide a valid cornparison of the alternatives. The study does not address the 
quantification of uncertainty. 
a report on major hazard aspects of the transport of dangerous substances in England 
(Health and Safety Commission, 1991). The study analyses nsk fi-om the transpoa of 
dangerous substances and assesses the relative nsks by rail as compared with road. The 
report acknowledges that the risks estimated by QRA are subject to some uncertainty, but 
judges that QRA provides the best estimates of the risks involved and provides valuable 
insights. The study does not address the quantification of uncertainty. 
a description of guideIines for chernical transportation nsk analysis (American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers, 1995). This book descnbes rnethods of transportation risk analysis 
which we cm use to identifi and evaluate nsk reduction strategies such as changing the 
mode of transportation, shipment size, route, container, etc. The book lists sources of 
uncertainty in transportation risk analysis. The book notes that uncertainties can 
significantly influence results, but simply refen the reader to other guidelines published 
by the American Institute of Chemical Engineen for approaches to iden t img and 
estimating uncertainty and sensitivity. The book uses point estimates in caiculating risk. 
a report anaiysing routes in the USA for the transportation of hazardous materials 
including radioactive waste and spent nuclear fùel by use of effective risk estimation 
(Olekszyk, 1993). n i e  report does not mention uncertainty. 
a report addressing multiobjective policy andysis of hazardous materials routing in the 
USA (Turnquist et al., 1993). The report does not mention uncertainty. 
a report addressing a framework for hazardous materials transport risk assessment for 
routes in Alberta (Erkut et al., 1995). The report presents a basic mode! for transportation 
rïsk assessment. One component in the mode1 is the probability of a release given an 
accident, but the report does not discuss factors that may affect this probability. The 
report mentions sources of inaccuracy in the data used, but does not attempt to quanti& 
uncertainty . 
a report documenting a risk-based procedure for evaluating policies for the transport of 
DG (Stewart, 1990). Stewart indicates that there is a statistically significant difference in 
release sizes for tmck accidents with and without overturns. An accident 4 t h  an 
ove- is more likely to have a large release. The report notes the dificulties associated 
with estimating average probabilities for rare events, but does not attempt to quanti& the 
uncertainty. 
None of the above studies and reports attempted to quanti@ uncertainty. The ody studies 
found in the literature review that addressed uncertainty associated with the risk of 
transporting DG were by Van Aerde et al. (1987), Abkowitz et al. (1989), Leeming et al. 
(1 993 and 19941, Saccomanno (1 993), Saccomanno, Leeming and Stewart (1 993), 
Saccomanno, Stewart and Shortreed (1993), Saccomanno, Yu and Shortreed (1993), 
Saccomanno et al. (1994), and Shortreed et al. (1994). For example, Leeming et al. (1993) 
provide upper, best and Iower risk estimates comparing rail and road delivery of chlorine. 
Saccomanno, Yu and Shortreed (1993) provide 95% confidence intervais for accident rates, 
release probabilities and societd rkk. Shortreed et al. (1994) document a transportation risk 
assessment for the Alberta Special Waste Management The report notes that there is a high 
level of uncertainty in the estimates (typically +100% and -50% of the best estimate) and 
gives IOW, best and high risk estimates. 
The literature review did not reveal any examples of Monte Car10 analysis for the risk of 
transporting DG. Abkowitz et al. (1989) discuss simulation modelling which would combine 
probability distributions of input pammeterj to estimate the nsks of transporting DG, as in 
Monte Carlo analysis. However, with the state of cornputers in 1989, Abkowitz et ai. dismiss 
the method as cost-prohibitive due to the cornputational time and expense involved in 
esecuting a single mn, and the need to conduct multiple simulations to accumulate a ba i s  for 
risk assessment. 
The Iiterature review did indicate that anaiysts have used Monte Carlo analysis to assess the 
risks of nuclear reactors. The US Nuclear Regdatory Commission performed the NUREG- 
1 150 probabilistic r isk assessments, cornpleted in 1990, to provide a reassessment of the risk 
fiom commercial nuclear reactors determined in the Reactor Safety Study approximately 15 
yean earlier. The risk assessments involved analyses for five nuclear power plants and 
provided an assessment of the uncertainty in their results, using Monte Carlo analysis. The 
study group developed subjective probability distnbutions for each quantity under 
consideration using input fiom panels of experts (Helton, 1994). 
The literature review revealed analysis of significant factors affecthg certain aspects of the 
nsk of DG releases and fires. For example, Leeming et ai. (1993) indicate that factors 
significantly af5ecting road accident rates for trucks include road type, trafic pattern, traffic 
volume, truck type, Ioad status, mode1 year, hour of day, and driver age. Saccornanno et al. 
(1989) indicate that releases are affected by the operating speed and the size of the vehicle. 
Stewart (1990) indicates that the factor of overtudno overturn affects release size for 
accident-induced releases. However, the Iiterature review did not reveal an overall analysis 
comparing potentially significant factors affecting release and fue incident rates, as well as 
release type and size, for trucks in transit carrying DG loads. 
2.2 NEED FOR NEW RESEARCH 
The need for the analysis of nsk uncertainty was confirmed in 1992 at an International 
Consensus Conference on the Risks of Transporting Dangerous Goods in Toronto 
(Saccornanno et al., 1994). ïhe Conference addressed uncertainty in risk estimation by 
considering unexplained variations in a sarnple of estirnates reported by variolis independent 
sources studying a common transport problem. Participants in the conference carried out a 
hypothetical corridor benchmark exercise involving the transport of DG loads by road and 
rail over two designated routes. Despite attempts to control for major sources of uncertains: 
the participating groups reported widely different nsk estimates. Recommendations f?om the 
Conference included: 
Uncertainty must be f U y  accounted for in the reporting of risk estimates. 
Risk and its cornponents must be accompanied by confidence Iimits. The 
sensitivity of output to various assumptions regarding parameter values and 
inputs must be accounted for in the reporting of risks. 
The research in this thesis provides a methodology for estimating DG release and tire 
incident rates that is better than previous methodologies. First, it examines and compares 
each of the potentially significant factors available in the data that may affect the input 
variables. Previous research has not adequately provided an overall analysis comparing 
potentially significant factors affecting release and fire incident rates. The mode1 combines 
the input variables to produce release and fire incident rates. The research uses statistical 
andysis to identiQ significant factors affecthg the input variables. The identification of 
significant factors reduces the uncertainty in whether or not there is an eflect that we should 
incorporate in the estimates of the input variables. The research then uses m e r  statistical 
analysis to define the uncertainty associateci with the input variables. 
Second, the research extends the treatment of uncertainty beyond that of previous research on 
the risk of transporting DG, which has included sensitivity analysis, Iow, best and high 
estimates. and confidence intervals. The anaiysis of  uncertainty uses Monte Car10 
simulations to propagate the uncertainty in the input variables hough  to the resuiting release 
and fire incident rates. The analysis represents the uncertainty through probability 
distributions for the incident rates. Statistics on the distributions include mean, median, 
standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, coefficient of variation, and percentiles. The 
distributions help to put the incident rates in context and allow for appropriate use of  the rates 
in fûture QRA. 
CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Chapter 3 contains the following sections: 
3 1 Research Tasks 
3 2 Logistic Regession 
3.3 Monte Car10 Simulation 
3 -4 Surnrnary of Mode1 
Chapter 3 outIines the research tasks undertaken to generate a probabilistic mode1 to predict 
release and fire incident rates for trucks carrying DG loads. Chapter 3 also discusses the 
application of logistic regression to determine sigificmt factors: and the use of Monte Carlo 
simulations to quanti& uncertainty in the output. A sumrnary is provided of the mode1 
produced by this research. 
3.1 RESEARCH TASKS 
Figure 3.1 summarises the seven tasks that formed the research merhodology for this thesis. 
The tasks include: 
Task 1: Classi.@ DG release and fue characteristics from the available data into useful 
and manageable categories. Chapter 4 documents the sources of data, the 
classification of DG incident outcomes, and the classification of possible factors 
with the potential to impact incident outcomes. 
Figure 3.1 : Research Tasks 
Task 1 : Classify DG release and fire characteristics 
I 
Task 2: Find significant factors and define scenafÎos. 
Task 3: Calculate point estimates of incident rates. 
Task 4: Compare model output to raw data. 
I 
Task 5: Assign input proba bility distributions. 
I 
Task 6: Generate output probability distributions. 
i 
Task 7: Apply model to sample roads. 
Task 2: Usinç stepwise logistic regression, identify factors that significantly affect DG 
incident outcomes. Identifi the input variables for the model. Define the mode1 
in ternis of accident and non-accident scenarios that arise fiom the combination 
of the selected factors. Section 3.2 below discusses the use of logistic regression 
to identiQ significant factors. Chapter 5 describes the significant factors and the 
resulting model. 
Task 3: To illustrate the structure of the model. assign point estimates to the values of the 
input variables using the mean values of the sample data. CaIcuIate point 
estimates of accident outcome probabilities and non-accident incident rates per 
Bvkrn. using the point estirnates of the input values in the model and ignoring 
uncertainty. Chapter 6 contains the point estimates for the model output. 
Task 4: Compare the point estimates for the model output to DGAIS release data for 
accident and non-accident scenarios. Chapter 7 shows the cornparison. 
Task 5: Assign probability distributions to each input variable. These distributions reflect 
the uncertainty with respect to the values of the input variables. Chapter 8 
documents the alternative distributions considered and the sefected distributions 
for the input variables. 
Task 6:  Generate probability distributions for the output variables (accident outcome 
probabilities and non-accident incident rates), using Monte Carlo simulations. 
The Monte Carlo simulations propagate the uncertainty in the input variables 
through to the uncertainty in the output variables. Each output variable has a 
probability distribution that indicates the uncertainty about that variable. Section 
3.3 below discusses the use of Monte Carlo simulations. Chapter 9 describes the 
output distributions resulting fiom the Monte Car10 simulations. 
Task 7: Apply the probabilistic model to two sample roads, to generate point estimates 
and probability distributions for the expected rates of accident and non-accident 
incidents per Bvkm. Chapter 10 documents how to apply the model and the 
results of the sample application. 
3.2 LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
In this thesis, we use stepwise logistic regression to empirically identi@ predictive factors 
that significantly affect DG incident outcomes. Cornpared with the other avai1abIe factors, 
these sipificant factors tend to have the most impact on the input variables. By using the 
significant factors in building the model, the model better explains variations in incident 
outcornes. 
Logistic regression is useful for predicting the presence or absence of a characteristic or 
outcome based on the values of a set of explanatory factors. Logistic regression is suited to 
situations where the dependent variable is dichotomous. The dependent variable has the 
value 1 with the probability p and the value O with the probability (1 - p). In deding with 
probabilities, it is often convenient to use the log-odds (logistic transformation of the odds), 
which is log @/(l - p)). This has the range - co to + a>, rather than 0 to 1. We may postdate 
a linear relationship between the log-odds and the explanatory factors as follows: 
(3-1) 
iog(pl(1-p)) = U 
where U = constant + p 1 x factorl + P2 x factorz + . . . 
Solving forp gives: p = e x p o  
1 +exp(ü) 
The logistic transformation produces an equation that describes the expected value of p as a 
logistic function of U. The analyst chooses which predictor factors to include in U. The 
logistic regression estimates the corresponding values of the constant and the P coefficients 
that best fit the data. An example equation U for the conditional probability of a fire given 
that an accident has occurred, P(fire 1 accident), is as follows: 
(3 -3) 
U = -1 -25 - 2 -44 x collision - -92 x release 
where the factor "collision" equals O if there is a coltision and 1 if there is no collision, and 
the factor "release" equals O if there is a release of the DG load and 1 if there is no release. If 
there is an accident that involves both a collision and a release of the DG load, then: 
(3 -4) 
U = -1.25 - 1 . 4 4 ~ 0  - - 9 2 x 0  
= -1.25 
and: 
P(fire 1 accident with collision and release) 
In Our situation, each of our model input variables represents charactenstics of an incident 
outcome and is dichotomous. For example, accident and non-accident incident outcornes can 
include a release or no release, and a fire or no fire. If there is a release, it can be a spi11 or a 
leak, and large or small. Thus p could represent the different model input variables, for 
example, the probability of a release, P(release), the probability of a fire, P(fire), etc. We 
treat each input variable separately, because we do not have enough data to cross-tabulate by 
every outcome characteristic (release, fire, release type and size) even without considering 
any significant factors (for example, collision, o v e m ,  load size, etc.). A cross-tabulation of 
the data by al1 outcome characteristics contains empty cells. 
To begin the selection of significant factors for each input variable7 we propose an initial set 
of factors to include in U. As noted above? the expected value o f p  is descnbed as a logistic 
function of U. We then use logistic regression through the software SPSS 0 to fit the 
equation to the DGAIS data. Out of the three DG incident databases used for this analysis, 
the DGAIS database is the oniy one that includes al1 of the potential factors. 
We use a 7ear dorm" rather than a "build up" approach to determine significant facton. For 
each input variable, wve begin by fitting an equation that includes al1 of the available factors 
that might potentially influence it. We then examine the significance of the factors as 
mriables in an equation to predict the input variable. We drop the factor with the poorest 
significance. In the next step, the equation is then fined to the data using the remaining 
factors. We again examine the significance of the factors and drop the factor with the poorest 
significance. We repeat this process in a stepwise fashion until al1 of the remaining factors 
are significant at the 5% level as variables in an equation to predict the input variable. 
If a factor is not f o n d  sigificant and it is not strongly comelated to another factor* then it is 
not an important factor in the rnodel cornpared to the other available factors. Section 5.1.2 
Iater indicates that none of the accident or non-accident factors are strongly correlated. 
Therefore in the tex-doun process, we do not consider a factor for re-entry in the equation 
once it has been dropped. 
There is not a unique set of sipificant factors for each input variable. For example, if we 
chose to stop the tear-dom process when a11 of the factors are significant at the 10% level, 
then we would identi@ more factors as significant. The scarcity of data, however, constrains 
the number of factors that we can include in the model. Chapter 5 notes for which input 
variables there is insufficient data to cross-tabulate by each of the factors signifiant at the 
5% level, without resulting in empty cells in the cross-tabulation. Where empty cells occur, 
vie reduce the number of factors included in the model for that input variable. 
We do not directly use the equations resulting from the logistic regression in our mode1 to 
predict release and fire incident rates. The equations are useful for indicating which factors 
are significant in predicting the input variables in our model. However, the equations o d y  
provide an approximation of the values for the input variables as indicated by the DGAIS 
data. For the model, we use the actual values for the input variables indicated by DGAIS and 
other available data. 
We cross-tabulate the available data by the selected significant factors to obtain the 
probabilities of release and fire for different types of incidents. For exarnple, collision is a 
si_&ficant factor in predicting accident-induced fxes. Therefore we cross-tabulate the 
accident records into the categories of collisions with fires, collisions without fires, non- 
collision accidents with fires, and non-collision accidents without fires- These categories 
allow us to calculate the conditional probability of a fire given a collision accident, P(fire 1 
collision accident). and the conditional probability of a fire given a non-collision accident, 
P(fire 1 non-collision accident). 
Section 5.1 describes the results of the stepwise logistic regression in selecting significant 
factors for the input variables of P(release), P(fire), P(spil1) and P(1arge release) for accident 
and non-accident scenarios. 
3.3 MONTE C U 0  SIMULATION 
A Monte Carlo simulation forecasts a range of results possible for a situation under 
conditions of uncertainty. The simulation propagates the uncertainty in the input variables 
through to the uncertainty in the output variables. 
The advantage of Monte Carlo simulation over sensitivity analysis is the output probability 
distributions. A sensitivity andysis results in single-point estimates that do not indicate the 
probability of any particular outcome. A sensitivity analysis can indicate what is possible, 
but not what is probable. On the other hand, a Monte Carlo simulation indicates what 
outcomes are probable by generating probability distributions for each output variable. The 
simulation shows the probability of each possible resuit. 
Monte Carlo simulation works well compared to earlier simulation techniques which used 
exact and approximate algebraic solutions to propagate error through the model (Hoffman et 
al., 1995). Exact and approximate analytical rnethods to propagate uncertainty are usuaily 
feasible only for models of limited cornplexity. Monte Carlo simulation can handle very 
cornplex models and, given sufficient iterations, the output approaches exact solutions. 
For the Monte Carlo simulations, we used the software package "Crystal Ball" 0 which is 
produced by Decisioneenng, Inc. The Monte Carlo simulation through Crystal Ball @ uses 
values and equations from a Microsoft Exce1 @ spreadsheet file. The software assists in 
assigning selected distributions to the input variables, ruming the simulation, and providing 
fiequency counts, statistics and percentiles for the results of the simulation. 
In general, the steps in a Monte Carlo simulation are as follows: 
The analyst sets up a model. with input and output variables, and equations that relate the 
tsvo. 
Our model is set up in an Excel @ spreadsheet. The input variables include, for example, 
P(fire 1 collision). The output variables are, for accidents, the probabilities of accident 
outcomes and, for non-accident incidents, the expected nurnber of incidents per Bvkm. 
The equations are similar to those that we would use to calculate point estimates of the 
output variables from the point estimates of the input variables. Chapters 4 and 5 
describe the accident and non-accident scenarios and the equations that make up our 
model. 
2. The analyst assigns a probability distribution to each input variable, representing the 
uncertainty in the input variables. Chapter 8 describes the selection of the probability 
distributions for the input variables. 
3. Using a computer program such as Crystal Bal1 @, the analyst runs many iterations of the 
model. For each iteration, the computer program generates an independent random 
number for each input mriable. The random number for an input variable is 
mathematically selected to conform to the probability distribution for that input van-able. 
4. For each iteration, the model uses the randomly selected input values to calculate a set of 
values for the output variables. The software stores the results of the iteration, and then 
bsgins the nest iteration by generating a new random number for each input variable. 
5 The results of the iterations are similar to a sample of experimental observations. The 
results may be cornbined sratistically to produce frequency histognms of the overall 
results for each output variable. The analyst can then convert these frequency histograms 
to estimates of the corresponding probability distributions by setting the scale so that the 
total probability is 1. If desired- the analyst can fit a cunre to each output probability 
distribution and test the fit of the cunre using statistical measures such as Chi-square. 
Chapter 9 summarises the output from Our Monte Car10 simulations. 
3.4 SUMMARY OF MODEL 
3.4.1 Approach Rationale 
This section surnmarises the rationale for the approach for the model. The following chapters 
provide further details on how and why the model took this form. 
The mode1 predicts release and fire incident rates for trucks canying DG loads. nie analysis 
of DG incident rates was undertaken with the intention that others wili use the rates in 
assessing the risks of using specific truck routes for transporthg DG loads. The nsk 
assessrnent could be used to choose between alternative routes or modes, for issuing permits 
for tnicks to use specific routes, for emergency response planning, etc. 
The model was developed using five databases from Canada, the USA and France, including 
three DG incident databases and two road accident databases. Therefore, for some input 
variables, there are two data sources. 
Where there are two sources of data for an input variable, the two sources give different 
estirnates of the value of the input variable. The two sources could be viewed as representing 
two different populations. This would be tme if the estimates Vary between sources because 
of location-specific differences, for exarnple, in roads or vehicles. On the other hand, the two 
estimates could vary simply because of differences, for exampie, in the methods of reporthg 
and recording incidents. If we codd control for differences in reporting and recording 
incidents, the estimates of the input variables fiom the two sources might be quite similar. 
We have no information that allows us to discriminate regarding the reasons for the 
differences between estimates kom different sources, nor do we have information that dlows 
us to select one data source as being more reliable than another. We want to build a model 
for use in locations with road and truck characteristics similar to North Amerka and Europe, 
and we want to incorporate al1 of the available information. Therefore we assume rhat where 
ive have two sources, then we have two different samples fiorn the same population, and the 
best estirnate is a combination of the estimates from the two sources. Section 8.1 provides 
examples of the combining of data sources. 
To be useful for risk assessment, the mode1 needs to provide release and fire incident rates 
that include the expected type and quantity of release. Therefore we use four outcorne 
charactenstics to classiQ the types of DG incidents: 
release or no release. 
fire or no fire- 
release type (spi11 or Ieak). 
release size. A spi11 cm be large or small, and a Ieak c m  be large or small. 
Section 4.2 fùrtlier discusses the ~Iassification of DG incident outcornes. The possible types 
of DG incidents include, for exarnple, a large spi11 with fire, a small leak with no fire, a £ire 
with no release, etc. 
It is not possible to use the data as a model. because we do not have enough data to cross- 
tabulate by every outcome charactenstic. Even without considering any significant factors 
(for example, collision, overturn, load size, etc.), a cross-tabulation of the data by aii outcome 
characteristics contains empty cells. For example, we have no records of tmck canying a DG 
load and having a large non-accident leak wlth a fire. However, we believe that the 
probability is greater than O that a large leak with a fire will occur given a truck carrying a 
DG load. The model provides an estimate of that probability by treating the probability of 
each outcome characteristic as a separate input variable. The mode1 combines the conditional 
probabilities of each of the four outcome characteristics to provide the probability of each 
QFe of DG incident. 
For example, for a truck c q h g  a DG load and involved in an accident, a simplified 
equation for the probability of a large spi11 with fire is: 
(3 -6) 
P(large spill with fire 1 accident) 
= P(release 1 accident) x P(fire 1 accident) x P(spil1I release) x POarge release [ release) 
As shoun later, the final model equations are moditied to include significant factors and the 
relationships between variables. For example, P(large release 1 release) is affected by whether 
the releaçe is a spill or leak, and this relationship is included in the fmd model equations. 
The model is based on statistical relationships rather than on cause-effect relationships. Our 
data do not provide information on the sequence of events or cause-effect relationships. For 
example, if there is a DG incident in one of our databases with a release and a fire, we do not 
know whether the fire started with say the vehicle fuel tank and then propagated to the DG 
load, or whether the fire started with the DG load and then spread to the rest of the vehicle. 
We only know that both a release and fire occurred. 
Section 5.1 indicates significant factors for each outcome characteristic. The research uses 
Iogistic regression to empiricaliy identi& significant factors which affect the probabilities of 
outcome chzracteristics, including P(release), P(fire), P(spil1) and P(1arge release). The 
factors are different for accident and non-accident scenarios. %y using the factors in the 
model, the model better explains variations in incident outcomes. ïhese factors, dong with 
tnick accident rates, are built into the model as required input from the mode1 user. The 
factors include: 
type of DG load, which relates to P(re1ease). The types of DG loads include DGl: toxic 
pressure-Iiquefied gases (PLG), DG2: flammable PLG, DG3: fiammable liquid (the most 
common type of DG load for trucks), or DG4: toxic liquid. 
the proportion of accidents with oveIhims, which relates to P(re1ease 1 accident). 
the proportion of accidents with coiiisions, which relates to P(fire [ accident). 
whether the load size is large or small, whkh relates to P(spiI1) and Puarge release) for an 
accident-induced release. 
whether the road is urban or nrral, which relates to P(fire) and POarge reIease) for a non- 
accident release. 
whether the truck is a tanker or non-tanker, which relates to P(1arge release) for a non- 
accident release. 
The significant factors for P(release) for an accident include the type of DG load and whether 
the accident involved an overturn, However, we cannot estimate P(re1ease) for an accident 
directiy fiom DGAIS. because DGAIS does not include records of a11 non-release accidents. 
DGAIS only includes records of non-release accidents if the accident involved a death or 
injury or damage to the means of containment due to impact stress or fatigue. We do have 
data that ive assume provides unbiased estimates of P(overtum type of DG load) and P(type 
of DG load) for accident-induced releases, P(re1ease) and P(overtum) for trucks involved in 
accidents, and P(type of DG load) for trucks caqing DG loads. We use Bayes' Theorern to 
combine this information to estimate P(re1ease) for a truck carrying a DG load and involved 
in an accident, as follows: 
(3.7) 
P(re1ease 1 overturn, type of DG load) 
= P(overturn 1 release. tspe of DG loadl x P(type of DG Ioad 1 release) x Plreleasel 
P(oveaum) x P(type of DG load) 
Section 5.1.3 contains details on the development of this equation and data sources for the 
five variables in the equation. 
The research extracts information on the uncertainty associated with the input variables. 
Sources of uncertainty include fluctuations in the number of incidents over tirne, and 
differences between data sources. We assign a probability distribution to each input variable 
that incorporates the range of possible values over time and from altemate data sources. 
IVhere there are larger differences over time or between data sources, the probability 
distributions are wider and have larger standard deviations. For the input variables that are 
rates, such as the rate of non-accident releases per Bvkm, we fit lognomal distributions. For 
the input variables that are probabilities, such as P(fire 1 collision), we fit beta distributions 
and use the Gibbs sampler to detemine the distribution parameters. 
Monte Car10 simulations propagate the uncertainty from the input variables to the resulting 
release and fire incident rates. The Monte Car10 simulations provide probability distributions 
for each of the output variables. The probability distributions help to put the incident rates in 
context and allow for appropriate use of the rates in future risk assessment. Section 10.3 
illustrates hou. an examination of the probability distributions can affect decisions regarding 
alternative routes and modes for transporthg DG. 
3.1.2 Model Components 
The model predicts release and £ire incident rates for trucks in transit carqing DG loads. The 
model consists of the accident and non-accident scenarios, the possible incident outcornes, 
the model equations, and the values of the input variables. The scenarios result fiom the 
combinations of significant factors that affect the values of the input variables. The mode1 
equations calculate the release and fire incident rates fiom the input variables. 
3.4.3 Scenarios 
The model includes 32 accident scenarios and 16 non-accident scenarios, for a total of 48 
scenarios. The 32 accident scenarios are based on the following four significant factors: 
1. type of DG load (DGI: toxic PLG, DG2: flammable PLG, D G 3  flammable liquid, or 
DG4: toxic PLG). 
2. Load size (large load, LL, or small load, SL). 
3 whether the accident involved an overturn, OT, or not. 
4. whether the accident involved a collision, CO, or no collision, NCO. 




and so on to 
Scenario 32: 
a truck carrying a large load of DGI: toxic PLG and involved in an accident 
with an overtum and a collision. 
a truck carrying a large load of DG2: flammable PLG and involved in an 
accident with an overtum and a coIlision. 
a tmck carrying a large load of DG3: flammable liquid and involved in an 
accident with an overturn and a coilision, 
a truck carrying a small load of DG4: toxic liquid and involved in an 
accident with no overtum and no collision. 
The 16 non-accident scenarios are based on the following three significant factors: 
1. type of DG load (DG1: toxic PLG, DG2: flarnrnable PLG, DG3: Barnable liquid, and 
DG4: toxic PLG). 
2, whether the truck is a tanker. TA, or non-tanker, NTA. 
3 whether the truck is travelling on a rural road, RU, or urban road, UR. 
The resulting 16 non-accident scenarios include: 
Scenario 33: a tanker tmck canying DG1 : toxic PLG on a ruraI road. 
Scenario 34: a tanker tmck c-g DG2: flammable PLG on a nird road. 
Scenario 35: a tanker truck carrying DG3: fiammable liquid on a nual road. 
and so on to 
Scenario 48: a non-tanker truck canying DG4: toxic liquid on an urban road. 
3.4.4 Incident Outcomes 
For each accident scenario, there are 10 possible outcomes: 
1. large spiil with fire. 
2. small spi11 with fire, 
3- Iarge le& with £ire. 
4. small Ieak with fire. 
5. large spi11 no fire. 
6. srnaIl spi11 no fire. 
7. Iarge le& no fire. 
8. srnaII le& no fire. 
9. fire with no release. 
10. no fire and no release. 
For the non-accident scenarios, die possible outcomes are the sarne as the accident outcomes 
with the exception of Outcomes 9 and 10. For Outcome 9, fires without releases, there are 
not enough non-accident data to determine ans significant factors. AS discussed in Section 
5.1.1, we assume that the mean and standard deviation for the rate of non-accident non- 
release fires are both .22 incidents per Bvkm, and do not analyse this incident rate M e r .  
For non-accident incidents with no release and no fire (Outcome IO), the incidents are not 
recorded in any of the databases and are not of interest to this analysis. Therefore, the mode1 
includes only the f ~ s t  eight possible outcomes for non-accident scenarios for further andysis. 
To summarise, the mode1 includes 10 possible outcomes for each of the 32 accident 
scenarios, and eight possible outcomes for each of the 16 non-accident scenarios, resulting in 
448 combinations of scenarios and outcomes, or 448 output variables. 
3.4.5 Mode1 Equations 
For each of the 448 scenario and outcorne combinations, there is a different model equation. 
For the accident scenarios, the mode1 equations calculate the probability of each accident 
outcome. For each accident scenano, the sum of the outcome probabilities is equal to 1. For 
the non-accident scenarios, the mode1 e q ~ t i o n s  calculate the rates of non-accident releases 
and fires per Bvkrn. 
For accident scenanos, there are 10 input vanables in the model equations. The values of the 
input vanables V a r y  according to the accident scenario. The input variables for the accident 
scenarios include: 
P(overturn 1 release) for each type of DG 
P(type of DG 1 release) 
P(re1ease) 
P(overturn) 
P(type of DG load) 
P(fire 1 release) by collisiodno collision 
P(fire 1 no release) by colIision/no collision 
P(spill1 release) by load size 
P(1arge release 1 spill) by load size 
P(1arge release 1 leak) by load size 
or P(OTIREy DGI), P(OTIRE,DGZ), . .. 
or P@GI IRE), P(DGZIRE), . . . 
or P(RE) 
or P(0T) 
or P(DGl), P@G2), . . . 
or P(FIIRE,CO), P(FI[RE,NCO) 
or P(FImyCO)y P(FIPRE,NCO) 
or P(SPIRE,LL), P(SPIRE,SL) 
or P(LREISP,LL), P(LREISP,SL) 
or P(LREILK,LL), P(LREILK,SL) 
Accident Scenario 1 is a truck carrying a large Ioad of DGI: toxic PLG and involved in an 
accident with a collision and an ovemim. The mode1 equations for the probabilities of the 10 
possible outcornes for Accident Scenario 1 include: 
P(Iarge spill with fire) = P(OTIRE.DGI) x P(DG1lRE) x P(RE) x P(FIIRE.COI x PISPIRE.LL) x PfLREISP. LL) 
P(0T) x P(DGI) 
P(sm sp with fire) = P(OT]RE.DGI) x P(DG1 IRE) x P(RE) x P(FIIREK0) x P(SPIRE.LL) x Il-P/LREISP.LL)l 
P(0T) x P(DG 1) 
P(lg Ieak with fire) = P(OTiRE.DG 1) x P(DG1 IRE) x P(RE) x P(FIIRE.CO) x TI-P(SPIRE.LL)l x P(LRElLK.LL1 
P(0T) x P(DG1) 
P(sm Ik w/fire) = P(OTIRE.DG 1 )  x P(DG 1 IRE) x PIRE) x P(FIIRE.CO) x II -P(SPIRE.LLII x TI -PILREILK.LLII 
P(0T) x P(DG 1 ) 
P(lg spi11 no fire) = P(OT!RE.DGI) x P(DG1 IRE) x P(RE) x Tl-P(F[IRE.CO)l x P(SPIRE.LL) x P(LREISP.LL) 
P(0T) x P(DG 1) 
P(sm sp no fire) = PIOTIRE.DG1 lx P(DG 1 IRE) x PR€)  x T I  -P(FIIRE.CO)l x P(SPIRE.LL) x TI-P(LREISP,LL)I 
P(0T) x P(DG 1) 
P(lg Ieak no fire) = P(OT1RE.DG 1 )sP(DG 1 IREIx P(RE) x T 1 -P(FIIRE.COIl x T I  -P(SPIRE,LL)l x P(LREILK.LL1 
P(0T) x P(DG 1) 
P(fire no release) = [I-PIOTIRE,DG 1) x PfDG 1 IRE) x P(RE)I x P(FIINRE,CO) 
P(0T) x P(DG 1) 
P(no fire no release) = [ i -P(OTIRE.DG I ) x P(DG I IRE) x P(RE)I x [ 1 -P(FIpRE,CO)] 
P(0T) x P(DG1) 
Accident Scenario 2 is a truck carrying a large load of DG2: flammable PLG and involved in 
an accident with a collision and an ovemim. nie mode1 equations for the probabilities of the 
10 possible outcornes for Accident Scenario 2 inchde: 
P(large spiIl with fire) = P(OTTRE.DG2) x P(DG2IRE) x P(RE) x P(FIIfE.CO) x P(SPIRE.LL) x P(LREISP. LL1 
P(0T) x P(DG2) 
P(sm sp with fire) = P(OTIRE.DG2) x P(DG21RE) x P(RE) x P(FIIRE.CO) x P(SPiRE.LL) x Tl -P[LREISP.LL)I 
P(OT) x P(DG2) 
P(1g Ieak with fire) = P(OTIRE.DG2) x P(DG2IRE) x P(RE) x P(FIIRE,CO) x TI-P(SPIRE.LL)l x P(LREILK.LL) 
P(0T) x P(DG2) 
P(1g spi11 no fire) = P(OTIRE.DG2) x P(DG2IRE) x P(RE) x TI-P(FIIRE,CO)l x P(SPIRE.LL) x P(LREISP.LL1 
P(0T) x P(DG2) 
P(sm sp no fire) = P(OTIRE.DG2)x P(DG2IRE) x P(RE1 x f 1 -P(FIIRE.CO)l x P(SPIRE.LL) x Tl -P(LREISP.LL)l 
P(0T) x P(DG2) 
P(lg Ik no fire) = P(OTIRE.DGZ1 x P(DGZIRE) x PRE)  x Tl-PFIIRE.CO)l x TI-P(SPIRE.LL)I x P(LREILK.LL) 
P(0T) x P(DG2) 
P(sm Ik no fire) = P(OTIRE,DG~)XP(DG~!RE)~P(RE).UI 1 -P(FI!RE.CO)lx f 1 -P(SPIRE.LL)l x II -P(LREILK,LL)l 
P(0T) x P(DG2) 
Each accident scenario has a different set of mode1 equations, up to Accident Scenario 32, 
which includes a truck carrying a smdl load of D G 4  toxic liquid and involved in an accident 
with no collision and no ove-. The mode1 equations for the probabilities of the 10 
possible outcornes for Accident Scenario 32 include: 
(3.1 O) 
P(1g sp with fue) = 11-P(OTIRE.DG411 x P(DG41RE) x PIRE) x P(FIIRE.NC0) x P(SPIRE.SL) x PILREISP. SL) 
[ 1 -P(OT)] x P(DG4) 
P(lg lk w/fue) = TI-P(OTIRE.DG4)lx P(DG41RE) x PIRE) x PIFIIRE.NC0) x II-PISPIRESUI x P(LREILK.SL) 
[I-P(OT)] x P(DG4) 
P(1g sp no tire) = JI-PIOTIRE.DGJllxP(DG4IRR x PIRE) x II-P(FIIRE.NCO)I x P(SPIRE.SL) x P(LEISP.SL1 
[ l  -P(OT)] x P(DG4) 
P(sm sp no fire) = J~-P(OTIRE.DG~~~~P(DG~IRE)~P(RE)~~I-P(FIIRLNCO)~XP(SPIRE.SL)~ Il -P(L I P.SL)l 
[ 1 -P(OT)] x P(DG4) 
P(lg !k no fire) = [ I  -P(OTIRE.DGJ)~XWDG~~RE)~P(RE)~~I-P(FIIRE.NCO)~X~~-P(SPIRE.SL~~ x P(L ILK.SL1 
[ 1 -P(OT)] x P(DG4) 
P(no fire no reiease) = (1-(1-P(OTlRE.DG4)I x P(DG41REI x P(RE1) x [I-P(FIpRE,NCO)] 
[ 1 -P(OT)] x P(DG4) 
For non-accident scenarios, there are five input variables in the mode1 equations. The values 
of the input variables l r q  according to the non-accident scenario. The input variables for the 






releases per Bvkrn by type of DG load or (reieases per BvkmlDGl), . . . 
P(fire 1 release) by rival or urban road or P(F1IREyRU)y P(FI[RE,UR) 
P(spill1 release) or P(SP1R.E) 
P(1arge release 1 spill) 
by rural or urban road 
and tanker or non-tanker truck or P(LREISPyRU,TA)y P(LRE[SP,RUyNTA), . . . 
P(1arge release 1 le&) 
by rural or urban road 
and tanker or non-tanker truck or P(LREILK,RU,TA), P(LREILKyRU,NTA), . . . 
Non-Accident Scenarb 33 is a tanker truck canying DG1: toxic PLG on a mal road. The 
mode1 equations for the incident rates for the eight possible outcornes for Non-Accident 
Scenario 33 include: 
(3.11) 
large spiIIs with fire per Bvkm = (releases per Bvh[DG 1) x P(FIIRE,RU) x P(SP1RE) x P(LR[SP,RU,TA) 
srnail spills with fire per Bvkm = (releases per BvkmlDG 1) x P(FIIRE,Rü) x P(SP1EE) x [I-P(LRISP,RU,TA)] 
large Ieaks with fire per Bvkm = (releases per BvkmlDG 1) x P(FIIRE,RU) x [I-P(SPIRE)] x P(LWLKRU,TA) 
sm leaks with fire pet Bvkm = (releases per BvhlDG 1) x P(FI(RE,RU) x [l-P(SPIRE)] x [I -P(LR[LK,RU,TA)] 
Iarge spilIs no £ire per Bvkm = (reieases per BvkmlDG 1) x [I-P(FIIRE,RU)] x P(SP1EE) x P(LR[SP,RU,TA) 
srna11 spills no fire per Bvkm = (releases per BvkmIDG 1) x [l-P(FI[RE,RU)] x P(SP1RE) x Cl-P(LRISP,RU,TA)] 
Iarge Ieaks no fire per Bvkm = (releases per BvkmlDGl) x [l-P(FIIRE,RU)] x [f-P(SPIRE)] x P(LWLK,RU,TA) 
sm Iks no fire per Bvlan = (reteases per BvkrnlDG 1) x [1-P(FIIRE,RU)] x [1 -P(SPIRE)] x [I-P(LRILK,RU,TA)] 
Non-Accident Scenario 34 is a tanker truck canying DG2: flamrnable PLG on a rural road. 
The mode1 equations for the incident rates for the eight possible outcomes for Non-Accident 
Scenario 34 include: 
(3.12) 
large spills with fire per Bvkm = (releases per Bvkm(DG2) x P(FI[RE,RU) x P(SP[RE) x P(LRISP,RU,TA) 
srnaIl spills with fire per Bvkm = (reieases per Bvh[DG2) x P(FI[RE,RU) x l'(SPIRE) x [I-P(LRISP,RU,TA)] 
large Ieaks with tire per Bvkrn = (releases per Bvkm(DG2) x P(FIIRE,RU) x [ 1 -P(SPIRE)] x P(LR[LK,RU,TA) 
sm le& with fire per Bvkm = (releases per Bvkm[DG2) x P(FIIRE,RU) x [I-P(SP[RE)] x [l-P(LR[LK,RU,TA)] 
Iarge spilis no fire per Bvkm = (releases per BvkrnlDG2) x [l-P(FIIRE,RU)] x P(SP1RE) x P(LRlSP,RU,TA) 
smaIl spitts no flre per B v h  = [releases per Bvkm(DG2) x [1-P(FI[RE,RU)] x P(SP[RE) x [l-P(LRISP,RU,TA)] 
Iarge Ieaks no fire per Bvkm = (releases per BvkmlDG2) x 11-P(FIIRE,RU)] x [I-P(SP[RE)] x P(LRILK,RU,TA) 
sm lks no fire per Bvkrn = (releases per BvkmlDG2) x CI-P(FIIRE,RU)] x [1-P(SPIRE)] x [I-P(LRILEC,RU,TA)] 
Each non-accident scenario has a different set of mode1 equations, up to Non-Accident 
Scenario 48, which is a non-tanker truck carrying DG4: toxic liquid on an urban road. The 
mode1 equations for the incident rates for the eight possible outcomes for Non-Accident 
Scenario 48 include: 
(3.13) 
Iarge spills with fire per Bvkm = (releases per BvkrnlDG4) x P(FIIRE,UR) x P(SP1RE) x P(LRISP,UR,NTA) 
srnaIl spills with fire per Bvkm = (releases per Bvkrn(DG4) x P(FIIRE,UR) x P(SP1RE) x II-P(LRISP,UR,NTA)] 
large leaks with fue per Bvkm = (releases per Bvkm(DG4) x P(FI/RE,UR) x [I-P(SP[RE)] x P(LNLK,UR,NTA) 
sm Lks with fire per Bvkm = (reIeases per BvkmlDG4) x P(FIIRE,UR) x [I-P(SPIRE)] x [l-P(LqLK,Uf/NTA)] 
large spilIs no fie per Bvkm = (releases per BvkmlDG4) x [1-P(FIIRE,UR)] x P(SP1RE) x P(LRISP,UKNTA) 
m spilis no fre per B v h  = (reIeases per Bvkm/DG4) x [l-P(FIIRE,UR)] x P(SP1RE) x [I-P(LRISP,U&NTA)] 
Ig le& no fire per B v h  = (reIeases per BvkmIDG4) x [l-P(FIlRE,UR)J x [l-F(SPIRE)] x P(LWLK,UR,NTA) 
sm ks no fue per Bvkm = (releases per BvkmlDG4)x[L-P(FIIRE,UR)] x [l-P(SPlRE)] x [I-P(LqLK,UR,NTA)] 
Chapter 4 documents the sources of data, the classification of the DG incident outcomes, and 
the classification of possible factors that may potentially impact incident outcomes. Chapter 
5 identifies factors that significantly affect DG incident outcornes and surnrnarkes the input 
variables for the model. Chapter 5 defines the accident and non-accident scenarïos that arise 
fkom the combination of the significant factors. Chapter 6 provides point estimates for the 
input and output variables, to illustrate the structure of the model. 
CHAPTER 4 
Chapter 4 contains the following sections: 
4.1 Data Sources 
4.2 Classification of Incident Outcomes 
4.3 Potential Factors 
Chapter 4 documents the sources of data. the classification of DG incident outcomes, and the 
classification of possible factors that may potentially impact incident outcomes. 
4.1 DATA SOURCES 
Gowrmnent agencies from Canada, the USA and France kindly provided databases for use in 
this research. Figure 4.1 illustrates the available databases and the relevant data fields in each 
database. There are three DG incident databases and two road accident databases. Section 
4.1.2 describes the DG incident data and Section 4.1.3 descnbes the accident data. 
The variety of databases allows a cornparison of release and fire incident charactenstics fiom 
different sources. We assume that each source provides an estimate of the value of the input 
variable, such as P(fire [ collision). This assumption is discussed further in Chapter 8. Plots 
of the data indicate that the values for input variables from different sources are generally 
similar. The estimates of the value for an input variable rnay vary between data sources 
because of a variety of causes of uncertainty. For example, differences in the methods of 
reporting and recording incidents may result in differences in measurernent error. Where 
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there are feur records for a certain type of incident' one incident more or less can result in a 
noticeably different value for the input variable. Fluctuations in the nurnber of incidents from 
year to year may result in varying values. Factors that are mavailable in the DG incident 
databases, such as differences in speed limits or other road and vehicle characteristics, may 
result in uncertainty. The range of values aids in quantieing uncertainty for a mode1 to 
predict release and fire incident rates for trucks carrying DG loads, for use in locations with 
road and truck characteristics similar to North Anierica and Europe. 
None of the available databases contain information about the sequence of events in an 
incident. For example, if there is an incident with a release and fire, we do not know whether 
the fire started with Say the vehicle fuel tank and then propagated to the DG Ioad, or whether 
the fire started with the DG load and then spread to the rest of the vehicle. We only know 
that both a release and fire occurred. In addition, none of the databases have information on 
the size of fires. We c m  infer that a fire with a large release is probably a large fire, but we 
do not have the data to confirm this. 
1.1.1 Data of Interest 
As mentioned in Section 1.1 of the introduction to this thesis, the thesis addresses the 
probability of accident-induced and non-accident releases, fires and explosions for trucks in 
transit c q 1 n g  DG loads. A "release" is defined as a release of the DG load, excluding any 
spill or le* from the vehicle N e l  tank. The thesis combines fue and explosions under a 
category called simply "fires". The analysis focuses exccclusively on trucks in transit, moving 
along their routes, and excludes incidents that occur whïle the truck is Ioading, unloading or 
in storage. 
We fûrther qualiQ the data used in ternis of the type of trucks, where this information is 
available. The reseanih focuses on the types of trucks that cars, loads classified as dangerous 
by the 1996 North American Emergency Response Guideline (NAERG, 1996). This 
excludes other types of vehicles that typically do not cary DG loads. Examples of excluded 
vehicles include c m ,  pick-up trucks, recreational vehicles, livestock carriers and car carriers. 
The research focuses on trucks that are carrying partial or full loads. ïhïs exciudes unloaded 
trucks. Tmcks that are partially loaded with DG may pose a greater risk than fully loaded 
tmcks. Partially loaded trucks carrying liquid tend to have more stability problems because 
the liquid can slosh back and forth when the truck accelerates, decelerates or tums. This rnay 
affect an accident outcome. Some types of DG can only ignite if they are in a gaseous state, 
and a partial load of pressure-liquefied gas can result in some of the load in a gaseous state. 
1.1.2 DG Incident Data 
Data from Transport Canada 
The Dangerous Goods Accident Information System (DGAIS) database cornes fiom The 
Transport Dangerous Goods Directorate, an arm of Transport Canada. This database 
provides information on reportable DG incidents in Canada, over the eight years from 1988 
to 1995. DGAIS is the most detailed of the three available DG incident databases, and has 
the most records. As shown in Figure 4.1, relevant DGAIS data fields include: 
the year of the incident. 
whether it uTas an accident or non-accident incident. 
whether the incident occurred in transit on a road, or elsewhere, such as in storage or 
while unloading. 
the type of tnick. 
the type of DG load. 
whether there was a release of the DG load or not. We classify a DG incident with a Leak 
or spi11 from the vehicle fuel tank o d y  as a non-release incident. 
the size of the release. 
if the incident involved an accident, whether there was an overtum or not, 
if the incident involved an accident, whether there was a coIIision or not. DGAlS and the 
other databases define a "collision" as an accident that involves an impact with either a 
fixed or a moveable object. 
whether the incident involved a fire or not (with or without a release). 
if there was a release, whether it w a le& or spill. 
whether the truck was a tanker or non-tanker. A non-tanker truck couId include, for 
example, a box van or flat bed tmck carrying DG in cylinders or barrels. 
the size of the load. 
whether the incident occurred on an urban or rural road. 
The DGAIS documentation notes that reports must be filed with Transport Canada for any 
reportable accident deemed to be of significance that invclves the transport of DG in Canada. 
Transport Canada enters these reports in DGAIS. Transport Canada broadly defines 
significant as an amount of  produce released fiom containment that was beyond a threshold 
and that presented a danger to the public. As well, when DG are involved, accidents 
involving a death or injury or damage to the means of containment due to impact stress or 
fatigue must be reported. Therefore DGAIS also contains a number of non-release DG 
incidents. 
This analysis uses DGAIS incident records for trucks in transit. We did not use the available 
DGAIS incident records for other types of vehicles such as trains, ships or airplanes. We also 
excluded DGMS incident records for trucks that are loading, unloading or in storage. The 
database includes approximately 1,430 relevant DG incident records: 850 accidents and 580 
non-accident incidents, of which approxirnately 240 are non-release incidents. 
For trucks carrying DG, the Transport Dangerous Goods Directorate also has provided 
estimates of the percentage of vehicle-kilometres by type of DG load. The estirnates are 
provided by province and by year from 1986 to 1990. The Directorate generated these 
estimates of vehicle-kilometres for each type of DG by combining information from: 
Statistic Canada's annuai Motor Carrier Freight Survey of commercial road carriers 
(tnicking companies). 
Statistic Canada's quarterly For-Hire Trucking (Commodity Origin and Destination) 
Survey. 
the Ontario Commercial Vehicle Surveys. 
Data from the Ministrv of Environment of Ontario 
The Occurrence Report Infoxmation System (ORIS) Version 4.0 database cornes from the 
Spills Action Centre of the Ministry of Envirorment of Ontario (MOE). This database 
provides information on releases of DG in the Province of Ontario, from 1988 to 1997. 
The analysis uses the ORIS records for load releases from trucks on roads in transit. This 
excludes DG release records for: 
other types of vehicles such as trains, ships or airplanes. 
other sources such as pipelines, sewers, storage facilities, etc. 
trucks that are loading, unloading or in storage. 
spills or leaks fiom truck fiel tanks as opposed to releases of the truck pay-load. 
The database includes approximately 540 relevant DG release records. As shown in Figure 
4.1, relevant ORIS data fields include: 
the year of the incident, 
whether it was an accident or non-accident incident, 
whether the incident occurred on-road or off-road. 
whether the vehicle ws a truck or not. 
the type of DG load. 
whether there was a release of the DG load or not (as opposed to a release from the fuel 
tank only). 
the size of release. 
if the incident involved an accident, whether there was an ove- or not. 
In theory, each of the records in the ORIS database for Ontario fiom 1988 to 1995 should 
also be in the DGAIS database for Canada However, neither database contains records of 
every DG release that should have been reported. For specific types of DG incidents, for 
some years DGAIS contains more records for Ontario and for some years ORIS contains 
more records. The two databases provide two different samples of DG incidents and two 
sources for estimates of the values of input variables. The uncertainty arising nom the 
differences between the two databases is discussed fùrther in Chapter 8. 
Data from France 
The Mission Transport des Matières Dangereuses (MTMD) database contains records of 
releases of DG from trucks in France, from 1987 to 1992. The database includes 
approximately 1,100 DG relevant release records. As shown in Figure 4.1, relevant MTMD 
data fields inchde: 
the year of the incident. 
whether it was an accident or non-accident incident. 
whether the incident occurred on-road or off-road. 
whether the vehicle was a truck or not. 
whether the ioad was a DG load or not. 
whether there was a release of the DG load or not. 
the size of release. 
if the incident involved an accident, whether there was an overturn or not. 
if the incident involved an accident, whether there was a collision or not. 
whether the incident invoived a fire or not. 
4.1.3 Accident Data 
Data from the Minisw of Transportation of Ontario 
The Accident Data System (ADS) database cornes from the Ministry of Transportation of 
Ontario (MTO). This database provides information on al1 reportable road accidents taking 
place on ProvinciaI highways in the Province of Ontario, from 1988 to 1995. As defined in 
ADS for the years from 1988 to 1995, a "reportable" road accident either resulted in injuq or 
death or exceeded $700 in total property darnage. 
The analysis uses the ADS accident records for loaded trucks, excluding unloaded trucks and 
excluding car carriers, Iivestock carriers and recreational vehicles. The database contains 
approximately 24,870 relevant truck accident records. The actual type of load (dangerous or 
not) in these truck accidents is unknown, but it is assumed that truck accident charactenstics 
are similar, regardless of whether the load is dangerous or not. As shown in Figure 4.1, 
relevant ADS data fields include: 
the year of the accident. 
whether the accident included a collision, an overtum, andlor the vehicle ninning off the 
road. An ADS record could include an incident where none of these events occur, such 
as when a ioad falls off a truck and causes damage, or if a f ~ e  starts from a brake or tire 
overheating during transport. 
whether the accident occurred on-road or off-road. 
the type of truck. 
whether there was a load release or not. 
whether there was a fire or not. 
whether the tmck was Ioaded or udoaded. 
whether the truck was a tanker or non-tanker. 
In theory, each of the records of accident-induced releases or fies in Ontario fiom 1988 to 
1995 in the DGAIS and OMS databases has a matching truck accident record in ADS. It may 
be possible to find the matching records through descriptions of accident time, location, etc., 
but this is not of interest for this analysis. We use the ADS database to provide general truck 
accident characteristics. 
Data from Washington State 
The Master Accident Record System (MARS) database cornes fiom the Washington State 
Department of Transportation (WSDOT). This database provides information on dl 
reportable accidents taking place on al1 roads in Washington State, USA fiom 1990 to 1996. 
ï h e  analysis uses the MARS accident records where at least one of the vehicles involved was 
a heavy truck, in transit on a road. This excludes, for example, cars, pick-up trucks, f m  
equipment, buses and motorcycles and off-road accidents. The database contains 
approxima~ely 1 1,3 70 relevant truck accident records. 
As shown in Figure 4.1, relevant MARS data fields include: 
the year of the accident. 
whether the accident included a collision, an overmm, andlor the vehicle running off the 
road. 
whether the accident occurred on-road or off-road. 
whether the vehicIe was a truck or not. 
whether there was a load release or not. 
whether there was a fire or not. 
4.2 CLASSIFICATION OF INCIDENT OUTCOMES 
As discussed earlier in Section 1.2, for QRA analysis the DG incident rates must indicate: 
whether or not there is a release of the DG load. In this analysis the term "release" 
applies to a release of the DG load, and not to a le& or spill fiom a fuel tank. 
whether or not there is a fire. 
the rate and quantity of the release. 
The term ''£ire" applies to both fires and/or explosions. Approximately 7% of DGAIS 
incidents and 5% of MTMD incidents include fires, for a combined mean of 6% of DG 
incidents uith fires. A fire may occur with or without a release of the DG load. For fires 
without releases, the fire may destroy the vehicle fuel and possibly part of the vehicle, but 
does not affect the DG load. For fires \\<th releases. the incident may destroy some or al1 of 
the DG load and possibly the vehicle fuel and rehicle. Either the DG load initiates the fire or 
the fire propagates to include tlie DG load. If a Bammable DG load is involved, the fire can 
produce a much higher heat intensity than if only the vehicle fuel bums. 
In DGAIS, a release is either a "spill" or a "leak". The rate of release generally defines the 
difference behveen spills and leaks. DGAIS notes that the major distinction between a spi11 
and a leak relates to the tirne that etapses following the initial release of product. DGAIS 
defines a spill as an irnmediate or continuous release of product fiom containment. 
Typically, a release of product in a spill is of a shoa duration. A leak, on the other hand, is a 
small, sporadic release. The release of a DG in a leak is usually of a long duration From 
DGAIS, approximately 3 1% of releases from trucks in transit are leaks and 69% are spills. 
Bath spills and Ieaks can be large or small, but a spi11 is more Iikely to be large than a leak. 
DGAIS, OMS and MTMD records contain the actual size of the release. Figure 4.2 shows 
the distribution of releases by volume reported by DGAIS. To avoid empty cells in cross- 
tabulations of the DG incident data by incident characteristics, we need to combine the data 
Figure 4.2: Graphs of Release Volumes 
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Source of release volumes: DGAIS 
into Iogical? broader classifications. Therefore we classi@ the size of a release as either 
"large" (1,000 litres or greater) or "srnaiT' ( les  than i5000 litres). Approximately 60% of 
DGAIS, 77% of OMS releases and 41% of MTMD releases are smaller than 1,000 litres, for 
a combined mean of 60% small releases. The size of large releases varies widely, from 1,000 
to over 60,000 litres, with an average of approximately 14,000 litres. 
The four characteristics of releaseh release, fireho fire, spillAeak, and large release/smalI 
can be combined to describe al1 possible DG incident outcornes and ultimately to provide 
useful input for Q U  analysis. However, we also need to define the DG incident as an 
accident or non-accident incident, in order to determine the incident rates per Bvkm. We 
define accidents as events involving one or a combination of a collision, an overtum or the 
truck running off the road, where these events cause enough darnage or injury for the police 
to report them. If the event does not include an). of a collision, ove- or &ng off the 
road, we classi@ the event as a non-accident. A non-accident incident could include a release 
that occurs if a valve is not properly closed, if a corroded weld fails, or if a fire starts fiom a 
brake or tire overheating during transport. 
Figure 4.3 shows the resulting outcome classification scherne for DG incidents. Figure 4.3 
groups DG incidents as either accident or non-accident. Both accidents and non-accident 
incidents can result in a release or no release. If there is a release, there are a M e r  eight 
sub-classifications including: 
large spill with fire. 
small spill with £ire. 
large Ieak with f ~ e .  
small Ieak with fire. 
large spili no fire. 
small spill no fire. 
large leak no fire. 
small leak no fire. 





For accidents ~ 4 t h  no release, there can still be a fire or no fire. For non-accident incidents 
with no reIease, there must be a fire for the incident to be recorded. If there is an incident 
with no accident, no reIease and no fire, then it is not recorded in any of the databases and is 
not of interest to this analysis. 
We c m o t  estimate the incident rates for each of the possible outcomes shown in Figure 4.3 
directly frorn the raw data. There are not enough records in any of the DG incident databases 
to cross-tabulate by each of the possible outcomes without ending up with empty cells. 
However, we can calculate the incident rates for each of the possible outcomes using simple 
equations. Figure 4.4 surnmarises these model equations, with the exception of the incident 
rates for non-accident non-release fires, ~vhich are discussed later in Section 5.1. 
For accident scenarios; the input variables in the model equations include: 
accident rate. This is the number of accidents per Bvkrn. 
P(re1ease 1 accident). An accident can result in a release or no release 
P(fire 1 accident). An accident can result in a fire, whether there is a release or not. 
P(spi1lI release). If there is an accident-induced release, it is either a spill or leak. 
P(1arge release 1 release). If there is an accident-induced release, it is either large or small. 
For non-accident scenarios, the input variables in the mode1 equations inchde: 
release rate. This is the number of non-accident releases per Bvkm. For non-accident 
incidents, the equations are for releases only. Non-accident non-release fires are 
discussed Iater in Section 5.1.1. 
P(fire 1 release). For non-accident incidents, we consider only releases. The release can 
be combined with a fire or no fire. 
P(spil11 release). If there is a non-accident release, it is either a spill or leak. 
P(1arge release [ release). If there is a non-accident release, it is either large or small. 
Figure 4.4: Mode1 Equations 
General Equations for Accident Scenarios 
rate of incidents with large spill & fire 
rate of incidents with small spi118 fire 
rate of incidents with large leak 8 f ie  
rate of incidents with small leak & fire 
rate of incidents with large spill no fire 
rate of incidents with smali spill no fire 
rate of incidents with large leak no fire 
rate of incidents with small leak no fire 
rate of incidents with fire no release 
rate of incidents with no fire no release 
= accident rate x P(re1ease [ acc~*dent) 
x P(spili 1 release) 
= accident rate x P(re1ease ( acüdent) 
x P(spill 1 release) 
= accident rate x P(re1ease 1 accident) 
x (1-P(spill 1 release)) 
= accident rate x P(release ( accident) 
x (1-?(spiIl 1 release)) 
= accident rate x P(re1ease j accident) 
x P(spill 1 release) 
= accident rate x P(release ( accident) 
x P(spi1f [ release) 
= accident rate x P(release 1 accident) 
x (1-P(spil1 1 release)) 
= accident rate x P(re1ease 1 accident) 
x (1-P(spill ( reiease)) 
= accident rate x (1-P(release ( accident)) 
= accident rate x (1 -P(release [ accident)) 
x P(fire [ accident) 
x P(large release 1 release) 
x P(fire 1 accident) 
x (j-P(large release 1 release)) 
x P(fire 1 accident) 
x P(large release [ release) 
x P(fire [ accident) 
x (1-P(1arge release 1 release)) 
x (1-P(fire(accident)) 
x P(large release 1 release) 
x (1 -P(fire ( addent)) 
x (1-P(large release 1 release)) 
x (1-P(fire ( accident)) 
x P(large release ( release) 
x (1 -P(fire 1 accident)) 
x (1-P(large release 1 release)) 
x P(fire [ accident) 
x (1-P(fire [ accident)) 
General Equations for Non-Accident Scenarios 
rate of incidents with large spill & fire = 
rate of incidents with srnall spili & fire = 
rate of incidents with large leak 8 fire = 
rate of incidents with smatl leak & fire = 
rate of incidents with large spill no fire = 
rate of incidents with srnaII spill no fire = 
rate of incidents with large leak no fire = 
rate of incidents with small leak no fire = 
release rate 
P(spiI1 ( release) 
release rate 
P(spilI 1 release) 
release rate 
(1-P(spill 1 release)) 
release rate 
(1 -P(spill 1 release)) 
release rate 






(1 -P(spill ( release)) 
x P(fire 1 release) 
x P(1arge release release) 
x P(fire [ release) 
x (1 -P(large release j release)) 
x P(fire 1 release) 
x ?(large release ( release) 
x P(fire 1 release) 
x (1-P(large release ( release)) 
x (4-P(fire 1 release)) 
x P(large release 1 release) 
x (1-P(fire release)) 
x (1-P(large release release)) 
x (1-?(fi= release)) 
x P(large release 1 release) 
x (1-P(fire 1 release)) 
x (1 -P(large release [ release)) 
For example, we can consider a hypotheticd scenario as follows: 
a truck accident rate of 1400 accidents per Bvkm. 
a non-accident DG incident rate of 5 incidents per Bvkm. 
a sarnple of 1000 accidents involving trucks carrying DG loads which includes: 
30 releases 
40 fires (with or without a release) 
27 spills (with or without a fue) 
26 large releases (with or without a fire or spill). 
a sample of 100 non-accident releases from tmcks carrying DG loads which includes: 
2 fires 
50 spills (with or without a fire) 
25 large releases (with or without a fire or spill). 
Using the equations in Figure 4.4, we can calculate the combined rate of accident and non- 
accident incidents with large spills and fires per Bvkm for the hypothetical scenario as 
follows: 
( 4 4  
number of incidents with large spills and fires per Bvkm 
= number of accidents with large spills and fires per Bvkm 
+ 
number of non-accident incidents with large spills and fires per Bvkm 
= (accident rate per Bvkm) x P(re1ease 1 accident) 
x P(fire ( accident) x P(spill1 release) x P(1arge release [ release) 
4- 
(number of non-accident releases per Bvkm) 
x P(fire 1 release) x P(spill1 release) x P(1arge release 1 reiease) 
= 1.3229 incidents with large spill and fire per Bvkm 
The equations in Figure 4.4 assume that dl of the input variables are statistically 
independent. The equations indicate that, for example: 
(4.2) 
P(release and fire 1 accident) = P(release ( accident) x P(fm ( accident) 
The analysis of significant factors later in Chapter 5 checks this assumption. I f  the variables 
are not independent, then the equation is modified to include the relationship. For example, 
Chapter 5 shows that retease is a significant factor in predicting fre. The equation is 
modified as follows: 
P(re1ease and fire 1 accident) = P(re1ease 
3.3 POTENTIAL FACTORS 
(4.3) 
1 accident) x P(fire 1 accident-induced release) 
To explain variations in incident rates, we need to determine which factors available in the 
data have a significant impact on incident outcomes. For accidents, two of the potential 
factors to predict the characteristics of DG incidents include: 
whether the accident included an overturn or note 
whether the accident included a collision or not. 
An accident can have: 
both an overturn and a collision- 
* an overturn with no co1lision. 
a collision with no overturn. 
no overturn and no collision. 
From ADS for Ontario highways, approximately 2% of truck accidents involve overtums and 
coiiisions, 5% involve overtums with no collision, 82% involve colIisions with no overturn, 
and 11% involve no overtum and no collision. An accident that has no overturn and no 
collision mically involves a vehicle sliding or ninning off the road into the ditch. 
For both accident and non-accident incidents, additional potential factors available in the data 
include: 
type of DG load, discussed M e r  in Section 4.3.1. 
smail or large load size, discussed M e r  in Section 4.3.2. 
tmck type, discussed M e r  in Section 4.3 -3. 
whether the tmck is a tanker or non-tanker, 
whether the tmck is travelling on an urban or rural road. 
for fires, whether there is a release of the DG load or not. 
for spills and leaks, whether there is a fire or not. 
for reiease size, whether there is a fire or not and whether the release is a leak or spill. 
The above is not an exhaustive list of potential factors affecting fire and release incident 
rates. The list is restricted to potentiaI factors about which there is information in one or 
more of the five databases used for this analysis. There may be other factors that we do not 
include in Our model because of lack of data. For example, the report by Saccornanno, 
Leeming and Stewart (1993) cornparhg nsk estimates for a benchmark comdor exercise 
suggests that the speed limit affects release probabilities given an accident. A higher speed 
limit is related to a higher probability of release. However, we do not have information on 
the speed limit for releases in the available data, and so this factor is not included in our 
model. 
4.3.1 Types of DG Loads 
Trucks transport many types of DG Ioads by road. 'Ihese DG may be corrosive, flammable, 
explosive, radioactive, poisonous, infectious or carcinogenic. They may be liquid 
(presswised or unpressurised), gaseous or solid. The 1996 North Amencan Emergency 
Response Guide Book (NAERG, 1996) details nine major classes of DG, 22 sub-classes and 
























capable of producing a mass explosion 
a projection hazard but not a mass explosion hazard 
a £ire hazard with minor projection andor minor blast hazard 
a minor hazard, effects confined largely to package 
insensitive explosive substances 
gases 
inflammable gases 
gases not poisonous or flammable 
poisonous gases 
corrosive 
flammable and combustible liquids 
having flashpoint below -18' Celsius 
having flashpoint greater than or equal to -1 8' and less than 23" Celsius 
having flashpoint greater than or equal to 23' and 
less than or equal to 61° Celsius 
flammable solids 
combustible through friction or heat retaùied fiom processing 
liable to spontaneous heating in contact with air 
emit flammable gases or spontaneously combustible 
with water or water vapour 
oxidising substances and organic substances 
oxidising substances which increase risk or intensity of fire 
organic peroxides either combustible or oxidisers 
Class 6: poisonous (toxic) and infectious substances 
6 1 : poisonous by inhalation, ingestion, skin contact 
62: infectious substance 
Class 7: radioactive matenals 
Class 8: corrosives causing severe damage to living tissue or fkeight 
Class 9: miscellaneous 
9 1 : miscelIaneous dangerous goods 
92: environmentai hazard 
93 : dangerous waste products 
We do not have enough data to examine each of these classes of DG. To limit the classes of 
DG to a manageable number, we have focused our analysis on four types of DG loads: 
DG1 : PLG that are toxic andlor corrosive and non- 
combustible, for exarnple, pressure-Iiquefied cldorine gas. 
DG2: PLG that are flamrnable, for example, liquefied petroleum gas or propane. 
D G 3  liquids that are flammable, for exarnple, gasoline or fuel 03. 
DG4: liquids that are toxic and/or corrosive and non-combustible, for example, 
pesticides- 
To simplie the terminology, the remainder of the report refers to these classes of DG as: 
DGI: toxic PLG 
DG2: flamrnable PLG 
DG3 : flammable liquid 
DG4: toxic liquid 
In this analysis, we have not classified some rniscellaneous types of DG, such as solids, and 
have not analysed these M e r .  Unclassified DG represent approximately 7% of dl DG 
transported by road and approximately 6% of al1 DG releases by trucks in transit camying DG 
Ioads- 
From Statistics Canada, the road kilometres by trucks carrying the above classes of DG loads 
may be grouped by the type of load: approximately 65% flammable liquid, 24% toxic liquid, 
6% flammable PLG and 5% toxic PLG. Flammable liquids are the rnost common type of DG 
load. From DGAIS, approximately 60% of DG incidents occur on rural roads (in agricultural 
or uninhabited areas) and 40% on urban roads (in commercial, industrial or residential areas). 
We use the type of DG load to reflect different types of truck configurations and their 
propensity to release given an accident or a non-accident incident. For exarnple, from 
DGAIS, tanker trucks transport approximately 70% of DG1: toxic PLG, DG2: fiammable 
PLG and DG3: flammable liquid. On the other hand, tanker trucks transport only 
approximately 35% of DG4: toxic liquid. If not in a tanker truck, DG 1 : toxic PLG and DG2: 
flammable PLG are most comrnonly transported in cylinden while DG3: flammable liquid 
and DG4: toxic liquid are most commonly transported in h s  or pails. Tanker trucks that 
carry DGl: toxic PLG and DG2: flammable PLG, liquids with appreciable vapour pressures, 
are typically ccthck walled". Tanker trucks that carry DG3: flammable liquid and DG4: toxic 
liquid, liquids at atmospheric pressure, are typically %in walled" (Marshall, 199 1). 
4.3.2 Load Size 
We classi& a small load as  a Load smaller than 15,000 litres and a large load as a load of 
15,000 litres or greater. Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of load sizes by volume reported 
by DGAIS. OMS and MTMD do not report load size. From DGMS, for trucks carrying DG 
Ioads, approximately 52% of the loads are smaller than 15,000 litres. A tmck could be 
carrying a small load because the truck is small, or because it is a large tmck is carrying only 
a partial load. 
Figure 4.5: Graph of  Load Volumes 
O 10,000 20.000 30,000 40,000 50.000 60.000 70,000 80.000 90,000 
Load Volume (litres) 
Note: small load = load less than 15,000 litres 
large load = load 15,000 litres or greater 
Source of Ioad sizes: DGAIS 
There is a variety of information available about truck types in both the DGAIS and the ADS 
databases. We know the power unit may be either a straight truck or a tractor. A straight 
truck may be open, closed, a tanker or a dump truck, and may tow a full trailer. A tractor 
may tow a semi-trailer or double trailers. The trailer type could be van, flat bed, tanker or 
dump. For diis thesis, we w the following classification scheme: 
straight truck. 
straight truck with hl1 trailer. 
tractor with semi-trailer. 
tractor with double trailers. 
From ADS, general tmck accidents include approximately 66% tractors with semi-hailers, 
23% straight trucks, 7% tractors with double trailers, and 3% straïght trucks with full trailers. 
From DGAIS, incidents involving trucks carrying DG Ioads include approximately 54% 
tractors with semi-trailers, 26% straight trucks, 18% tractors with double trailers, and 2% 
straight tnicks with full uailers. There is an over-representation of tracors with double 
trailers in the DGAIS data. This could be because DG loads are more commonly carried in 
tractors with doubIe trailers than other types of goods. 
We also consider a separate factor describing the type of truck: tanker or non-tanker. We 
can combine this factor with any of the four truck types to provide a more detailed tmck 
description, for example, snaight tanker truck, tractor with non-tanker semi-Mer, etc. From 
ADS, general truck accidents include approximately 6% tanker trucks. From DGAXS, 
approximately 62% of the DG incidents involve tanker trucks. There is an over- 
representation of tanker trucks in the DGAIS data, likely because liquid DG loads are 
commody carried in tanker trucks. 
CHAPTER 5 
ACCIDENT AND NON-ACCIDENT SCENARIOS 
Chapter 5 contains the following sections: 
5.1 Significant Factors 
5.2 Definition of Scenarios and Mode1 
Chapter 5 identifies factors that significantly affect DG incident outcomes and summarises 
the input variables for the model. Chapter 5 defines the accident and non-accident scenarios 
that &se from the combination of the significant factors. 
5.1 SIGNIFICANT FACTORS 
In this thesis. we use stepwise logistic regression to identiQ predictive factors that 
significantly affect DG incident outcomes. Compared with the other available factors, these 
significant factors tend to have the most impact on the input variables. By using significant 
factors in building the model, the model better explains variations in incident outcomes. 
Earlier, Section 3.2 descnbed the method of selecting significant facton through stepwise 
logistic regression. The input variables for our model were used as dependent variables in 
the logistic regression. Only factors significant at the 5% level as variables in an equation to 
predict the dependent variable were considered for the model. If the logistic regression did 
not indicate a significance at the 5% level, then the factors were rejected one by one, in a 
stepwise fashion. None of the accident or non-accident factors are strongly correlated. 
Therefore we did not consider a factor for re-entry in the equation once it had been dropped. 
5.1.1 Dependent Variables for the Logistic Regression 
Our dependent variables for 
model equations to predict 
inchde: 
the logistic regression include each of the input variables in the 
incident outcornes. From Section 4.2, the ten input variables 
accident rate per Bvkm 
P(re1ease 1 accident) 
P(fire 1 accident) 
P(spi111 accident-induced release) 
P(large release [ accident-induced release) 
non-accident release rate per Bvkm 
P(fire 1 non-accident reIease) 
f (spi11 1 non-accident reiease) 
P(1arge release f non-accident release) 
non-accident non-release fire rate per Bvkm. 
We did not undertake logistic regression for the input variables that are rates per Bvkm, 
incIuding accident rate, non-accident release rate, and non-accident non-release fire rate, for 
the following reasons: 
In this thesis, we do not analyse accident rates nor the factors affecthg accident rates. 
Other researchers have identified factors infiuencing accident rates. For exarnple, 
Leeming et al. (1993) indicates that factors significantly affecting road accident rates for 
trucks inciude road type, traffic pattern, traffic volume, truck type, load status, model 
year, hour of day, and driver age. A M e r  analysis of accident rates and their factors is 
beyond the scope of this research. We assume that future users of our model will supply 
accident rates that are appropnate to the specific sections of road they are anaiysing. 
We calculate the incident rate of non-accident releases as  followrs: 
number of incidents of non-accident releases 
number of vehicle kilornetres travelled 
From Transport Canada, ive have the vehicle-kilometres of trucks carrying DG loads, by 
type of DG load, by year and by province. No M e r  details are available regarding the 
number of kilometres travelled. According to Transport Canada staff, variations by 
province are more likely due to differences in reporthg than differences in incidents. 
Therefore we do not consider "province" as a factor in the model. We use the years to 
provide separate data points. Therefore, we use the type of DG load as the only factor in 
predicting the incident rate of non-accident releases. No logistic regression is undertaken 
for the incident rate of non-accident releases because of the data limitations. 
For incident rates for non-accident fires Wthout releases, there is only a small amount of 
data available. From the MTMD data for trucks c a q i n g  DG Ioads, there were only 4 
incidents of non-accident non-release fires from 1987 to 1992 in France. From DGAIS, 
there were only 7 incidents of non-accident fires without releases from 1988 to 1990 in 
Canada. From Statistics Canada information, the estimated road vehicle kiIornetres for 
trucks carrying DG loads from 1988 to 1990 in Canada was 3 1.6 Bvkm. ïherefore the 
incident rate of non-accident non-release fires is approximately -22 incidents per Bvkrn. 
n7e do not attempt to find M e r  factors to explain this incident rate, because of the 
scarcity of data. 
For the remaining seven input variables, we undertook stepwise logistic regression to identi6 
significant factors. We used the DGAIS database for the logistic regression because it is the 
only available DG incident database that inchdes al1 of the potentid factors. DGAIS also has 
the most incident records. 
5.1.2 CoHinearity Beîween Factors 
Logistic regression may fail to indicate that a factor is significant in predicting the dependent 
variable, either because the factor has a rninor effect on the dependent variable, or because 
the factor is collinear with another factor in the equation. Omission of collinear factos that 
are important in explaining the dependent variable is undesirable. 
We checked for collinearity between factors by using SPSS @ to calculate the Spearman's 
correlation coefficient, r, for bivariate data. Most of the available factors are bivariate, for 
exarnple, large loadkmall load, with the exception of type of DG load and truck type. These 
two factors have four possible categories each. For this test, we replaced the categorical 
factors for type of DG load and tmck type each with four bivax-iate dummy factors: DG1, 
DG2, DG3 and DG4, and Truckl, Tmck2, Truck3 and TrucW. For example, the dummy 
factor DG1 equals 1 if the DG load is toxic PLG and equds O if the load is another type of 
DG. n ie  factors DGI, DG2, DG3 and DG4 are mutually exclusive. If DG1 equals 1 then 
DG2. DG3 and DG4 must equal O. 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show Spearman's correlation coefficient for each pair of factors for 
accident and non-accident DG incidents. The tables do not show the correlation between 
pairs of dumrny factors that are mutually exclusive. 
Correlations measure how the factors are reIated. The correlation coefficient quantifies the 
strength of the Iinear relationship between two factos. Correlation coefficients range in 
value fiom -1 to +I.  A value of O indicates no linear relationship between two variables. A 
value of +1 indicates a perfect positive relationship. A value of -1 indicates a perfect 
negative relationship. Generally, a correlation coefficient greater than approximately .5 
indicates some substantial relationship between factors. It is generally accepted that a 
correlation coefficient greater than approximately .9 indicates that factors are strongly related, 
such that one factor nearly explains the other, and collineanty may be a problem. Rawlings 
Table 5.1 : Spearman's Correlation Coefficients for Factors 
collision/no 
collision 1.000 
DG 1 : toxic 
PLGfnotDGl --Oo2 
DG2: flammable 
.002 PLGInot DG2 
OG3: flamrnable 
-.046 liquidhot DG3 
OG4: toxic 
liquidfnot DG4 -Oô4 








truck1 : straight 
truck2 straight 
tnidc with ,024 
traiterhot truck2 
truck3: tractor with 
semi-trailerlnot -064 
truck3 




for Accident Scenarios 
A L o o  
& ( D O )  9 DG1 : toxic PLGlnot DG1 4 ' " Q  O 
A 
; ; > 0 L  0 g g z  O DG2: fiammable PLGInot DG2 
O 
A $ $ @  O DG3: flammable liquidlnot DG3 
a 
0 .' " - 4 s z $ j  DG4: toxic liquidlnot DG4 
0 0 0  
b l k l h l @ l i l $ l i l  truck2: stralght truck with trailerlnot truck2 
' '' I ' i O truck3: tractor with seml-trailerlnot truck3 
.I O A L > '  * 1 I 
c* 2 3 i u  $ $ truck4: tractor with double trailerslnot truck4 
2 (1988) States that, for serious coIlineady, the variation inflation factor, equal to 1/(1 - r 1, 
must be greater than 10. Therefore, for serious collinearïty, the correlation coefficient, r, 
must be greater than approximately -95. 
None of the correlation coefficients in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are greater than -7, indicating that 
there is no serious collinearity problem with the accident or non-accident factors. 
In Table 5.1, there is one pair of factors for accident scenarios with a correlation coefficient 
greater than -5. The factors of cbcollision/no collision" and "oveminuno overtum" have a 
correlation coefficient of 4 3  1, indicating that accidents tend to be reported as involving 
collisions or overturns but not both. This corresponds with the ADS data from MTO, which 
indicates that only approximately 3% of truck accidents involve both collisions and 
ovemm. 
In Table 5.2, there is one pair of factors for non-accident scenarios with a correlation 
coefficient greater than .S. The factors of '%mker/non-tanker tnick" and "large load/rrnall 
load" have a correlation coefficient of -683. This correlation arises because tanker trucks 
tend to have large loads and non-tanker trucks tend to have small loads. 
5.13 Significant Factors for P(re1ease 1 accident) 
Appendix A contains the details of the stepwise logistic regression for each dependent 
variable, including the significance of the tested and selected factors, the fitkd logistic 
equation to predict the dependent variable using the selected factors, the Chi-square for the 
logiçtic equation and its significance, and the equation R ~ .  Table 5.3 summarises the results, 
showing the significant factors and the rejected factors for each dependent variable. As 
shown in Table 5.3, significant factors in predicting P(re1ease 1 accident) include: 
1. whether the accident involves an overtuni of the truck or not, and 
2. the type ofDG load. 
Table 5.3: Summary of Results of Logistic Regression 
Dependent Variable 
P(re1ease ( accident) 
P(spi1l 1 
accident-induced release) 




P(large release 1 
non-accident release) 
Factors Significant 
at the 5% Level 
ove rtu rn 










type of DG load 
load size 
urbanfrurat 









type of DG load 
overturn 
truck type 









type of DG load 
overtum 
truck type 












Note: Rejected factors are listed in order from last rejected to first rejected. 
From the ADS database, Ontario police report that approximately 7% of general truck 
accidents include overtums. From the MARS database, approximately 2% of truck accidents 
in Washington State include overtums, for a combined mean of 5% overturns. However, the 
DGAIS database indicates that approximateIy 84% of truck accidents with DG releases 
include overtums. The OMS database for Ontario indicates 58% and the MTMD database 
for France indicates 48% of truck accidents with DG releases involve overtunis, for a 
combined mean of approximately 69% accident-induced DG releases with ovemims. For 
cornparison, Hanvood et al. (1 989) found that 4 1 % of DG releases result fkom single-vehicle 
overtuming accidents. Ovemims are greatly over-represented in accident-induced DG 
releases, indicating that a DG release is more Iikely if the accident includes an overtum. 
l e  cannot estimate P(re1ease 1 accident) for trucks carrying DG loads directly from the 
DGAIS database, because DGAIS does not include records of al1 non-release accidents. 
DGAIS only has records of non-release accidents if the accident involved a death or i n j q  or 
damage to the means of containment due to impact stress or fatigue. However, we can use 
Bayes' Theorem to estimate P(re1ease) for trucks carrying DG loads and involved in 
accidents. by type of accident and type of DG load, as follows: 
(5.2) 
P(re1ease 1 overtum, type of DG load) 
= P(overturn 1 reIease. tvpe of DG Ioad) x P(release 1 tvpe of DG Ioad) 
P(overturn type of DG load) 
and: 
P(re1ease 1 type of DG load) 
= P(type of DG load I release) x P(re1ease) 
P(type of DG load) 
If we assume that P(ovenum) does not Vary by the type of DG load, such that P(ovemim 1 
type of DG load) equals P(overturn), then we can combine the above equations as  follows: 
(5-4) 
P(re1ease 1 overturn, type of DG Ioad) 
= P(overturn I reIease, m e  of DG Ioad) x P(type of DG load I release) x P(release) 
P(overturn) x P(type of DG load) 
This provides the first five input variables for the accident model, as foUows: 
V1 : P(overturn 1 release) by type of DG load 
V2: P(type of DG load 1 release) 
V3 : P(re1ease) 
V4: P(overturn) 
VS: P(type of DG Ioad) 
Figure 5.1 contains Venn diagrams which illustrate these five input variables, as well as 
P(re1ease 1 overturn) and P(re1ease 1 no overtum) by type of DG Load. 
The DGAIS and ORIS databases provide estimates for P(overtun 1 release) and P(type of DG 
1 release) for trucks carrying DG Ioads and involved in accidents. We could not use the 
MTMD DG incident database from France as a data source for these input variables because 
it does not define the type of DG load. The ADS and MARS accident databases provide 
estimates for P(release) and P(overtum) for loaded trucks involved in accidents. Information 
from Transport Canada provides estimates for the P(type of DG load) for trucks carrying DG 
loads. Chapter 6 provides and discusses point estimates of the values of the input variables, 
based on the mean values of the sarnple data. 
Figure 5.1 : Venn Diagrams 
for Probabilities of Overturn, Release and Type of DG Load 
for a Truck Carrying a DG Load and lnvolved in an Accident 
Probabilities Estimated frorn Data 
Venn Diagram for probabilities of 
overtum, release and type of DG load 
DG1 1 
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5.1.4 Significant Factors for P(fire 1 accident) 
As shown in Table 5.3, significant factors in predicting P(fire 1 accident) include: 
1. whether the accident involves a collision or no& and 




the next two input variables for the accident rnodel, as follows: 
release) by collision or  not 
no release) by coIlision or not 
It is interesting that the type of DG load does not appear as a variable that is significant at the 
5% level in an equation to predict P(fire 1 accident). This could be because the model 
predicts the probabiiity of a fire starting, not the size of the fire. The probability of a fire 
starting could be quite similar for trucks canying flammable or non-fiamable DG Ioads, 
even though the consequences if the fire includes the DG Ioad are drastically different. 
The DGAiS and MTMD databases provide estimates for P(fire 1 release) and P(fxe 1 no 
release) for trucks carrying DG loads and involved in accidents. We could not use the ORIS 
database from MOE as a source for these input variables because it contains only releases and 
does not indicate whether there was a fire or not. 
5.1.5 Sipificant Factors for P(spil1I accident-induced release) 
As shown in Table 5.3, the significant factor in predicting P(spii1 1 accident-induced release) 
is whether the Ioad size is large or small. This provides the next input variable for the 
accident model, as follows: 
V8: P(spill1 release) by load size 
The DGAIS database provides estimates for P(spi1I / release) for trucks carrying DG loads 
and involved in accidents. We could not use the ORIS and MTMD databases as data sources 
Eqr this input variable because they do not define releases as spills or leaks. 
51.6 Significant Factors for P(1arge release 1 accident-induced release) 
As shown in Table 5.3, significant factors in predicting P(1arge release 1 accident-induced 
release) include: 
1. whether the load size is large or smdl. 
2. whether the release is a spill or Ieak. 
3. whether there is a fire or not. 
4- whether it is a nual or urban road. 
However, cross-tabulation of the DGAIS accident-induced releases by release size and al1 
four significant factors results in empty cells in the cross-tabulation. Scarcity of data Iimits 
the cross-tabulation for release size to the two most significant factors: 
1. whether the load size is large or small, and 
2, whether the release is a spi11 or leak. 
This provides the final two input variables for the accident model, as follows: 
V9: P(1arge release 
V 1 0: P(1arge release 
1 spill) by load size 
1 leak) by load size 
The DGAIS database provides estimates for P(1arge release 1 spill) and P(1arge release 1 Ieak) 
for trucks canying DG loads and involved in accidents. We could not use the ORIS and 
MTMD databases as data sources for these input variables because they do not defme 
releases as spills or leaks. 
5- 1.7 Significant Factors for Non-Accident Release Rates 
AS discussed earlier, no logistic regression is undertaken for the incident rate of non-accident 
releases because of the data limitations. Therefore the first input variable for the non- 
accident mode1 is: 
V1: rate of non-accident releases per Bvkm by type of DG load 
Estimates for the rate of non-accident releases per Bvkm corne fiom a combination of 
information from the DGAIS database and frorn Transport Canada. 
5.1.8 Significant Factors for P(fire [ non-accident release) 
As shown in Table 5.3, the significant factor in predicting P(fire 1 non-accident release) is 
whether the truck is travelling on a rural or urban road. This provides the second input 
variable for the non-accident model, as follows: 
V2: P(fire 1 reIease) for rural or urban roads 
Information for P(fire [ release) cornes from the DGAIS database for trucks carrying DG 
loads with non-accident releases. We could not use the ORIS and MTMD databases as data 
sources for the second input variable. The OMS database does not include information about 
fires and the MTMD database does not define the roads as nual or urban. 
5.1.9 Significant Factors for P(spil1 [ non-accident release) 
As shown in Table 5.3, none of the available factors were identified a s  significant in 
predicting P(spil1 1 non-accident release). Therefore the third input variable for the non- 
accident mode1 is simply: 
V3: P(spil1 1 release) 
The DGAIS database provides estimates for P(spil1 [ reIease) for trucks carrying DG loads 
vrlth non-accident releases. We could not use the ORfS md MTMD databases as data 
sources for this input variable because they do not define releases as spills or leaks. 
5.1.10 Significant Factors for P(large release [ non-accident release) 
As shown in Table 5.3. significant factors in predicting P(1arge release [ non-accident release) 
include: 
1. whether the tmck is a tanker or non-tanker. 
2. whether it is a d or urban road. 
3- whether the release is a spill or le&. 
4. the type of DG load. 
5. the load size. 
However, cross-tabulation of the DGAIS non-accident releases by release size and al1 five 
significant factors results in empty cells in the cross-tabulation. Scarcity of data lirnits the 
cross-tabuiation for release size to the following three factors: 
1, whether the tmck is a tanker or non-tanker. 
2, whether it is a rural or urban road. 
3. whether the release is a spill or leak. 
This provides the final two input variables for the non-accident rnodel, as follows: 
V4: P(1arge release ( spill) by load size 
by rural or urban road and by tanker or non-tanker truck. 
V5: P(1arge release [ le&) by Ioad size 
by rural or urban road and by tanker or non-tanker truck. 
The DGAIS database provides estimates for P(1arge release 1 spill) and P(1arge release 1 leak) 
for trucks carrying DG loads with non-accident releases. We could not use the ORIS and 
MTMD databases as data sources for these input variables because they do not defme 
releases as spills or leaks. 
5.1.11 Summary of Factors and Input Variables 
Table 5.4 lists the ten input variables for accident scenarios. Table 5.5 lists the five input 
variables for the non-accident scenarios. The tables also identiQ the available data sources 
for the estimated values of the input variables and the factors for each input variable. Table 
5.6 sumrnarises the data sources and data fields used for al1 of the factors and input variables 
selected for use in the accident and non-accident models. For each data field, Table 5.6 also 
indicates the categoncal data coding and the definition of the coding. Chapter 6 provides and 
discusses point estimates of the values of the input variables, based on the mean values of the 
sarnple data. 
Table 5.4: List of lnput Variables - Accident Scenarios 
-- 
Input Variable Selected Records 
trucks in transit 
V I  carrying DG loads 
P(overturn 1 release) involved in accidents 
carrying DG loads 
V3 loaded trucks 
P(re1ease) in transit 
involved in accidents 
V4 loaded trucks 
P(overturn) in transit 
involved in accidents 
v5 
P(type of DG load) 
trucks in transit 
carrying DG loads 
V6 trucks in transit 
P(fire 1 release) carrying DG loads 
involved in accidents 
V7 trucks in transit 
P(fire 1 no release) carrying DG loads 
involved in accidents 
V8 trucks in transit 
P(spiII 1 release) carrying DG loads 
involved in accidents 
V9 trucks in transit 
P(1arge release 1 spill) carrying DG loads 
involved in accidents 
VI  O trucks in transit 
P(large release 1 leak) carrying DG loads 












































Table 5.5: List of lnput Variables - NonAccident Scenarios 
v2 l non-accident releases P(fire 1 release) from trucks in transit 
Input Variable 
V1 
releases per Bvkm 
Setected Records 
non-accident releases 
frorn trucks in transit 
canying DG loads 
V3 
canying DG loads 
non-accident releases 
P(spi1l ( release) 
V4 
P(large release 1 spill) 
from trucks in transit 
carrying DG loads 
non-accident releases 
from trucks in transit 
canying DG loads 
V5 









from trucks in transit 
carrying DG loads 
I 










DGAIS non-tanker truck 
urban tanker truck 
non-tanker truck 

























Definition of Coding 
1988 to 1995 
accident. including overtums, collisions and running off the road 
non-accident, including, for example, releases due to unclosed 
valves or poor packaging of load 





fiammable PLG: DG load is flammable PLG 
flammable liquid: DG load is flammable liquid 
toxic liquid: DG load is liquid which is toxic andlor corrosive and 
1 ,O 
1 ,O 
leak: typically a small, sporadic release, usually of a long 
duration 
small release, less than 1,000 litres 
large release, 1,000 litres or greater 








release / no release of the DG load 









spill: typically an immediate or continuous reiease, usualty of a 









release 1 1 ,O Irelease / no release of load I 
1 
collision / no coilision 
straight truck 
straight truck with fulI trailer 
tractor with semi-trailer 














-non-tanker truck, such as van, flat bed or dump truck 
tanker truck 
small DG load, less than 15.000 litres 
sue a 1 
1 ,O 
88 to 97 
1.2.3.4 
DG 1 1,2,3,4 Ivariable values similar to type of DG load for DGAlS 1 
large DG load, 15,000 litres or greater 
% 
urban 1 rural 
1988 to 1997 
variable values similar to DGAlS 
1 ,O 




88 to 95 
1 ,O 
1 ,O 
90 to 96 
overtum 
vear 
Records Selected from Each Data Source: 
DGAIS: trucks in transit canying DG loads, in Canada 
ORIS: trucks in'transit carrying DG loads and involved in accidents with releases, in Ontario 
MTMD: trucks in transit canying DG loads and involved in accidents, in France 
ADS: loaded trucks in transit involved in accidents, in Ontario 
MARS: loaded trucks in transit involved in accidents, in the State of Washington 
Transp Can: maximum estimated road vehicle kilometres for trucks carrying DG loads, in Canada 
overtum / no overtum 
1987 to 1992 
release / no release of the DG load 
collision / no collision 
fire andfor explosion 1 no fire and no explosion 
1988 to 1995 
release / no release of load 
overtum / no overtum 
1990 to 1996 
1 ,O 
86 to 90 
overtum 1 no overtum 
1986 to 1990 
5.2 DEFXNITION OF SCENARIOS AND MODEL 
For accident scenarios, the significant factors selected in Section 5.1 to build the model 
whether the accident involves an overturn or not- 
e whether the accident involves a collision or not. 
the load size. 
the type of DG load. 
These four factors result in 32 different accident scenarios, as shown in Table 5.7. These 
factors are used to update the general model equations for accident scenarios given earlier in 
Figure 4.4. For example, for Accident Scenario 1, the generd equation from Figure 4.4 to 
calculate the rate of incidents with large spills and f i e  is: 
(5-5)  
rate of incidents uith large spills and fire 
= accident rate x P(release [ accident) x P(fire 1 accident) x P(spil1 1 retease) x P(1arge release Irelease) 
As noted earlier in Section S.l,we do not analyse accident rates in this thesis. We assume 
that future users of our model will supply appropnate accident rates. Therefore our general 
model equation becomes: 
(5-6) 
P(1arge spill with fie 1 accident) 
= P(re1ease 1 accident) x P(fire 1 accident) x P(spill1 release) x P(large release 1 release) 





























































Using the significant factors identified earlier in this chapter, the model equation becomes: 
(5-7) 
P(large spi11 with fire ( Scenario 1 accident) 
= P(1arge spill with fire ( truck carrying large load of DG1 with collision and ove-) 
= P(re1ease 1 overturn, DGl) x P(fire 1 release, collision) x P(spil1 1 release, large load) 
x P(1arge release 1 spill, large load) 
Substituting Equation 5.4 for P(re1ease 1 ove-, DGl) provides the model equation specific 
to Accident Scenario 1 : 
(5.8) 
P(1arge spill with fire ( Scenario 1 accident) 
= P(overturn l release, DGl) x P(DG1 I release) x P(release1 
P(overturn) x P@GZ) 
x P(fire 1 release, collision) x P(spil1 [ release, large load) x P(large release 1 spill, large load) 
For non-accident scenarios, the significant factors selected in Section 5.1 to build the model 
include: 
whether the road is niral or urban. 
whether the tmck is a tanker or non-tanker. 
the type of DG load. 
These three factors resdt in 16 different non-accident scenarios, as shown in Table 5.8. 
These factors are used to update the generd model equations for non-accident scenarios 
given earlier in Figure 4.4. For example, for Non-Accident Scenario 33, the general equation 
fiom Figure 4.4 to calculate the rate of incidents with large spills and fire is: 
(5-9) 
rate of incidents with large spills and fire 
= release rate x P ( f ~ e  1 release) x P(spil1 [ release) x P(1arge release [release) 
Using the significant factors identified earlier in this chapter, the mode1 equation specific to 
Non-Accident Scenario 33 becomes: 
(5.1 O) 
rate of incidents with large spills and fire for Non-Accident Scenario 33 
= rate of incidents with large spills and fire for tanker trucks carrying DG1 on rural roads 
= (releases per Bvkm [ DGl) x P(fire 1 release, rural road) 
x P(spil1 1 release) x P(1arge release 1 spill, rural road, tanker truck) 
The 32 accident scenarios and 16 non-accident scenarios make up a total of 48 scenarios. 
These 48 accident and non-accident scenarios, combined with the model equations, make up 
our probabilistic model. We c m  use the model to determine the expected release and fw 
incident rates for trucks in transit carrying DG loads, for each scenario. The values of the 
input variables for the model equations Vary by scenario. 




tanker 1 flammable PLG 
Tanker Truck 
truck 1 flammable liquid 























OF INPUT AND OUTPUT VALUES 
Chapter 6 contains the followhg sections: 
6.1 Point Estimates of Input Variables 
6.2 Point Estimates of Output Variables 
Chapter 6 provides point estimates for the input variables, based on the mean values of the 
sample data. This chapter also provides point estimates of the output values that arke if we 
use the point estimates for the input variables in the mode1 and ignore uncertakty. The 
mode1 output includes point estimates of outcome probabilities for accident scenarios and 
incidents per Bvkm for non-accident scenarios. 
6.1 POINT ESTIM4TES OF INPUT VARIABLES 
We examine point estimates of the input variables, not because we recommend using these 
values in predicting release and fire incident rates, but to illustrate the structure of the mode!. 
As discussed later in Chapters 8 and 9, we prefer to use probability distributions lather than 
point estimates in descnbing the expected values of the input and output variables because 
the distributions take into account al1 of the information available, including the data and the 
assumed shapes of the distributions. 
Appendix B contains the sample data frorn the different sources @GAIS, ORIS, etc.) and the 
calculated mean values of the sample data for the input variables, for the accident and non- 
accident scenarios. The mean values of the sample data are taken as point estimates of the 
input variables. 
Appendix B shows the number of incidents, including the number of incidents by time 
interval from each data source and the overall total. The number of incidents fluctuate by 
time interval, resulting in a range of  possible values for each input variable. The uncertainty 
associated with the range of values for each input variable is further discussed in Chapter 8. 
For the point estimates, we consider only the overall total number of incidents. 
The input variables may have one or two sources of data. For example, Variable 8: P(spil1 1 
release) has one source of data, Transport Canada's DGAIS. We calculate the mean value of 
P(spi1lI release) for a truck carrying a small load and involved in an accident as follows: 
(6- 1 
mean for P(spi1l [ release) 
= (number of spills) / (number of releases) 
= l27/ 164 
= -774 
Where there are two sources of data, we combine the two data sources with the assumption 
that both sources of data provide estirnates of the same value. This assumption is discussed 
M e r  in Chapter 8. The estimates of the value may Vary between sources because of 
digerences in the methods of reporting and recording incidents, fluctuations in the number of 
incidents frorn year to year, or other sources of uncertainty. 
For example, we can consider VI: P(ovemirn 1 release) for a truck carryhg toxic PLG and 
involved in an accident. VI: P(ovemim [ release) has two sources of data, DGAiS nom 
Transport Canada and OMS fiom the Ontario MOE. DGAIS has 28 observations of 
accidents with reieases of toxic PLG and OMS has 9- We calculate the mean value of 
P(overtum 1 release) for a truck carrying toxic PLG and involved in an accident as follows: 
(6-2) 
mean for P(overturn 1 release) 
= (total overturns from both sources) / (total releases from both sources) 
= (24 -f- 4) / (28 + 9) 
= ,757 
This method of calculating the mean favoun the data source with more observations. The 
sections below summarise and discuss the mean values of the sarnple data as point estimates 
of the input variables. 
6.1.1 Point Estimates of Input Variables for Accident Scenarios 
As descnbed earlier in Table 5.4, there are ten input variables for each accident scenario, 
Accident VI to V10. The first five variables combine to give P(re1ease 1 accident). 
Table 6.1 summarises the point estimates for Accident VI: P(overturn 1 release) by type of 
DG load. 
Table 6.1 Accident VI: P(over-turn 1 release) 
1 T v ~ e  of D 6  Load 1 Overtu rn 1 No Overturn 1 
1 DG4: toxic liauid .667 1 ,333 1 
DG1 : toxic PLG 
DG2: flammable PLG 
DG3 : flarnrnable Iiquid 
Most accident-induced releases are associated with overtums, especially for trucks carrying 
flammable liquids. We can infer either that an overtum indicates a more serious accident 
which is more likely to result in a release, or that ovemims cause releases. For a tanker truck, 
the hatch or dome may not be well designed to prevent a release when the vehicle is on its 







o~erpress~sation. or a crease causing failure of the tanker liner if the vehicle ovemirns. 
From DGAIS, rnost releases associated with tanker overturns are fiorn the dome or hatch or 
from darnage to the containment liner. For a non-tanker truck, the containers (cylinders, 
drums, etc.) may have more chance of damage if the tnick overtums. From DGAIS, most 
releases associated with non-tanker overtums are from darnage to the packages containing the 
DG- 
Table 6.2 summarises the point estimates for Accident V2: P(type of DG load 1 release). The 
most common type of DG given an accident-induced release is DG3: flammable liquid 
(77%), followed by DG4: toxic and/or corrosive liquid (14%). For cornparison, Hanvood et 
al- (1989) found that DG releases resulting from traflic accidents were 71% flammable 
liquids and 13% corrosive matenais. These proportions are to be expected, since these are 
the most common types of DG Ioads on the highways. From DGAIS, the most common 
types of flarnmable liquids in DG incidents are gasoline, fuel oil and petroleum crude oil. 
Table 6.2 Accident V2: P(type of DG load 1 release) 
- 
1 DG1 : toxic PLG 1 .O42 1 
1 DG2: flammable PLG 1 .O57 1 I 
DG3 : flammable Iiquid -766 1 
1 DG4: toxic liquid 1 ,135 1 
1 Total 1 1 .O00 1 
The point estirnate for Accident V3: P(re1ease) is -018 and for Accident V4: P(ovemim) is 
.055. Table 6.3 summarises the point estimates for Accident V5: P(type of DG load). The 
most cornmon type of DG load on the highways is DG3: flammable Iiquid, followed by DG4: 
toxic liquid. 
Table 6 3  Accident V5: P(type of DG Load) 
DG1 : toxic PLG 
DG2: flarnmable PLG 
DG3: flammable liquid 







Figure 6.1 contains a bar chart of the point estimates of Accident Variables 1 to 5. ui Figure 
6.1, V2: P(type of DG load 1 release) and V5: P(type of DG Load) are juxtaposed to show that 
there is a higher probability of DG3: flammable liquid in accident-induced releases than in 
DG micks travelling on the highways in general. Ws indicates that if a truck carrying 
flammable liquid is involved in an accident, it is more likely to have a release than trucks 
camying other types of DG loads. 
Table 6.4 summarises P(release 1 accident) by accident type and type of DG load. The 
equations frorn Section 5.1.3 combine the point estimates for Accident Variables 1 to 5 to 
produce P(release 1 accident). Table 6.4 shows that approximately 1 1% to 3 1% of overtums 
also have releases, compared with Iess than 1% of non-overtuni accidents. For DG3: 
flammable liquid, the proportion of overtum accidents that have releases is higher than for 
the other types of DG Ioads. For DG4: toxic Iiquid, the proportion of ove- accidents with 
releases is less than for the other m e s  of DG loads. 
Table 6.4: P(re1ease 1 accident) 
Type of DG Load 
DG1 : toxic PLG 
Saccornanno, Yu and Shortreed (1 993) provide average values for the probability of a release 
given an accident of .025, .O5 and . 1 8 for tanker trucks carrying chlorine (DGl), liquefied 
petroleum gas (DG2) and gasoline @G3) respectively- Harwood et aI. (1989) estimate the 
probability of release for a truck carrying a DG load is .13 to -15 for ail accidents, .O8 if the 
truck is carrying gases in bu& .19 if the tmck is carrying liquids in bu&, and -38 if the truck 
ovemims. These estimates support the above fïndings that accidents with overturns are more 







DG2: flamrnable PLG 
DG3: f l m a b l e  liquid 
DG4: toxic Iiquid 
DG1 : toxic PLG 
DG2: flammable PLG 
DG3 : flarnmable liquid 

















Figure 6.1: Bar Chart of Input Variable Values Used to Calculate 
P(re1ease 1 accident) 
Compared with other types of DG Ioads, DG3: flarnmable liquid is more Iikely to be cam'ed 
in tanker trucks whiIe DG4: toxic liquid is more Wrely to be carried in non-tanker trucks (for 
example, in drums or pails). Tanker trucks cafTying flammabIe liquids such as gasoline or 
hie1 oil are typicaily '%in-walled" tankers, while PLG are carried in Wck-walled" tankers. 
A thick-walled tanker may have a tank within a tank, to control pressure and temperature, and 
so have a stronger construction. Trucks that carry propane are made of heavier materiai than 
trucks that carry gasoline. In addition. in a tanker truck carryuig DG3: fl arnrnable liquid, the 
hatch or dome is the weakest point of the containment system. The hatch seais, but also has a 
vent that can leak if the truck is on its side. On the other hand, with a pressurised tank the 
valves function no matter which side is up. Therefore the thin-wdled trucks are more Iikely 
to suffer a puncture or crease of the liner if the truck overtums, and more likely to leak or 
spi11 fiom the hatch. 
Table 6.5 sumrnarises the point estimates for Accident V6: P(fxe 1 release) and V7: P(fire 1 no 
release) by type of accident. 
Table 6.5: Accident V6 and V7: P(fire) 
1 No Collision 1 .O09 1 -99 1 1 
Table 6.5 indicates that P(fue) is over 25 times greater if the accident indudes a collision and 
a release, compared with an accident with neither a collision nor a release. A coIlision may 
contribute to a fire starting in several ways. If the collision damages the electricd system of 
the tnick and the truck battery is still connected, sparks fiom the electrical system rnay start a 
fire. The diesel fuel carried in the truck fuel tank does not readily catch fire. However, if a 
truck collides with a car, the gasoline fiom the car may catch fie and the fire may spread to 
the tnick. Some types of fiammable DG loads can explode or catch fie if they are exposed to 
the air, dependmg on the flashpoint of the product. A combination of products may be 














The fact that a fire is more Iikely wÏth a release may indicate a more severe accident, which is 
more likely to have a fue. On the other hand, the fact that there is a fire may make it more 
likely that a release of the DG load will occur. The data do not tell us which cornes fmt, the 
release or the fire. 
Table 6.6 summarises the point estimates for Accident V8: P(spil1 release) by load size. An 
accident-induced release is more likely to be a spi11 rather than a leak if the truck is canying a 
large load compared with a small load. It is to be expected that a large load is more likely to 
have a large release, because a large load has more to release. By definition, a large release is 
more likely to be a spill. 
Table 6.6: Accident V8: P(spill[ release) 
Table 6.7 summarkes the point estimates for Accident V9: P(1arge release 1 spiIl) and 
Accident V10: P(large release ( Ieak). The probability that an accident-induced release will 
be large rather than srna11 is much greater if there is a spi11 fkom a large load, cornpared with a 
leak frorn a small Ioad. Again, it is to be expected that a large load is more likefy to have a 



























Figure 6.2 contains bar charts of the point estimates for P(release 1 accident) and the 
remaining input variables for the accident scenarios. By scanning the tdlest bars in these 
charts, we can see that a tmck carrying a large load of DG3 : tlammable liquid and involved in 
an accident with an overtuni and a collision is more Iikely to have a large spi11 with a fire 
than other accident scenarios. 
Table 6.8 contains a summary of the point estimates of al1 of the input variables for each of 
the 32 accident scenarios. These combinations of input values will be used to calculate the 
point estimates of accident outcome probabilities. 
6-13 Point Estimates of Input Variables for Non-Accident Scenarios 
Table 6.9 summarises the point estimates for Non-Accident VI: Releases per Bvkm. For 
non-accident incidents, f'iammabIe DG have a lower release rate than toxic andior corrosive 
(non-flammable) DG by a factor of about three. 
Table 6.9: Non-Accident VI: Releases per Bvkm 
1 DG4: toxic Iiauid 1 13.94 1 
Type of DG Load 
DG1 : toxic PLG 
DG2: flarnmable PLG 
DG3: flammable liquid 
To put these release rates in perspective, a single truck travelling 500 km every day for a year 
would travel approximately 182,500 vehicle-km. A fleet of 5,500 trucks travelling 500 km 
every day for a year would travel approximately 1 Bvkm. If every truck in this very large 
fleet were carrying a DG load, we would expect the fleet to experience between 4 and 14 





Figure 6.2: Bar Charts of Input Variable Values for Accident Scenarios 
P(re1ease 1 accident) 
V8: 
P(spi1l 1 release) 
V6 and VI: 
P (fi re) 
V9 and VIO: 
P(large release 1 release) 
Table 6.8: Point Estimates of Input Variables 
by Accident Scenario 
Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = flammable liquid 
4 = toxic liquid 
Table 6.10 summarises the point estimates for Non-Accident V2: P(fire 1 release). 
Table 6.10: Non-Accident V2: P(fire ( release) 
For non-accident releases, the probability of fue is approximately three tïmes higher in rural 
incidents than in urban incidents, Non-accident releases include releases that occur, for 
Fire 
Rural .O66 
exarnple, if a hatch or valve is not properly closed, if a weld fails due to corrosion, if a 
package falls off the truck, or if a f ~ e  starts fiom a brake or tire overheating during transport. 
It may be that rural roads are rougher than urban roads, and trucks generally travel faster on 
rural roads because of higher speed limits compared to urban areas. Higher rural speeds and 
rougher roads may cause more vibration of the vehicIe. More vibration may cause a part of 
No Fire 
-93 4 
the truck that is about to fail or a load that is about to shift to do so. In addition, trucks 
travelling on rural roads rnay be on longer trips than trucks in urban areas, so that the vehicle 
travels farther between driver checks. On a d road, the driver may not notice that a release 
is occurïng or that a fire is about to staa.  
The point estimate for Non-Accident V3 : P(spil1 1 retease) is 0.5 1. Table 6.1 1 summarises 
Non-Accident V4: P(1arge release 1 spill) and VS: P(large release 1 leak). A non-accident 
release is over 30 times more likely to be large rather than small if it is a spill fiom a tanker 
truck on a rural road, compared with a leak fiom a non-tanker truck on an urban road. 
Table 6.11: NomAccident V4 and V5: P(1arge release 1 release) 






























r- - - - -  
Frorn DGAIS, the rnost common location of a non-accident release fiom a tanker tmck is 
from a valve and fiom a non-tanker truck is fiom the package material. Tankers can carry a 
large quantity in one container- If a spill or leak begins, it is possible to lose the entire load. 
On the other hand, if the DG load is carried in cylinders or d m ,  one package may leak or 
spill while the others remain intact. Therefore, the release is more likely to be large with a 
tanker truck than a non-tanker truck. By definition, a spill is more likely to be large than a 
le& A release is more likely to be large on rural roads. As discussed above, there may be 
more vibration due to road roughness and vehicle speed on rurd roads, and the driver may 
uavel farther between vehicle checks. A non-accident release on an rural road may go 
unnoticed while the vehicle travels some distance, allowing more of the DG ioad to escape. 
Figure 6.3 contains bar charts of the point estimates for the five input variables for the non- 
accident scenarios. By scanning the tallest bars in these charts, we c m  see that a tanker truck 
carrying DG41 toxic liquid on a niral road is expected to have more large spills with fxe per 
Bvkm than orher non-accident scenarios. 
Table 6.12 contains a summary of the point estirnates of al1 of the input variables for each of 
the 16 non-accident scenarios. These combinations of input values will be used to calculate 
point estimates of non-accident incident rates per Bvkm. 
Figure 6.3: Bar Charts of Input Variable Values for Non-Accident Scenarios 
VI: 
Releases per Bvkm 
v3: 
P(spill 1 release) 
v2: 
P(fire 1 release) 
V4 and V5: 
P(large release 1 release) 

















by Non-Accident Scenario 
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Fiammable tiquid 4-57 















6.2 POINT ESTLMATES OF OUTPUT VARIABLES 
We calculate point estimates of the output variables by using the point estimates for the input 
variables in the accident and non-accident models. We do not recommend this method of 
estimating values for the output variables. The calculations are shown here to illustrate the 
application of the mode1 equations, and to aliow a cornparison Iater in Chapter 9 of the point 
estimates for the output variables with the rnean values of the probability distributions for the 
output variables that result fiom the Monte Carlo process. 
Table 6.13 contains point estimates of outcome probabilities for each accident scenario. 
Table 6.14 contains the point estirnates of the expected incidents per Bvkm for each non- 
accident scenario. Tables 6.13 and 6.14 provide ~ ~ c i e n t  decimal places for each value to 
allow a visual cornparison between the largest and the smallest values. 
Table 6.1 3: Point Estimates of Outcome Probabilities 
by Accident Scenario 
Probabiiity of Accident Outcome 
reiease 1 no release 
fire 1 no fire i fire I no fin 
spili 1 Ieak 1 spill 1 lea k 1 1 
large 1 small 1 large 1 small 1 large 1 small 1 large 1 small 1 
1 -02592 -00354 ,00197 -001731 -13104 -01789 -00998 -00874 -02137 -7778: 
* Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = flammable liquid 
4 = toxic Iiquid 
Table 6.14: Point Estimates of Incidents per Bvkm 
by Non-Accident Scenario 
1 Incidents oer Bvkm 
fire no fire 
- 
spiil lea k 
large 1 srnaII large / small 











Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = flamrnabte liquid 
4 = toxic iiquid 
The estimates in Tables 6.13 are calculated using the model equations specific to each 
scenario. For example, the model equation to calculate P(re1ease 1 accident) for Accident 
Scenario 1 (truck carrying a large load of DGl: toxic PLG and involved in an accident with 
an overturn and collision) is as follows: 
(6-3) 
P(1arge spi11 with fire 1 Scenario 1 accident) 
= P(overturn l release. DG11 x PDG1 l release) x P(release1 
P(overruxn) x P(DG1) 
x P(fire 1 release, collision) x P(spil11 release, large load) x P(1arge release 1 spill, large load) 
The model equation to calculate, for example, the rate of incidents with large spills and fire 
for Non-Accident Scenario 33 (tanker mick carrying DG1 : toxic PLG on a rural road) is: 
(6-4) 
rate of incidents with large spills and fire for Non-Accident Scenario 33 
= (releases per Bvkm 1 DGl) x P(fire 1 release, rural road) 
x P(spil1 [ release) x P(1arge release 1 spill, nual road, tanker truck) 
= .163 large spills with fue per Bvkm 
Characteristics of accident outcome probabilities and non-accident incident rates are 
discussed later in this thesis, in Section 9.2.3. 
CHAPTER 7 
COMPARISON OF MODEL OUTPUT TO DATA 
Chapter 7 contains the following sections: 
7.1 Cornpaison of Mode1 Output to Data for Accident Scenarios 
7.2 Cornparison of Mode1 Output to Data for Non-Accident Scenarios 
7.3 Conclusions Regarding Model 
Chapter 7 compares point estimates from the mode1 for accident and non-accident scenarios 
to DGAIS release data. 
7.1 Cornparison of Model Output to Data for Accident Scenarios 
Our model to predict reIease and fire incident rates for trucks carrying DG loads consists of 
the model equations, the accident and non-accident scenarios, and the values of the input 
variables. The mode1 equations calculate the release and fire incident rates fiom the input 
variables. Figure 4.4 and Section 5.1 -3 provide the general model equations. The scenarios 
result fiom the combinations of significant factors that affect the values of the input 
variables. Tables 6.8 and 6.12 provide point estimates of the input variables for the mode1 
for each accident and non-accident scenario. 
In comparing the model output for accident scenarios directly to release data, we can only 
compare the part of the model that predicts outcornes once a release has occurred- The other 
part of the model that calculates P(re1ease 1 accident) uses a combination of data h m  both 
accident and DG incident databases, and is not directly comparable to either set of data. 
The part of the model that predicts outcomes given an accident-induced release uses the 
factors of collision and Ioad size. Table 7.1 shows the number of Canadian DG incidents 
recorded in DGAIS for the resulting accident scenarios, from 1988 to 1995. 
Even with data from eight years, Table 7.1 contains several empty cells for fire incidents for 
different types of releases. These empty cells are why we use combinations of input variables 
to estimate the probability of accident outcornes rather than simply cross-tabulating the data. 
For example, we have no records of a mick carrying a large load and involved in a collision 
resulting in a small le& with a fire. However, we believe that the probability of this type of 
incident is greater than O. The model provides an estimate of that probability. The 
probabilities of al1 possible outcomes sum to 1. Where the model provides a probability for 
an unobserved outcome, then the probabilities of the other outcomes are reduced accordingly. 
Table 7.1 indicates that the rnajority of accident-induced releases are from trucks carrying 
large DG loads and involved in accidents iitthout collisions (3 15 out of 567 incidents, or 
56%). This agrees with our earlier findings, that releases are more likely to be related to 
ovemims tlian collisions. For accident release scenarios, the most Iikely outcome is a spi11 or 
leak with no fire (508 out of 567 incidents, or 90%). Accident-induced releases from trucks 
with large loads are most likely to be large (339 out of 403 incidents, or 84%). Accident- 
induced releases fiom trucks with small loads are most Iikely to be small (101 out of 164 
incidents, or 62%). Accident-induced fues with releases are most likely to be large spills (47 
out of 59 incidents, or 80%). 
Table 7.2 provides a comparison of the DGAIS release data with the mode1 output by 
accident scenario. Figure 7.1 provides the sarne information in graphical fom. For example, 
we c m  look at the first accident scenario, a truck canying a large DG Ioad and involved in an 
accident with a collision and a release. Directly fiom the DGAIS data, P(Iarge spi11 with f ~ e  1 
accident-induced release) is 17/88, or .193. On the other hand, the model output is calculated 
using the point estimates of the input variables for the probabilities of fires, spills and release 
size f k m  Table 6.8. Continuing with the sarne example scenario: 
Table 7.1 : DGAlS Release Data 
by Accident Scenario 
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Figure 7.1 : Histograms Comparing DGAIS Release Data with Model Output 
by Accident Scenario 
X-axis Units: release outcome Y-Axis Units: probability of release outcome 
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(7- 1) 
P(1arge spi11 with fire 1 release) 
= P(fire 1 release. collision) x P(spill] release, large load) x P(large release 1 spill, large laad) 
= -165 x 388 x -880 - S29 
Usually, the fit between two sets of data is measured by the Chi-Square statistic. In this case, 
the Chi-Square statistic is not valid because there are too many cells with few observations. 
Over half of the celfs in the DGAIS cross-tabulation have fewer than five observations. From 
a visual inspection of Figure 7.1, there is a good match between the release data and the 
model. This is not surprisuig, because DGAIS is one of the two sources of information for 
the variable of P(fire 1 release) and the only source of information for the variables P(spil1 1 
release) and P(1arge release 1 spill). Discrepancies between the release data and the model 
geeneerally occur as a result of empty cells in the release data table. 
7.2 Cornparison of Model Output to Data for Non-Accident Scenarios 
SimiIar to the accident scenarios, for non-accident scenarios w-e can only compare output 
from part of the model to the release data. The comparable part is that which predicts 
outcomes once a release has occurred. The other part of the mode1 îhat calculates the number 
of release incidents per Bvkm uses both DGAIS and other Transport Canada information, and 
is not directly comparable to either set of data. 
The part of the model that predicts outcomes given a non-accident release uses the factors of 
urban/niral road and tankerfnon-tanker truck. Table 7.3 shows the numbet of incidents 
recorded in DGAIS for the resulting non-accident scenarios. This table contains many empty 
cells for fire incidents for different types of releases. 
Table 7.3 indicates that the majority of non-accident releases are from non-tanker tmcks 
travelling on urban roads (292 out of 555 incidents, or 53%). Similar to accident scenarios, 
the most likely non-accident incident is a spill or leak with no fire (489 out of 555 incidents, 
Table 7.3: DGAlS Release Data 
by Non-Accident Scenario 
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or 88%). Non-accident releases from tanker trucks are more likely to be large spills (27 out 
of 166 incidents, or 16%) compared with releases from non-tanker trucks (8 out of 389 
incidents, or 2%). 
Table 7.4 provides a cornparison of the DGAIS release data with the model output by non- 
accident scenario. Figure 7.2 provides the same information in graphical form. For exarnple, 
we can look at the first non-accident scenario, a tanker tmck carrying a DG load on a rurd 
road and expenencing a non-accident release. Directly from the DGAIS data, POarge spi11 
with fire 1 non-accident release) is 4/86, or -0465. On the other hand, the model output is 
calcdated using the point estimates of the input variables for the probabilities of fires, spills 
and release size fiom Table 6.12. Continuing with the same example scenario: 
(7-2) 
P(1arge spi11 with f ~ e  1 release) 
= P(fire 1 release, rural) x P(spi1l 1 release) x POarge release 1 spill, rural, tanker) 
= .O66 x S I 2  x ,439 
= -0147 
From a visual inspection of Figure 7.2, there is a good match between the non-accident 
release data and the model. Discrepancies generally occur as a result of empty cells in the 
release data table. 
7.3 Conclusions Regarding Mode1 
The model provides estimates of the probabilities of DG release outcomes similar to those 
obtained directly fiorn the DGAIS data, for accident and non-accident scenarios. The model 
offers several advantages. The model allows us to: 
estimate probabilities for incidents for which the data sources have no records. For 
exarnple, DGAIS h a  no records of small leaks with fxe for the accident scenario of a 
truck carrying a large DG load and involved in an accident with a collision. By 
Figure 7.2: Histograms Comparing DGAlS ReIease Data with Mode1 Output 
by Non-Accident Scenario 
X-axis Unitç: release outcome Y-Axis Units: probabiiity of release outcorne 
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combining the input variables, the mode1 provides an estimate of -009 for the probability 
of a srnaIl leak with fire for that accident scenario. 
incorporate the effects of significant factors. Figure 7.3 shows the probability of release 
outcomes for accident scenarios based on different factors- Figure 7.3 e s t  shows the 
probability of release outcomes for accident scenarios including the significant factors of 
collisionlno collision and large/small load. The probability of a large spill with f i e  
ranges from .O2 to .13 depending on whether the load is large or small and whether there 
is a collision or not. Figure 7.3 next shows the probability of release outcornes for 
accident scenarios including ody the factor of collision/no collision. Now the probability 
of a large spill with fire has a narrower range of -04 to -1 1, depending on whether there is 
a collision or not. Finally Figure 7.3 shows the probability of release outcomes for al1 
accidents combined. Without incorporating any factors, the probability of a large spill 
with fire is given as .06. This underestimates the probability of a large spill with fire for a 
truck wiîh a large load involved in a collision, and overestimates it for a truck with a 
srnall load involved in a non-collision accident. Figure 7.3 illustrates the importance of 
including significant factors to explain variations in the probabilities of incident 
outcomes. 
combine information fkorn different data sources to estimate probabilities that we cannot 
e~imate  frorn a single source. For example, we combine the number of non-accident 
releases by type of DG load from DGAIS with the road vehicle kilometres by type of DG 
load fiom Transport Canada to estimate the nurnber of non-accident releases per Bvkm. 
combine information fiom different sources to estirnate the values of input variables. For 
example, DGAIS fiom Transport Canada and MTMD fiom France both contain records 
of trucks carrying DG loads and involved in accidents. In both databases, the records 
indicate whether or not the accident involved a collision, and whether or not there was a 
fire. We c m  combine the information fiom both sources to estimate P(fire 1 accident) 
with and without a release and with and without a collision- 
Figure 7.3: Histograms Comparing Model Output 
Using Different Factors for Accident Scenarios 
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CHAPTER 8 
~NCERTAINTY IN INPUT VALUES 
Chapter 8 contains the following sections: 
8.1 Sources of  Uncertainty in the Data 
8.2 F o m  of Probability Distributions 
8.3 Pararneters for Beta Probability Distributions 
8.4 Distributions for Input Variables 
Chapter 8 documents the probability distributions assigned to the input variables. These 
distributions reflect the uncertainty wirh respect to the d u e s  of the input variables. 
8.1 SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY IN THE DATA 
To estimate the uncertainty in the output variables, we need to defme the uncertainv in the 
input variables. Therefore we assign a probability distribution to each input variable. The 
relative height of the probability distribution for a certain value indicates the probability of 
that value occuming in the future. 
We assign the probability distributions based on a sarnple of possible values for each input 
variable. We use historical data to provide the sarnple of possible values. Appendix B 
contains the data for the input variables from the different sources (DGAIS, ORJS, etc.). 
The estimates of the value of an input variable may Vary because of fluctuations in the 
number of incidents over time. The data in Appendix B are cross-tabulated by yearly time 
intervals. by t h e  intervals of two years or longer, and by the total time period of five to ten 
years for which the data are available. In estimating uncertainty, we do not use the cross- 
tabulation by the total time penod, because that does not provide sufficient information on 
the variation between time periods. If there are ~ ~ c i e n t  data, we use the cross-tabulation by 
yearly tirne intervals. Where some years contain no records of certain types of incident 
outcoines, we use the cross-tabulation by time intervals of two years or longer, to avoid 
empty cells caused by scarcity of data. For example, we c m  consider accident input variable 
V 1.1, P(overturn 1 release) for a truck carrying toxic PLG and involved in an accident. As 
shown in Appendix B, DGAIS contains data for V1.1 from 1988 to 1995. DGAIS provides 
estimates of VI. 1 for the time intervals 1988-89, 1990-91, 1992-93 and 1994-95. The 
estimates range fiom -833 to 375. The range of values indicates the unceaainty caused by 
the fluctuations in the number of incidents. The probability distribution that we assign to the 
input variable reflects the uncertainty caused by fluctuations over time. 
Accident input variables VI1  V2, V3, V4, VG and V7 have tuio sources of data. The 
remaining input variables have one source of data. For V1: P(ovemirn 1 release) and V2: 
P(type of DG load 1 release)' there are data fiom both DGAIS (Canada) and ORIS (Ontario) 
in Canada. For V3: P(release) and V4: P(overturn), there are data from ADS (Ontario) and 
h4ARS (State of Washington). For V6: P(fire [ release) and V7: P(fire 1 no release), there are 
data fiom DGAIS (Ontario) and MTMD (France). 
Combining the data from different sources uses al1 of the information available. Where there 
are two sources of data for an input variable, the two sources give different estimates of the 
value of the input variable. The two sources of data could be viewed as two different 
populations. This would be true if the estimates Vary between sources because of location- 
specific differences, for example, in roads or vehicles. On the other hand, the two estimates 
could Vary simply because of differences, for example, in the methods of reporting and 
recording incidents. If we could control for differences in reporbng and recording incidents, 
the estirnates of the input variable fiom the two sources might be quite similar. 
We have no information that allows us to discriminate regarding the reasons for the 
differences between estimates from different sources, nor do we have information that allows 
us to select one data source as being more reliable than another. We want to build a mode1 
for use in locations with road and tmck characteristics similar to North Amenca or Europe 
that incorporates ail of the available information, while reflecting the uncertainty in the 
estimates. Therefore Ive assume that where we have estimates fiom two sources, then the 
estimates are from the same population and the best estimate is a combination of the 
estimates from the two sources, 
For exarnple, we may again consider accident input variable VI. 1, P(ovemuii [ release). 
From DGAIS, which includes data from across Canada fkom 1988 to 1995, we have 
estimates for V1.1 ranging fiom -833 to 375. From ORIS, which includes data from Ontario 
from 1988 to 1997, we have estimates for VI. 1 ranging from -333 to -500. From Transport 
Canada da@ Ontario accounts for approximately 40% of the Canadian road vehicle 
kilometres for trucks carrying DG loads. Therefore w-e wouId expect that the actual value of 
V1.1 should be quite similar for Ontario and for Canada. We can assume that, in this case, 
differences arise between the DGAIS and OFUS estimates because of differences in the 
methods of reporting and recording incidents. We further expect that if exactly the same 
reporting and recording methods were used for DGAIS and ORIS, their estimates of VI .1 
would be quite similar. 
It is difficuk to Say whether DGAIS or OMS is the more reliable data source. Neither 
database contains records of every DG release that should have been reported. ORIS contains 
fewer records because it only covers Ontario, but it hcludeç a more complete sample. The 
ORIS database includes records of approximateIy 540 releases from trucks in transit in 
Ontario over ten years. DGAIS contains more records overail because it covers ail of 
Canada, but a smaller percent of a11 releases. For exarnple, DGAIS includes approximately 
1190 records of releases over eight years, but only 280 records of releases in Ontario. 
DGAIS rnay be biased towards the more drarnatic releases that are more likely to be reported 
to the national DG incidents database. 
We assume that each of the estimates fiom DGAIS and ORIS are possible values of V I L  
SimiIarly, where we have estimates fiom other pairs of sources, such as DGAIS and MTMD, 
or ADS and MARS, we assume that each of the estimates are possible values of the 
respective variable. Therefore we assign a probability distribution to each input variable that 
incorporates the range of possible values from both sources. 
8.2 FORM OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
Henrion (1995) notes that, where there are not enough sample data to fit a probability 
distribution to an uncertain quantity using goodness-of-fit measures, there are four questions 
that we need to answer in selecting the rnost appropnate kind of distribution: 
1s it discrete or continuous? A continuous distribution assumes that there is an infinite 
number of values between any two points on the distribution. 
If it is continuous, is it bounded? 
Does it have one mode or more than one? The modes of an uncertain quantity are the 
values at the local rnavima of the probability density function. 
Is it symmetric or skewed? 
8.2.1 Probability Distributions for Input Variables Bounded by O and 1 
Most of our input variables are probabilities, such as P(overtum 1 release), P(fire 1 collision), 
etc. The probability distribution for an input variable that is a probability is continuous and is 
bounded by O and 1. We would expect that the distribution would have one mode, and would 
be either positively or negatively skewed. The beta distribution fits these criteria 
The beta distribution is commonly used to represent the uncertainty in the probability of 
occurrence of an event, because its range is limited between O and 1. Lindley (1965) notes 
that the family of beta distributions has the important property that ifp has a beta distribution, 
then (1 - p) also has a beta distribution, but with the parameters a and p interchanged. This 
rnakes it particularly useful ifp is the probability of success, for (1 - p) is then the probability 
of failure and has a distribution of the same family. nie beta distribution is also very flexible 
in terms of the wide variety of shapes it can assume, including positively or negatively 
skewed, depending on the vaIues of ifs parameters. Therefore we assume that the input 
variables in our model that are probabilities have beta probability distributions. A beta 
distribution h a  the follouing probability density function: 
where: 
P - the value of the input variable (probability of incident outcorne) 
a a n d p  - parameters of the equation, where: mean of p = a / (a + p) 
For each input variable, we have several sarnple values for p including pi, pz, ... , pi from i 
different observations fiom different data sources and time intervals. We combine the 
information to produce the following overall joint probability density function for the 
parameters of the distribution: 
8.2.2 Probabiiity Distributions for Sample Observations 
The sample values for pi are based on observations of a number of DG incidents, with or 
without a given characteristic, for given data sources and time intervals. In statistical terms, 
each value ofpi  is based on a number of successes (number of relevant DG incidents with the 
charactenstic) and a number of failures (number of relevant DG incidents without the 
characteristic). For exarnple, we can again consider accident input variable VI. 1, P(overtum 1 
release) for a truck carrying toxic PLG and involved in an accident. For V 1.1, the first time 
interval in DGAIS provides a sarnple observation of 7 incidents of a truck carrying a load of 
toxic PLG and involved in an accident with a release. Of these 7 incidents, 6 involved an 
ove- and 1 did not This observation includes 7 trials with 6 successes and 1 failure. The 
mean value of pi for this observation i is (nurnber of successes)/(number of trials) or 6/7 or 
-857. 
For observation i of successes and failures for a given data source and time interval, the 
probability of x successes has a binomial distribution as follows: 
(8 -3 
where: 
- X number of successes 
Y 
- number of failures 
n - number of trials = x + y 
Pi - probability of  success on each trial 
Therefore the likelihood is also binomial: 
K pi ; x, Y) pi (l-pi)'  
Lindley (1965) suggests that the family of beta distributions is the natural one to consider as 
prior distributions for the probability pi of success, with the form pi " (1- pi ) ! We want to 
chose values for a and b that provide a non-informative prior. Lindley (1965) notes that, 
since any observation always increases either a or 6, it corresponds to the greatest possible 
ignorance to take a and b as small as possible. For the prior density to have a total integral 1 
it is necessary and sufticient that both a and b exceed -1. Lindley (1965) therefore 
recommends that a = b = -1. Lindley's prior takes the form: 
(8 -5) 
-1 p@i) pi  pi)-' 
If we combine Lindleyos prior with our likelihood funetion, then the posterior distribution is: 
(8-6) 
P@i ; ~0 Y )  
Therefore for each observation i of successes and failures, we c m  draw- a sample pi h m  a 
posterior beta distribution with parameters x successes and y failures as follows: 
(8.7) 
Equation 8.7 is a posterior beta distribution for pi based on a binomial likelihood for each 
observation of successes and failures. We can only evaluate this distribution once we have 
observed at least one success and one failure; othenvise its integral does not converge. 
When the obsenration includes a large nurnber of trials, the postenor beta distribution is 
narrow. Values selected at random h m  a very nmow distribution are neariy constant, and 
in an iterative procedure carry more weight. When the observation includes a srna11 number 
of trials, the posterior beta distribution is wider. Values selected at randorn fiom a wide 
distribution are more likely to Vary widely, and in an iterative procedure carry less weight. 
We cm again consider V1 -1. As noted above, the sample observation for V 1.1 fÎom DGAIS 
for the fmt thne interval includes 7 triais with 6 successes and I failure. Therefore x = 6 and 
y = 1. The mean value ofpi for the first time interval c m  be calculated from the sample data 
as (number of successes)/(number of trials) or 6/7 or .857. SimiIarly, the mean value of the 
posterior beta distribution for pi for the first time interval is x/(x + y )  or 6/7 or 357. 
We can use the posterior beta distributions for each observation of successes and failures to 
estimate the parametes for the overall beta distribution for the value p for the input variable. 
Figure 8.1 shows the beta distributions for exarnple input variable V1.4, P(ovemim 1 release) 
for a truck carrying toxic liquid and involved in an accident. Figure 8.1 shows the posterior 
beta distributions for each observation of successes and failutes for V1.4 as well as the 
overdl beta distribution for the value p. The method of solving for the overall equation 
parameters is discussed in Section 8.3. 
8.2.3 Pro babiIity Distributions for Input Variables Bounded by O 
The first input variable for non-accident scenarios is the rate of releases per Bvkm. The 
probability distribution for the rate of releases is continuous and must be greater than 0, but 
has no upper limit. We know that the rate of release cannot be O because we have 
observations of releases occurring. We would M e r  expect that the distribution would have 
one mode, and would be positively skewed, with most of the values near the lower b i t ,  
which corresponds with the obsewed values for the rate of releases per Bvkm. 
Henrion (1995) notes that if there is a sharp lower bound of O for a quantity, but no sharp 
upper bound, a single mode, and right skew, then the lognormal or gamma distributions are 
gocd candidates for probability distributions, with the lognormal being used most widely. 
Therefore we assume that the input variables in our mode1 that are rates of releases have 
lognormal probability distributions. 
Figure 8.1 : Beta Probability Distribution for lnput Variable V I  .4 
Legend: lnput Variable V1.4: P(overtum 1 release) for a truck canying toxic Iiquid and involved in an accident 
solid Iines: posterior beta probability distributions for observations from first data source 
dashed Iines: posterior beta probability distributions for observations from second data source 
heavy fine: overall beta probability distribution for input variable VI-4 
P(overturn 1 release) 
given a truck carrying toxic liquid 
and involved in an accident 
A lognormal distribution has the following probability density function: 
& ; p , @  = I exp ( - ( In(r) - ' / 2 o 2, 
r. ( 2 ~ )  " <r 
where: 
r - value of the input variable (rate of releases per Bvkrn) 
P 
- mean of the natural logarithm of the sample values 
G 
- standard deviation of the natural logarithm of the sample values. 
8.3 PARAMETERS FOR BETA PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
Most of the input variables in the mode1 are probabilities of incident outcornes, p. From 
Section 8.2.1, we know that we can express the uncertainty in p as a beta probability 
distribution. with parameters a and p. The beta probability distribution for each input 
variable is fit to the sarnple data to provide estimates of the unknown parameters a and B. 
The sample data include sample observations of successes and failures from different data 
sources and tirne intervals. The observations provide sample values pi , p l ,  .... pi . each of 
which themselves have uncertainty. From Section 8.2.2, we know that we can express the 
uncertainty in each sample pi as a posterior beta probability distribution. Therefore we fit the 
overall beta probability distribution for the input variable not just to single sample values of 
pl ,  pz. -.., Pi , but to a set of i posterior beta probability distributions. 
We used the Gibbs sampler to solve for the expected values of a and P for the overall beta 
probability density function for each input variable. Smith (1991) notes that the Gibbs 
sampler is a variant of a Markov chain simulation procedure. It uses an iterative procedure to 
find the distribution of a multivariate random variable, given the joint probability density 
function. In our case, the iterative procedure produces many samples of the values for a and 
p. M e r  many iterations, the average values of the samples of a and B converge to the 
expected values. 
The Gibbs sampler uses the joint probability density function for a and P, which is: 
(8-9) 
P(a, p ;pi, pz, - - - 9  pi) 
If we hold P and pi constant, the conditional probability density function for a is proportional 
10: 
(8.10) 
If we hold a and pi constant, the conditional probability density function for P is proportional 
to: 
Alternative methods of solving for the expected values of values of a and P for the overaIl 
beta probability density functions include analytical methods such as maximum likelihood or 
the method of moments. We do not use ma~imum likelihood estimates because it is not 
practical to find the denvative of equation 8.9, where each value o f p i ,  pz, ..., Pi cornes from 
a separate beta distribution. We do not use the method of moments because, as Kendall et al. 
(1 99 1) note, fitting a distribution to a sample of a population by the method of moments does 
not provide the most efficient estimators of the unknown parameters, unless the distribution 
is normal. We are fitting beta rather than normal distributions to the sarnple data. Therefore 
we use Gibbs sampler to solve for the expected values of values of a and P. 
The steps in the Gibbs sampler procedure that we used to detemine a and P for each input 
variable are as follows: 
A. Assume starting values for a and p, Say a = p = 5. 
B. Generate one value pi for each observation of successes and failures, fiom the postenor 
beta distribution given in equation (8.7). 
C. Generate the next value of a. 
1. Generate 100 values of a random number R fiom a uniform distribution between O 
and 1 (Ri, R2, --. ,Rioo). 
2. Evaluate cdfa where a = R for each value of R (cdfaI, cdfaz, . . . , cdfam) while 
holding constant the current values of B and eachpi. 
3. Calculate FI = cdfai, Fr = cdfa, + cdfaz, . . ., F Ioo = cdfaI + cdfa2 + . . . + cdfaioo. 
4. Calculate FNI = Fl/Fioo, FNz = FzlFloo, . .. , FNloo = Fioflioo. 
5. Generate one value V fiom a uniform distribution between O and 1. 
6. Count the number C of FN values smaller than V. 
7. Chose a = Rc+i. This is now the current value of a. 
D. Similarly, generate the next value of P. 
1. Generate a new set of 100 values of a random number R fiom a uniform 
distribution between O and 1 (RI, R2, . . . , Rioo). 
2. Evaluate cd@ where P = R for each value of R (cdfpl, cdfP2, . . . , cdfp1oo) while 
holding consmt the current values of a and eachpi. 
3. CalculateFi=cdfpi ,F2=~dfPl+~dfPZ,.~- ,  F 1 0 0 = ~ d f P l + ~ d f P 2 + . . . + ~ d f P I O 0  
4. Calculate FNi = Fi/Flao, FN2 = Fz/Fioo , . . . , FNioo = Fiflioo. 
5. Generate one value V nom a uniforni distribution between O and 1. 
6. Count the number C of FN values smaller than V. 
7. Chose P = Rc+i. This is nowthe currentvalueof P. 
E. Record the values of a and P. Retum to Step B. Continue for 50,000 iterations. 
Calculate the mean values of a and P f?om the 50,OOG iterations. 
As noted above, after many iterations, the mean values of a and P converge to their expected 
values. We used the mean values of a and B to generate the overall beta probability 
distributions for the input variables that are probabilities of incident outcornes. 
8.4 DISTRIBUTIONS FOR INPUT VARIABLES 
Appendix C contains graphs showing the resulting probability distributions for each input 
variable. For cornparison, the graphs also show the data points from each data source for 
each input variable. As expected, a wide spread of data points results in a wide probability 
distribution, and a narrow spread of data points results in a narrow probability distribution. 
Appendix D contains the values of the parameters that define the probability distributions for 
each input variable. For the beta distributions, the parameters indude the values of a and P. 
Appendix D also provides the mean and standard deviation for the beta distributions. For the 
lognormal distributions, the parameters include the mean and standard deviation of the 
sample data for the input variable. 
Table 8.1 compares the means of the beta distributions given in Appendix D with the point 
estimates of the input variables given earlier in Chapter 6 for accident and non-accident 
scenarios. The point estimates corne fiorn the means of the sample data, (total number of 
successes)/(total number of trials), for each input variable. It is interesting to note that the 
means of the beta distributions differ slightly fiom the means calculated directly fiom the 
sample data. Both are valid estimates of the expected values of the input variables. The 
differences arise from the fitting of the overall beta distribution to the distributions of the 
sample values. We prefer to use the beta distributions in describing the input variables 
because they take into account al1 of the information available, including the data and the 
assumed shapes of the distributions. 
Table 8.1 : Comparison of Means of Distributions to Point Estirnates 
Accident 
Non-Accident 
for Input Variables 
lnput Variable 
V1.1: P(overtum 1 release) for toxic PLG 
V I  -2: P(overtum 1 release) for fi ammable PLG 
V I  -3: P(overtum 1 release) for Rammable liquid 
V1.4: P(overturn 1 release) for toxic liquid 
V2.1: P(toxic PLG 1 release) 
V2.2: P(fiammab1e PLG 1 release) 
V2.3: P(fl ammable liquid 1 release) 
V2-4: P(toxic liquid j release) 
V3: P(release 1 accident) 
V4: P(overturn 1 accident) 
V5.1: P(toxic PLG) 
V5.2: P(fi ammable PLG) 
V5.3: P(fi ammable Iiquid) 
V5.4: P(toxic fiquid) 
V6.1: P(fire 1 release, no collision) 
V6.2: P(fire 1 release, collision) 
V7.1: P(fire 1 no release, no collision) 
V7.2: P(fire 1 no release, collision) 
V8.1: P(spill / release, small load) 
V8.2: P(spi1l 1 release, large load) 
V9.1: P(large release 1 spill, smali load) 
V9.2: P(large release 1 spill, large load) 
VfO.1: P(large release 1 leak, small load) 
V10.2: P(large release 1 leak, large load) 
VI .  1 : Releases per Bvkm for toxic PLG 
V I  -2: Releases per Bvkm for flammable PLG 
V I  .3: Releases per Bvkm for fiammable liquid 
V I  .4: Releases per Bvkm for toxic Iiquid 
V2.1: P(fire 1 release, rural road) 
V2.2: P(fire 1 release, urban road) 
V3: P(spill 1 release) 
V4.1: P(large release 1 spill, rural non-tanker) 
V4.2: P(large release [ spill, rural tanker) 
iJ4.3: P(large release 1 spill, urban non-tanker) 
V4.4: P(large release / spill, urban tanker) 
V5.1: P(large retease 1 leak, rural non-tanker) 
6.2: P(large release 1 teak. rural tanker) 
6 .3 :  P(1arge release 1 leak, urban non-tanker) 










UNCERTAINTY IN OUTPUT VALUES 
Chapter 9 contains the following sections: 
9. I Monte Carlo Simulations 
9.2 Output Probability Distributions 
Chapter 9 documents the results of the Monte Carlo simulations to propagate the uncertainty 
in the input variables through to the uncertainty in the output v ~ a b l e s .  Each outcome 
probability or incident rate has a distribution, indicaûng the uncertainty about the output 
values. The analysis provides statistics that define each output distribution. The chapter 
summ&ses the mean values of the output probability distributions for the accident outcome 
probabilities and non-accident incident rates. 
9.1 MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS 
9.1.1 Input to Monte Car10 Simulations 
The steps in the Monte Car10 simulation are discussed in Section 3.3. To run, the simulation 
requires information firom the mode1 as follows: 
input variables. Separate simulations were nin for each possible outcome for each 
accident and non-accident scenario. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 list the input variables for the 
accident and non-accident scenarios respectively. The input variables include, for 
example, P(fire [ release), P(spil11 release), etc. 
output variables. For the accident rnodel, the output variables are the probabilities of 
accident outcomes. Figure 4.3 shows that there are ten possible accident outcomes. For 
the accident model, the output variables include P(1arge spi11 with Gre 1 accident), P(srnall 
leak no fire 1 accident), etc. For the non-accident model, the output variables are the 
number of incidents per B v h .  Figure 4.3 shows that there are nine possible non- 
accident incident outcomes. ïhe non-accident model încludes eight of these outcomes. 
As discussed in Section 5.1.1, there are not enough data on the ninth outcorne, non- 
accident non-release fues, to find significant factors that lead to such incidents. The 
incident rate of non-accident non-release tires is approximately -22 incidents per Bvkrn. 
For the non-accident model, the output variables include the nurnber of non-accident 
large spills with fire per Bvkm, the number of non-accident smail le& %<th fne per 
B v h ,  etc. 
equations that relate the input and output variables. The equations are the sarne as those 
used earlier to calculate point estirnates of the output. The equations to calculate 
P(re1ease 1 accident) are as discussed in Section 5.1 -3. The general mode1 equations to 
combine P(re1ease 1 accident) and the remaining input variables are shown in Figure 4.4. 
probability distributions for each of the input variables. Appendix C shows the 
probability distributions fiaed to the data for each input variable. 
9.1.2 Number of Iterations 
The nurnber of iterations in the Monte Carlo simulation affects the output of the model. The 
simulation produces frequency histograms o f  possible values for each output variable. We 
can then convert these frequency histograms to probability distributions by setting the scale 
so that the total probability is 1. For a low number of iterations, the probability distributions 
are ragged and the statistics for the distributions (mean, standard deviation, etc.) fluctuate as 
more iterations are cornpleted. For a high number of iterations, the probability distributions 
becorne smooth and the statistics of the distributions stabilise. However, a high number of 
iterations also consumes more computer time to run the simulation. We want to use enough 
iterations in the simulation to produce smooth probability distributions and stable statistics 
for the distributions, while minimising computer time. 
Figure 9.1 contains probability distributions for a sarnple output, for simulations with varying 
numbers of iterations. The nurnber of iterations ranges fiorn 500 to 100,000. The sample 
output is P(large spi11 with fire [ accident) for Accident Scenario 1, where a truck carrying a 
large load of toxic PLG is involved in an accident with an ove- and collision. Figure 9.1 
shows that the probability distributions are quite ragged for 500 to 5,000 iterations. The 
probability distributions are quite smooth for 20,000 iterations or more. 
Table 9.1 contains the statistics for the probability distribution for the sarne sample output 
used in Figure 9.1. Table 9.1 shows that the statistics for the mean of the distribution are 
stable to two significarit digits d e r  about 30,000 iterations. 
We decided to run the simuIations for the accident and non-accident models for 50,000 
iterations, to provide both smooth probability distributions and stable distribution statistics 
for each output variable. 
9.2 OUTPUT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
9-2.1 Shape of Output Probability Distributions 
For each output variable in our model, we have a data set of 50,000 values generated by the 
Monte Carlo process. We can generate a histogram summarising the 50,000 values and 
showing the probabilities of different values of the output variable. Altematively, we can 
empirically assign a continuous probability distribution to the data set. We can then use the 
continuous probability distribution to calculate the probabilities of the different vaiues of the 
output variable. It would be quite unwieldy to store the actual fiequency counts for each 
output variable for future use, but quite simple to provide the parameters for the continuous 
Figure 9.1: Output Probability Distributions for Various Nurnbers of fterations 
Accident Scenario I : accident with overturn and colIision. large load of toxic PLG 
X-axis Units: P(large spiil with fire 1 accident) 
Y-axis Units: probabil'rty 
500 iterations 
1,000 iterations 
10,000 iterations 75,000 iterations 
100,000 iterations 
Table 9.f: Sbtistics for Output Probability Distributions 
for Various Nurnbers of lterations 
Output Variable: P(1arge spiil with fire 1 accident) 
for Accident Scenario 1 


























































probability distribution, making the output much more useful for future QRA analysts. 
Therefore we assign a continuous probability distribution to each output variable. 
We used the Crystd Bal1 O software package in choosing the shape of the output probability 
distributions. Crystal Bal1 0 includes a distribution-fitting feature, which uses maximum 
Iikelihood estirnators or other parameter estimation techniques to fit probability distributions 
to a data set? depending on the type of probability distribution. Alternative continuous 
probability distributions include normal, triangular, lognormal, uniform, exponential, 
Weibull, beta, gamma, iogistic, pareto and extreme value. The software chooses values for 
the parameten of the distributions that maximise the probability of producing the data set. 
Crystd Bal1 dso provides measures of the goodness-of-fit between each set of data and each 
continuous probability curve. 
We used two scenarios to illustrate the output variable distributions. The f m t  sample 
scenario is Accident Scenario 1, where a truck carrying a large Ioad of toxic PLG is involved 
in an accident with an overtum and collision. The second sample scenario is Non-Accident 
Scenario 33, for a tanker truck carrying toxic PLG on a niral road. Each accident scenario in 
Our rnodel has ten output variables, including P(1arge spi11 with fire), P(smal1 spill with fire), 
etc. Each non-accident scenario in our model has eight output variables, including number of 
incidents of large spill with fire per Bvkm, nurnber of incidents of small spi11 with fire per 
Bvkm, etc. For the two samples, there is a total of 18 output variables. 
The Chi-Square statistic measures goodness-of-fit, or how closely a set of  obsewed 
fiequencies corresponds to expected frequencies. In our case, the obsewed fiequencies corne 
from a 100-ce11 histograrn surnmarising the 50,000 values generated for each output variable 
by the Monte Carlo process. A histogram with 100 cells provides a srnooth distribution with 
greater than £ive observations in each cell. Unfortunately, the Chi-Square is too sensitive to 
use with a very high number of celIs and obsewations such as we have in this case. Srna11 
deviations between the obsewed and expected fiequencies resdt in a high Chi-Square. 
According to the Chi-Square test, none of the alternative continuous probability distributions 
fit the data well. The Chi-Square test does indicate that a lognomal distribution fits 17 out 
of the 18 accident and non-accident variables better (or less poorly) than the alternatives. For 
one of the 18 variables. the Chi-Square test indicates that a beta distribution fits better than 
the alternatives. For consistency, we assigned a lognormal distribution to every output 
variable- Based on the Central Limit Theorem, we would expect the output variables, which 
are the product of several random input variables, to have approximately lognormal 
distributions. 
Figures 9.2 and 9.3 compare the output probability distributions to empirically assigned 
lognormal distributions for each output variable, for the sample accident and non-accident 
scenxios. The output probability distribution is generated from the 100-ce11 histogram of the 
50,000 values generated for each output variable by the Monte Cario process. The lognormal 
distribution is caIcufated from the rnean and standard deviation of the 50,000 values. Each of 
the output variables for Scenarios 1 and 33 is positively skewed, with one exception. The last 
output variable for Scenario 1, P(no fire no release), is negatively skewed. We generated the 
lognormal distribution for this last variable by transforming the mean to (1 - mean). Based 
on a visual inspection of Figures 9.2 and 9.3, there is a close fit between the observed 
frequencieç and the lognormal distributions. 
Appendix E contains the statistics for the probability distributions for each of the output 








Figure 9.2: Compatison of 
Output Probability Distributions to Lognormal Distributions 
for Sample Accident Scenario 
Accident Sœnano 1: accident with overtum and collision. large l a d  of toxic PLG 
Xaxis Units: probability of accident outcorne Y-a%is Units: probability 
Legend: solid lines: probability distribution plotted h m  observecl Monte Cati0 output 
dashed Iines: proùability distribution plotted frorn expeded lognoml distribution. 
using rnean and standard deviation h m  Monte Car10 output 
P(large spill with fire) 
P(sma1l spi11 with fire) 
P(1arge leak with fire) -- -.------- 
O O OQZ O 00. O O a  0.w 0.01 0.012 0.014 O ois 0.018 
P(smal1 leak with fire) 
P(1arge spill no fire) 
P(srnal1 spiil no fire) 
P(1arge leak no fire) 
P(sma1l leak no fire) 
P(fire no release) 
. -  - 
P(no fire no release) 
Figure 9.3: Companson of 
Output Probability Distributions to Lognormal Distributions 
for Sarnple Non-Accident Scenario 
Non-Accident ScenarÏo 33: tanker tmck canying toxic PLG on rural road 
X-axis Units: incidents per Bvkm Y-axis Units: probabiliiy 
Legend: solid Iines: probability distribution plotted from obsenred Monte Cario output 
dashed lines: probability distribution plotted frorn expected lognonna1 disîriiution. 
using mean and standard deviation from Monte Cario output 
small spill with fire small spill no fire 
srnafi leak with fire 
O 0.5 1 1.5 2 25  3 
small leak no fire 
9.2.2 Range of Output Probability Distributions 
Figures 9.4 and 9.5 show the range of the output probability distributions in terms of the 95% 
probability intervals, for each of the accident and non-accident scenarios respectively. Figure 
9.4 covea three pages and Figure 9.5 covers two pages. The probability intervals are shown 
verticaily, as hi&-low bars. Each high-low bar represents a different accident or non- 
accident scenario. The high end of the bar represents the 97.5" percentile for the probability 
distribution. The low end of the bar represents the 2.5" percentile. The longer the bar, the 
greater is the uncertainty in the output variable. 
Each high-low bar has a tick showing the mean value of the distribution. As we know fiom 
Section 9.2.1, the output probability distributions are generally lognormal in shape and 
usually positively skewed. Therefore the mean value within each probability interval tends to 
appear closer to the low end of the interval. 
In Figure 9.4, the 95% probability intemals are graphed separately for Scenarïos 1 to 16 
(accidents with overtums) and for Scenxios 17 to 3 1 (accidents without overtums), because 
of the large difference in the scale of the output values for these two groups of scenarios. In 
comparing the scaies we can see that, for the probability of an accident outcome with a 
release, the mean and 97.5" percentile of the distribution are generally 40 to 70 tirnes larger 
with an ove- cornpared with no ovemim. 
Similarly in Figure 9.5, the 95% probability intervais are graphed separately for Scenarios 33 
to 40 (rural non-accident scenarios) and for Scenarios 41 to 48 (urban non-accident 
scenarios), because of the difference in the scale of the output values. In comparing the 
scales we can see that, for non-accident incidents, the mean and 97.5" percentile of the 
distribution for incident rates of releases with fires are generally three to eight times higher in 
niral compared with urbm areas. Large spills or Ieaks without fires are also more fiequent in 
rurai areas. 
Figure 9.4: High-Low Graphs Showing Ranges of 
Output Probability Distributions by Accident Scenario 
Legend: x-axis: Accident scenario number 
y-axis: Probability of accident outcome 
bar: Range of values from 2.5th to 97.5th percentile 
for probability of accident outcome 
tic k: Mean value for probability of accident outcorne 
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Figure 9.4: High-Low Graphs Showing Ranges of 
Output Probability Distributions by Accident Scenario (continued) 
Legend: x-axis: Accident scenario nurnber 
y-axis: Probability of accident outcome 
bar: Range of values from 2Sth to 975th percentile 
for pro bability of accident outcome 













Figure 9.4: High-Low Graphs Showing Ranges of 
Output Probability Distributions by Accident Scenario (continued) 
Legend: x-axis: Accident scenario number 
y-axis: Proba biIity of accident outcome 
bar: Range of values from 25th to 975th percentite 
for probability of accident outcome 























Figure 9.5: High-Low Graphs Showing Ranges of 
Output Probability Distributions by Non-Accident Scenario 
Legend: x-axis: Non-accident scenarïo number 
y-axis: Incidents per Bvkm 
bar: Range of values from 2.5th to 97.5th percentile 
for incidents per Bvkm 
tick: Mean value for incidents per Bvkm 
Figure 9.5: High-Low Graphs Showing Ranges of 
Output Probability Distributions by Non-Accident Scenario (continued) 
Legend: x-axis: Non-accident scenario number 
y-axis: Incidents per Bvkm 
bar: Range of values from 25th to 975th percentiie 
for incidents per Bvkm 













Appendix E shows that the coefficient of variation is fairly consistent for each output 
variable. For example, depending on the accident scenario, the coefficient of variation ranges 
from 1.0 to 2.4 for the probability of a large spi11 with a fire. As a general result, the higher 
the probability of the outcome, the greater is the width of the 95% probability interval. The 
width of the 95% probability interval varies drarnaticalIy for different scenarios. From Figure 
9.4, we can observe that the distributions for the following accident outcomes have higher 
mean probabilities and wider 95% probability intervais: 
fires and large spills or leaks, for trucks carrying large loads and involved in collisions 
(Scenarios 1 to 4 and 17 to 21). 
large spills or leaks but no fire, for trucks carrying large loads (Scenarios 1 to 4, 9 to 12, 
17 to 20, and 25 to 28). 
smail spills or leaks, with or without fires, for trucks carrying small loads (Scenanos 5 to 
8: 13 to 16,2 1 to 24, and 29 to 32). 
fires but no release, for collisions (Scenarios 1 to 8 and 17 to 24). 
For accident outcomes with no fires and no releases- oveminis (Scenarios 1 to 16) tend to 
have the widest probability intervals while accidents with no overtum and no collision 
(Scenarios 25 to 32) have the narrowest probability intervals and the highest means for the 
outcome probability. 
From Figure 9.5, we can observe that the distributions for the folIowing non-accident 
incidents have higher mean incident rates and wider 95% probability intervals: 
large spills or leaks, with or without fires, for tanker trucks carrying pressurised or 
unpressurised toxic liquids (Scenarios 33,36,41, and 44). 
small spills or leaks, with or without fires, for trucks canying pressurised or 
unpressurised toxic liquids (Scenarios 33,36,37,40,41,44,45 and 48). 
9.23 Mean Values of Output Probability Distributions 
Table 9.2 summarises the mean values of the outcome probability distributions for accident 
scenarïos. Table 9.3 sumrnarises the mean values of the probability distributions for the 
expected number of incidents per Bvkm for non-accident scenarios. 
We c m  compare the mean values of the distributions in Tables 9.2 and 9.3 with the earlier 
point estimates in Tables 6.13 and 6.14. It is interesting that there is a noticeable difference 
between the two sets of tables. For exarnple, for a truck carrying a large load of toxic PLG 
and involved in an accident with an overtum and collision, the mean of the probability 
distribution for a large spi11 with fire is approximately .O38 compared with the earlier point 
estimate of -026. 
The differences between the mean values of the distributions and the point estimates for the 
output variables a i s e  for two reasons. First, as discussed in Section 8.4, the mean values of 
the probability distributions for the input variables are different fiom the point estimates of 
the input variables. The Monte Car10 process used the probability distributions for the input 
variables to generate the output distributions, while the point estimates of the output variables 
were calculated using point estimates of the input variables. 
Second, there is division in the equations which combine the input variables to calculate the 
output variables. This division affects the means of the output variables. For example, the 
equations to predict the probability of accident outcomes include the term: 
V2 x V3 = P(tvpe of DG Ioad I release) x P(release1 
V5 P(type of DG load) 
Table 9.2: Mean Values of Outcome Probability Distributions 
by Accident Scenario 
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Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = flammable liquid 
4 = toxic liquid 
Table 9.3: Mean Values of Probability Distributions 
for Incidents per Bvkm 
by Non-Accident Scenario 
Incidents ~ e r  Bvkm 
fire 
spill teak 
large 1 small large 1 srnall 
,171 -160 -074 -238 
-062 .O58 .O27 .O87 
,071 .O66 .O31 .O98 
-216 -202 -093 .299 
-041 -291 .O09 .303 
.O15 -106 -003 -1 10 
-017 -120 .O04 -125 
.O52 -366 -011 -381 
no fire 
spill lea k 
large 1 small large 1 small 
2,772 2.594 1,199 3.851 
1 .O10 ,945 .437 1,402 
1,147 1.073 ,496 1.592 
3.492 3.269 1.511 4,850 
-661 4.705 -148 4-903 
-241 1,714 .O54 1,785 
-274 1.946 .O61 2.027 


















Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = flarnmabIe tiquid 
4 = toxic tiquid 
For this term, the variables V2 and V3 are independent. The expected value of V2 x V3 is 
equal to the expected value of V2 times the expected value of V3, such that: 
However? the expected value of the texm V2 x V3 / V5 is not equal to the expected value of 
V2 x V3 divided by the expected value of VS: 
(9.3) 
E(V2 x V3) / E(V5) # E(V2 x V3 I V5) 
For example, Say the term V2 x V3 has a lopomal distribution with mean .20 and standard 
deviation -02, and Say the term V5 has a lognormai distribution with mean .50 and standard 
deviation .OS. Then the mean of the distribution for the texm V2 x V3 / V5 is approximately 
-40. However, if the standard deviation of the term V5 is increased to Say .25, then the mean 
of the distribution for the term V2 x V3 / V5 is approximately .50. The expected value of the 
term is affected by the probability disûibutions of the input varÏab1es. 
We prefer to use the probability distributions rather than the point estimates in descnbing the 
expected values of the output variables because the distributions take into account al1 of the 
information available, including the data and the assurned shapes of the distributions. 
Therefore we discuss the charactenstics of accident outcome probabilities and non-accident 
incident rates in terms of the means of their probability distributions rather than their point 
estimates. 
Figure 9.6 contains a 3-dimensional bar graph of the mean outcome probabilities for al1 
accident scenarios. Figure 9.6 shows that fortunately, for accident scenarios, the most likely 
accident outcome is no release no fire. Depending on the accident category, the mean of the 
probability distribution for no release no fxe is approximately: 
48% to 8 1 % with an overtum (Scenarios 1 to 16). 
92% ~ 5 t h  collision no ove- (Scenarios 17 to 24). 
98% with no ove- no collision (Scenarios 25 to 32)- 
If the accident involves an overtum, the next most likely outcome is generally a large spill 
with no fue (approximately 5% to 35%). If there is no overtum, the next most likely 
outcome is a fire with no release of the DG load (approximately 7% with and 2% without a 
collision). If there is no ove-, the mean of the probability distribution for a release is less 
than 1%. 
Figure 9.7 contains a 3-dimensional bar graph of the outcome probabilities for accident fue 
scenarios only. By focusing on these outcomes only, we can better compare the means of the 
probability distributions for the di fferent accident scenarios. Figure 9.7 shows that, for 
Scenarios 1 to 16 (which include overturns), the mean probabilities of spills and Ieaks with 
fire are higher than for Scenarios 17 to 33 (which do not include overturns). 
The highest bar on the graph in Figure 9.7 is the mean probability for a large spill with a fire 
for Accident Scenario 3 collision (approximately 6% large spills with fire). Scenario 3 
includes a truck carrying a large load of flammable liquids and involved in an accident with 
an ove- and collision. The least likely accident outcomes include a release with a fire if 
there is no ove- and no collision (approximately -02% to .04% releases with fires for 
Scenarios 25 to 32). The mean probability of a large spill with fire is in the range of 300 to 
800 times greater (depending on the type of DG load) for a truck carrying a large load with an 
ove- and collision (Scenarios 1 to 9, compared with a truck carrying a small load that 
simply runs off the road (Scenarios 29 to 32). 
Figure 9.6: 3-D Graph of Mean Outcome Probabiliües 
for AI1 Accident Scenarios 
Outcome 
Figure 9.7: 3-D Graph of Mean Outcome Probabilities 
for Accident Fire Scenarios 
a3 
Scenario 
Figure 9.8 contains a 3-dimensional bar p p h  of the mean incident rates for ail non-accident 
scenarios. Figure 9.8 shows that, for non-accident release scenarios, the highest mean 
incident rate is for small spills or leaks with no fire. We can expect a mean of between 
approximately 1.4 and 6.5 small leaks with no fire per Bvkm, depending on the non-accident 
scenario. 
For non-accident scenarios, the mean incident rate for large spills with fire is over 80 times 
greater for a tanker truck in a rural area (approximately -07 to .22 large spills with fire per 
Bvkm for Scenarios 33 to 36), compared with a non-tanker truck in an urban area 
(approximately .O01 to .O02 large spills with fire per Bvkm for Scenarios 45 to 48). These 
mean incident rates vary with the type of DG load. 
Figure 9.9 contains a 3-dimensional bar graph that focuses on the mean incident rates for 
non-accident fue scenarios ody. Figure 9.9 shows that, for each non-accident tire scenario, 
the mean incident rates for small leaks and spills with fires are higher (approximately -07 to 
-75 small releases with fire per Bvkrn) than those for large leaks or spills with fires 
(approximately .O01 to .3 1 large releases with fire per Bvkm). In addition, the mean fire 
incident rate for al1 types of releases combined tends to be higher for niral roads 
(approxirnately .23 to .8 1 fires per Bvkm for Scenarios 33 to 40) than urban roads 
(approximately .O8 to .27 fires per Bvkm for Scenarios 41 to 48). The non-accident scenario 
with the highest mean incident rate of large spills with fire is Scenaio 36, which includes a 
tanker truck carrying toxic liquid on a nual road (approximately .22 large spills with fire per 
Bvkm). 
Figure 9.8: 3-D Graph of Mean Incident Rates 
for Al1 Non-Accident Scenarios 
Figure 9.9: 3-D Graph of Mean Incident Rates 
for Non-Accident Fire Scenarios 
Incident 'i 
CHAPTER 10 
SAMPLE APPLICATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS 
Chapter 10 contains the following sections: 
10.1 Sample Roads 
10.2 Point Estimates of Output Values for Sarnple Application 
10.3 Uncertainty in Output Values for Sample Application 
Chapter 10 provides an application of the model to two sarnple roads. The model application 
eenerates bodi point estimates and probability distributions for the expected rates of accident 
C 
and non-accident incidents per B v k n  
10.1 SAMPLE ROADS 
To use our model to predict release and fire incident rates, we need to know the following 
information about the vehicle: 
the type of DG load. 
whether the truck is a tanker or non-tanker. 
the load size. 
For this sample application of the model, we assume that the vehicle is a tanker truck 
carrying a large load of flammable liquid. 
In an actual application of the mode1 to a route, the user would divide the route into segments 
that are fairIy homogeneous in terms of three factors: 
the proportion of tmck accidents with overturns andlor coIlisions. 
whether the road is urban or rural. 
the truck accident rate. 
Table 10.1 contains the proportion of accidents with oveminis and/or collisions by Ontario 
highway. ï h e  ADS database supplies rhis information for loaded trucks involved in accidents 
on Ontario highways from 1988 to 1995. Table 10.1 sorts the highways by proportion of 
accidents with overturns. fiom high to low. The proportion of accidents with overturns varies 
wïde1y9 from -022 for Highway 5 to -133 for Highway 101. It is likely that the proportion of 
accidents uith overtums andor collisions varies w<dely dong a given highway. For al1 
Ontario truck accidents combined. approxirnately 2% involve oveaurns and collisions, 5% 
involve overturns with no collision, 82% involve collisions with no overtum, and 11% 
involve no overturn and no collision. 
A detailed analysis of accidents to determine which factors lead to overtunis and/or collisions 
is beyond the scope of this thesis. Preliminary analysis of the Ontario ADS using logistic 
regression indicates that overtums are more likely for accidents on ramps, compared with 
other sections of road. From ADS' approximately 20% of truck accidents on ramps involve 
overturns, compared with only 4% on other road sections. Collisions are more likely for 
accidents at intersections. Tractors with double trailers are more Iikely to overtum in an 
accident than other tmck types. The proportion of accidents with ovemims and collisions 
may also vary by road geomety, travel speed, road surface conditions, driver training, etc. 
To show a range of results, we roughly base our two sarnple roads on Highways 7 and 17. 
We assume that the proportions of accidents with ovemirns and collisions on the sarnple 
roads are the same as the proportions given for Highways 7 and 17 in Table 10.1. Highway 7 




























Table 10.1 : Proportion of Truck Accidents 
with Qverturn andfor Collision 
by Ontario Highway 
Number of Accidents Pro~odion of Accidents 1 
total 
17 nins through northem Ontario between Ottawa and Thunder Bay, typically through nual 
areas with few urban areas. Neither highway has any interchanges and therefore neither 
highways has any ramps. For this example, we classi@ our Highway 7 sample road as 
"urban" and our Highway 17 sample road as "rural". 
Table 10.2 below summarises the expected proportion of accidents with overturns and/or 
collisions for our sample roads. 
Table 10.2: Proportion of Truck Accidents with Overturn andlor Collision 
for Sample Roads 
The MT0 report Provincial HÎghvays Tr@c Volumes I992 provides estimates of accident 
rates for a11 vehicle types combined for each Provincial highway in Ontario. Generally, 
trucks have lower accident rates than cars. For the purposes of this example, we assume that 
the truck accident rates on our sample roads are the same as the accident rates provided for 
the combined vehicle types on Highways 7 and 17 in the MT0 report. The accident rate for 
Highway 7 varies between 200 and 6,900 accidents per Bvkm, depending on the section of 
highway. The mean accident rate for Highway 7 is 1,330 accidents per Bvkm. The accident 
rate for Highway 17 varies between 200 and 6,500 accidents per Bvkm, depending on the 
section of highway. The mean accident rate for Highway 17 is 1,200 accidents per Bvkm. 
overturn and collision 
overturn no coilision 
coIIision no overturn 
To sumarise, Our sample road which we cal1 Highway 7 has a higher accident rate but a 
lower proportion of accidents with overtums. Our sample road which we c d  Highway 17 















10.2 POINT ESTIMATES OF OUTPUT VALUES FOR SAMPLE APPLICATION 
We use the information regarding the type of DG load, load size, whether the truck is a tanker 
or non-tanker truck, and whether the road is urban or rural to select the relevant model 
scenarios for Our sample application. Tables 5.7 and 5.8 earlier described the model 
scenarios. For a tanker truck c-ng a large load of flarnrnable liquid, the relevant Accident 
Scenarios are 3, 11, 19 and 27. ï h e  relevant Non-Accident Scenarios for the m e  truck are 
35 if the truck is on a rural road and 43 if the truck is on an urban road, 
Table 10.3 contains a spreadsheet that combines the required information from the mode1 and 
corn the sample roads to calculate the point estimates of incidents per Bvkm for the sample 
roads. Table 10.3 shows both the input information and the calculated output results. The 
required information to apply the model includes: 
from the model, the point estimates of the probabilities of accident outcornes by accident 
type (overturn and/or collision). Table 6.13 provides the estimates relevant to our sample 
roads for Scenarios 3, 11,19 and 27. 
also from the model, the point estimates of the non-accident incidents per Bvkm for 
Scenarios 35 and 43. TabIe 6.14 provides these estimates. 
an estimate of the incident rate of non-accident non-release fires. From Section 5.1.1, the 
incident rate is approximately .22 incidents per Bvkm. 
for the sample roads, the probabilities of the types of accident (ove- and/or collision), 
given that an accident has occurred. Table 10.2 provides these probabilities. 
the accident rates for the sample roads. From Section 10.1, the mean accident rates are 
1,330 accidents per Bvkm for Highway 7 and 1,200 accidents per Bvkm for Highway 17. 
Table 10.3: Spreadsheet to Calculate Point Estimates of Incidents per Bvkm 
for Sample Roads 
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release 1 no release 1 total 1 
Probability of Accident Outcorne by Accident Type * 
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Accidents per Bvkm 
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large 1 srnall 
Total Accident and Non-Accident Incidents per Bvkrn 





Accident Type a = Scenario 3 (overtum and collision) 
Accident Type b = Scenan'o 1 1 (overturn no collision) 
Accident Type c = Scenario 19 (collision no overtum) 
Accident Type d = Scenario 27 (no overturn no collision) 
" Non-Accident lncidents for Highway 7 = Scenario 43 (urban) 




.O11 .O39 .O05 .O43 
.O67 .O86 .O33 1 4 
1 input values 1 
1 calculated values 1 
-515 1.774 -218 1.966 
.960 1.226 -464 1 -623 
-220 
220 
As an example of the equations used in the spreadsheet in Table 10.3, we c m  calculate the 
point estimate of the total number of large spills with fires per Bvkm for Highway 7 as 
foi10 ws: 
(10.1) 
total number of large spills with fire per Bvkm 
= number of non-accident large spills with fire per Bvkm 
+ number of accident-înduced large spills with f i e  per Bvkm 
= number of nori-accident large spills with fire per Bvkm 
+ {accident rate 
x [l'(large spill with fire 1 ove- & collision) x P(overtum & collision 1 accident) 
+ P(1arge spill with fire 1 overtum no collision) x P(overtum no coltision 1 accident) 
+ P(large spill with fire 1 collision no overtum) x P(col1ision no overtum 1 accident) 
+ P(large spill with fire 1 no overturn no collision) x P(no ove- no collision 1 accident)]} 
= 1.8 large spills with fire per Bvkm 
The mode1 predicts that srnall releases wi11 be approxirnately 60% non-accident for the urban 
road (Highway 7) and 30% non-accident for the niral road (Highway 17). Only about 5% of 
the large releases are expected to be non-accident for both highways. For cornparison, 
Kornhauser et al. (1994) note that, in the USA, l/3 of DG releases are accident-related and 
2/3 are non-accident. 
10.3 UNCERTAINTY IN OUTPUT VALUES FOR SAMPLE APPLICATION 
10.3.1 Uncertainty in Accident Rates, Type of Accident and Incident Outcornes 
To quanti@ the uncertainty in the output values for our sample application, we need to know 
the uncertainty in d l  of the input variables. There is uncertainfy in the estimates of the 
accident rates and of the probabilities of the type of accident for o w  sample roads. To 
quanti@ the uncertainty for the probabilities of the type of accident, we used annual data from 
the Ontario ADS for the sample roads. We grouped the data by two-year intervals to provide 
four sets of data points for rach accident type, for each sample road, and fit lognormal curves 
to the data points. To quanti@ the uncertainty for the accident rates, we took as data points 
the accident rates given in the MT0 Provincial Highways Traflc Volumes 1992 for the 
different sections of each highway. We fit lognomal curves to the accident rate data points, 
for each sample road, to represent their probability distributions. 
From o u  model, Appendix E provides the mean and standard deviation for the probability 
distribution for each incident outcome, for each relevant accident and non-accident scenario. 
Table 10.4 sumrnarises this infoxmation. We use the means and standard deviations to re- 
create lognomal probability distributions. We do not have a probability distribution from the 
mode1 for the number of non-accident non-release fires per Bvkm, and assume that the mean 
and standard deviation for this rate are both .22 incidents per Bvkm. 
We then combine these uncertain inputs using a spreadsheet and equations similar to those 
used in Table 10.3, and Monte Car10 simulations. These simulations provide probability 
distributions for the incidents per Bvkm for each type of incident outcome, and for each 
sample road. 
Table 10.4: Mean and Standard Deviation for Probability Distributions 
for Model Variables Relevant to Sarnple Roads 
1 no releasel std dev 1 -61 583 .65446 -04778 -01 024 1 
Scenario 
3 1 1 1  1 19 1 27 1 35 1 43 
-06431 -02342 -00053 .O001 9 -07082 -00785 
-10164 ,03924 -00050 .O0020 -03876 -00574 
-00868 -0031 5 .O0007 .O0003 -06633 -03713 
-01331 -00495 -00007 -00003 -03677 -02094 
.O0511 -00186 -00004 .O0002 -03062 -00431 
-00996 -00393 -00004 -00002 .O1970 -00276 
-00421 ,00153 .O0003 .O0001 -09825 -03802 
.O0772 .O0294 -00004 .O0001 -05056 -02124 
-30889 -34978 -00256 -00290 1.14663 -40416 
-42808 -48551 -00211 -00237 -31615 -18984 
-041 66 ,0471 9 -00035 -00039 1.07308 1 -90771 
-05673 -06434 -00030 -00034 -30724 -38547 
-02446 -02771 .O0020 -00023 -49581 -221 34 
-04062 .O4630 .O0019 -00021 -20502 -07463 
-02020 -02289 -00017 ,0001 9 1.591 95 1 -95297 
-03200 -03648 -00015 -00017 -35593 -37551 







































,06370 -01389 -04766 -00974 -22 22 
-48362 .51325 .92168 -97845 
10.3.2 Mean Incident Rates 
The incident rates are the output from the sample mode1 application. Table 10.5 sumarises 
the means fiom the probability distributions for incident rates for a tanker truck canying a 
large load of flammable liquid on the sample roads, Highways 7 and 17. The mean expected 
number of releases is 6 1 -5 per Bvkrn for Highway 17 and 3 1.2 per Bvkm for Highway 7. For 
cornparison. Komhauser et al. (1994) estirnate a release rate of approximately 28.0 releases 
per Bvkm for tanker trucks c-ng anhydrous ammonia (a non-flammable toxic gas). 
It is interesting that dthough Highway 7 has the higher accident rate, Highway 17 is expected 
to have more releases per B v h ,  with and without fues. The higher release rate is related to 
the higher proportion of overtum accidents on Highway 17. For both highways, spills are 
expected to be more common than Ieaks, and large releases more common than small, with 
and without fires- 
Figure 10.1 provides bar charts of the means fiom the probability distributions for incident 
rates for the sample roads. Figure 10.1 first shows a bar chart of the mean incident rates for 
al1 possible accident outcornes. For both highways, by far the most frequent type of incident 
for a tanker truck canying a large load of flammable liquid is expected to be no release no 
fre. The mean expected number of incidents with no release no fre is 1,2 1 7 per Bvkm for 
Highway 7 and 1 ,O7 1 per Bvkm for Highway 1 7. 
Figure 10.1 then shows a bar chart, which focuses on mean release incident rates. For a 
tanker truck caryhg a large load of flammable liquid, Highway 17 is expected to have a 
higher mean incident rate than Highway 7 for al1 types of releases. The most apparent 
difference in the rnean incident rates between the two highways is for large spills no fire. For 
this type of release, the mean incident rate is expected to be 40.6 per Bvkm for Highway 17 
and 18.6 per Bvkm for Highway 7. Again, this difference in incident rates relates to the 
higher proportion of ove- accidents on Highway 17, even though the accident rate is 
higher on Highway 7. 
Tabie 10.5: Summary of Means of Probability Distributions 
for Incidents per Bvkm for Sample Roads 
1 total 1 95.2 1244.9 1 1340.1 1 
spill 






























1 leak 1 -8 7.8 8.7 1 







1 total 1 6.6 54.9 1 61.5 1 
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Figure 10.1: Bar Chart of Means of Probability Distributions 
for Incidents per Bvkm for Sample Roads 
Incident Rates for All Possible Incident Outcomes 
Release Incident Rates 
10.3.3 Uncertainty in Incident Rates 
Table 10.6 summarises the statistics for the probability distributions for the incident rates. 
Each of the probability distributions is positively skewed, as is compatible with a lognormal 
distribution. 
Table 10.6 shows that the kurtosis is generally lower for the release incident rates for 
Highway 17 compared with Highway 7. A lower kurtosis indicates a flatter probability 
cuwe. This is confirmed in Figure 10.2, which contains graphs comparing the probability 
distributions for each type of incident per Bvkm for the sample roads. Generally, the 
probability distributions for the release rates for Highway 17 are flatter and extend further 
than for Highway 7. 
The coefficient of variation is generally higher for the incident rates for Highway 7 compared 
with Highway 17. This indicates that, as a proportion of the mean, there is more uncertainty 
in the expected incident rates for Highway 7, even though Highway 17 has wider 95% 
probability intervals. 
Table 10.6 shows the 2.5" and 97.5" percentiles for the probability distributions for the 
incidents per Bvkm for the sample roads. For each type of incident, the 9 7 ~  percentile is two 
to five times greater than the mean value for the probability distribution. This indicates the 
high level of uncertainty associated with these estimates. Analysts should not ignore this 
uncertainty in applying these results to M e r  risk analysis. There is M e r  uncertainty in 
the impacts of the incidents to the environment and to the public. The combined uncertainty 
in the incident rates and incident impacts could result in a significant amount of uncertainty 
in the predicted risks of transporting DG loads by tnick. 
Table 10.6: Statistics for Probability Distributions for 
Hig hway 
7 
H ig hwa y 
17 
Incidents per Bvkm for Sample Roads 
large spi11 with fire 
small spill with fire 
large leak with fire 
small leak with fire 
large spi11 no fire 
srnall spi11 no fire 
large leak no fire 
srnall leak no fire 
fire no release 
no release no fire 
large spill with fire 
small spill with fire 
large Ieak with fire 
small leak with fire 
large spi11 no fire 
small spill no fire 
large leak no fire 
small leak no fire 
fire no release 
no release no fire 
This uncertainty is also shown in Figure 10.2. The probabiliv distributions for the expected 
incident rates for Highways 7 and 17 al1 overlap. Even though Highway 17 has a higher 
mean incident rate for al1 types of releases, there is a still a chance that Highway 7 could have 
higher incident rates. 
For example, we can consider the incident rates for large spills with fue for the two 
highways. The mean incident rate is 5.1 incidents per Bvkm for Highway 17 and 2.6 
incidents per Bvkm for Highway 7. In comparing the means, it seems clear that there is more 
rkk of large spills with fxes for tankers carrying flammable liquid on Highway 17 compared 
to Highway 7. We can also compare the 50,000 observations of the incident rates generated 
at random by the Monte Car10 process for Highways 7 and 17 and used to produce the 
probability distributions in Figure 10.2. A pairwise comparison of the random observations 
indicates that there is probability of approximately 23% that the opposite will be true, that 
there will be a higher incident rate on Highway 7 compared to Highway 17. 
If there were even more overlap between the distributions for the two higbays,  Say because 
of a lower accident rate on Highway 17, the probability of a higher incident rate on Highway 
7 compared to Highway 17 would be higher. For example, if the mean accident rate for 
Highway 17 were only 700 rather than 1,200 accidents per Bvkm, then the mean incident rate 
for large spills with fire on Highway 17 would be 3.0 incidents per Bvkm compared to 2.6 
incidents per Bvkm on Highway 7. In th is  case, the means indicate that there is still more 
risk of large spills with fires for tankers carrying flammable liquid on Highway 17 compared 
to Highway 7. However, a painvise comparison of the random observations indicates that 
there is probability of approximately 40% that the opposite will be true, that there will be a 
higher incident rate on Highway 7 compared to Highway 17. 
Figure 10.2: Cornparison of Probability Distributions 
for Incidents per Bvkm for Sample Roads 
Legend: solid line: Highway 7 
dashed Iine: Highway 17 
large spill with fire 
O 5 10 15 20 25 
small spill with fire 
X-axis Units: Incidents per Bvkm 
Y-axis Units: probabilii 
small spill no fire 
large leak no fire 
O 1 2 3 4 
large leak with fire small leak no fire 
small leak with fire 
large spill no fire 
fire no release 
O 100 200 300 400 
no release no fire 
10.3.4 Importance of Comparing Distributions 
Table 10.7 provides a comparison of the mean values frorn the probability distributions to the 
point estimates of incidents per Bvkm for the sample roads. Table 10.7 shows that, for al1 
m e s  of releases for both highways, with and without fires, the mean value eom the output 
probability distribution is in the range of 10% to 50% higher than the point estimate. The 
reasons for the differences between the means and the point estimates are as discussed earlier 
in Section 9.2.3. We prefer to use the probability distributions to describe the incident rates, 
because they take into account al1 of the information avaiIable, including the data and the 
assurneci shapes of the distributions. 
For the two sample highways, Highways 7 and 17, a comparison of the point estimates 
indicates the same conclusion as a comparison of the distributions: Highway 17 is more 
likely to have higher release and fire incident rates. However, if we were comparing one of 
the highways to an alternate mode of transport, it would be important to compare the 
probability distributions of the incident rates for the two modes. 
To illustrate, u7e c m  compare Highway 17 to a hypothetical other mode of transporting DG 
loads. For Highway 17, the incident rate for large spilIs with fire has a lognormal distribution 
with a mean of 5.1 and a standard deviation of 7.6 incidents per Bvkm. We can assume that, 
for the hypothetical other mode, the incident rate for large spills with f ~ e  also haç a 
lognomai distribution with a mean of Say 4.5 and a standard deviation of say 3 incidents per 
Bvkm. 
Table 10.7: Comparison of Mean Value from Probability Distribution 








large spill with fire 
small spill with fire 
large leak with fire 
small Ieak with fire 
Iarge spill no fire 
small spi11 no fire 
Iarge leak no fire 
srna11 leak no fire 
fire no release 
no release no fire 
total 
total releases 
total releases with fire 
large spill with fire 
small spill with fire 
large leak with fire 
srnall leak with fire 
large spill no fire 
small spill no fire 
large leak no fire 
small leak no fire 
fire no release 
no release no fire 
total 
total releases 
total releases with fire 





























Figure 10.3 shows the probability distributions and the means for the incident rates of large 
spills with fire for the Highway 17 and the hypothetical other mode. If we simply compare 
the means of the distributions, there appears to be less nsk of large spills with fre with the 
other mode compared to Highway 17. Based on the means, the other mode is preferred. 
However, if we compare the distributions, there is probability of approximately 59% that the 
opposite will be true, that there will be a higher incident rate on the other mode compared to 
Highway 17. Based on a comparison of the distributions, Highway 17 is prefened. 
Another method of comparison is to set a tolerance limit. For exarnple, we could have a 
tolerance limit of 10 large spills with fire per Bvkm. From an inspection of the probability 
distributions in Figure 10.3, we can see that the probability is greater for Highway 17 than the 
hypothetical other mode that the incident rate for large spills with fre will be greater than 10 
per Bvkm. The probability that the incident rate for large spills with fire will be greater than 
10 per Bvkm is approximately 12% for Highway 17 and 5% for the other mode. Based on 
this method of cornparison, the other mode is preferred. Therefore the method of comparison 
can affect decisions as well. 
Figure 10.3: Comparison of Incident Rates for Large Spills with Fire 
For Highway 17 and Hypothetical Other Mode 
- - - -  - -Highway If . 
Other Mode : 
I :, rnean incident rate for Highway 17 
4- mean incident rate for other mode 
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CHAPTER 11 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Chapter 1 1 contains the following sections: 
1 1.1 Observations and Conclusions 
1 1.2 Recommendations 
Chapter 11 summarises the thesis observations and conclusions and provides 
recommendations regarding future analysis and research. 
The objectives of the research were: 
1. to determine significant factors that impact the probabilities of releases and fires, as well 
as the type and size of release, from trucks in transit carrying DG Ioads. 
2. to identi@ accident and non-accident scenarios for trucks in transit carrying DG loads, 
based on the significant factors, and determine the expected release and fire incident rates 
for each scenario. 
3. to create a probabilistic model that quantifies the uncertainty in the predicted release and 
fire incident rates, based on the uncertainty in the input variables, 
For accidents, the thesis predicts the probabilities of release and fue, given that an accident 
has occurred. For non-accident incidents, the thesis predicts the rates of non-accident 
releases and fues per billion vehicle kilometres (Bvkm). The thesis illustrates how we can 
accident information to provide total expected releases and fues per Bvkm for trucks c+ng 
DG loads. Researchers c m  use the expected incident rates, dong with their estimated 
uncertainty, in QRA analysis for the transport of DG on specific truck routes. 
11. OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
11.1.1 DG ReIease and Fire Characteristics 
The following observations and conclusions are draw from cross-tabulations combining data 
from the three available DG incident databases and the two road accident databases. 
1. Approximately 6% of DG incidents include fires. 
2. Approximately 3 1% of releases from DG loads from trucks in transit are leaks and 69% 
are spilis. 
3. Approximately 60% of releases from DG loads are small (less than loOOO litres). The size 
of large releases varies widely, from 1,000 to over 60,000 litres. 
4. For tr~~cks  carrying DG loads, approximately 50% of the loads are small (less than 15,000 
litres). There could be a small load because the truck is srnall, or because a large tmck is 
only carrying a partial load. 
5. The road kilornetres by trucks in Canada c-g DG ioads may be grouped by the type 
of load: approximately 65% fiammable liquid, 24% toxic liquid, 6% fl ammable PLG and 
5% toxic PLG. Flammable liquids are the most common type of DG load on the 
highways. 
6. In Canada. approximately 60% of DG incidents occur on rural roads (in agncultural or 
uninhabited areas) and 40% on urban roads (in commercial, industrial or residential 
areas). 
7. In Ontario, general truck accidents include approximately 66% tractors with semi-trailers, 
23% straight trucks, 7% tractors with double trailers, and 3% straight trucks with full 
trailers. In Canada, incidents involving trucks carrying DG loads include approximately 
54% tractors with semi-trailers' 26% straight trucks, 18% tractors with double trailers, 
and 2% straight trucks with full trailers. There is an over-representation of tractors with 
double traiiers in the DGAIS data. This could be because DG loads are more commonly 
carried in tractors with double trailers than other types of goods. 
8. In Ontario, generd tnick accidents include approximately 6% tanker trucks. In Canada, 
approximately 62% of the DG incidents involve tanker trucks. There is an over- 
representation of tanker trucks in the DG incidents, Iikely because liquid DG loads are 
comrnonly carried in tanker trucks. 
9. For Ontario highways, approxirnately 2% of truck accidents involve oveminis and 
collisions, 5% involve overmms no collision, 82% involve collisions no overtum, and 
11% involve no overturn no col~ision, An accident that has no overturn and no collision 
typically involves a vehicle sliding or running off the road into the ditch. From combined 
Ontario and Washington sources, approximately 5% of tmck accidents have overturns. 
However, approximately 69% of truck accidents with releases include overtums. 
Overturns are over-represented in truck accidents with releases, compared with generd 
truck accidents. 
10. The incident rate of non-accident non-release fues is approximately .22 incidents per 
Bvkm. 
11.1.2 Significant Factors for Predicting Incident Outcornes 
The following observations and conclusions are drawn from analysis of the data using 
logistic regression, and cross-tabulation of the data by the selected significant factors. 
Accident Scenarios 
1. Significant factors in predicting P(re1ease [ accident) înclude whether the accident 
includes an ovemim or not, and the type of DG load. Most accident-induced releases are 
associated with overtums, especially for flammable liquids. Approximately 59% to 80% 
of releases involve overtums, depending on the type of DG load. Most releases 
associated with overtums are from the dome or hatch or frorn darnage to the containment 
liner. 
For general truck accidents, approximately 2% include releases of their loads. In 
cornparison, for trucks carrying DG loads and involved in accidents with overtums, 
approximately 1 1% to 3 1 % have releases, depending on the type of DG load. If there is 
no overtirrn, less than 1% have releases. 
The most common type of DG load on the highways a n d  in accident-induced releases is 
DG3: flammable liquid, followed by DG4: toxic liquid. The most common types of 
flarnmable liquid loads in DG incidents are gasoline, fiel oil and petroleum crude oil. 
For D G 3  Bamrnable liquid the proportion of ove- accidents with releases is the 
highest (approximately 31%) and for DG4: toxic liquid, the proportion of ove- 
accidents with releases is the lowest (approximately 1 1%). 
2. Significant factors in predicting P(fire 1 accident) include whether the accident includes a 
collision or not, and whether there is a release of the DG load or not. P(fire) is over five 
times greater if the accident includes a collision and a release (approximately 17% fxes), 
compared with an accident with neither a collision nor a release (approxirnately 1% fires). 
For accident scen&os, the four signifi~ant factors selected to build the model include 
whether the accident involves ail overturn or not, whether the accident invoIves a 
collision or note the load size- and the NPe of DG load. 
Non-Accident Scenarios 
1. For non-accident incidents, flarnmable DG have a lower release rate (approximately 4 to 
5 releases per Bvkm) than toxic andlor corrosive (non-flammable) DG (approximately 11 
to 14 releases per Bvkm) by a factor of about three. 
2. A significant factor in predicting P(fre 1 non-accident release) is whether the truck is on 
an urban or rural road. The probability of fire is about three times higher in ruraI 
incidents (approximately 7% fires) than in urban incidents (approximately 2% fires). 
3 Approximately 5 1% of nonaccident releases are spills rather than leaks. 
4. Significant factors in predicting P(1arge release 1 non-accident release) include whether 
the truck is a tanker or non-tanker, whether the release of the DG load is a spi11 or leak, 
the type of DG load, the load size, and whether the tnick is on an urban or rural road. 
Scarcity of data limits the model to using the following three factors: whether the truck is 
a tanker or non-tanker, whether it is a niral or urban road, and whether the release is a 
spill or le&. A non-accident release is over 30 times more likely to be large radier than 
small if it is a spi11 from a tanker truck on a rural road (approximately 44% large), 
compared with a le& fkom a non-tanker truck on an urban road (less than 2% large). 
5 For non-accident scenarios, the three significant factors selected to build the model 
include whether the road is wban or rural, whether the truck is a tanker or non-tanker, and 
the type of DG load. 
11.1.3 Cornparison of Mode1 Output to Data 
The following observations and conclusions are drawn from a cornparison of the mode1 
output to release data- 
Accident Scenarios 
1. From the release data, the majority (56%) of accident-induced releases are from trucks 
carrying large DG loads and involved in accidents without collisions. 
2. For accident scenarioso most (90%) releases are spills or leaks with no fre. 
3. Most (84%) accident-induced releases from tmcks with large loads are large spills. Most 
(62%) accident-induced releases fiom tmch with small loads are small spills. 
4. Most (80%) releases with accident-induced fires are large spills. 
5. Generally, there is a good match between the mode1 and release data for accident 
scenarios. Discrepancies generally occur as a result of ernpty cells in the accident- 
induced release data table. 
Non-Accident Scenarios 
1. The majority (53%) of non-accident releases are fiom non-tanker trucks travelling on 
urban roads. 
2. For non-accident release scenarios, most (88%) of releases are spills or leaks with no fi=. 
3. Non-accident releases from tanker trucks are more likely to be large spills (16% large 
spills) compared with releases from non-tanker tmcks (2% large spills). 
4. Generally, there is a good match between the model and release data for non-accident 
scenarios. Discrepancies generally occur as a result of empty cells in the non-accident 
release data table. 
11.1.4 Uncertainty in Input Values 
Our input variables are either rates or probabiiities. For the variables that are rates, such as 
the rate of non-accident releases per Bvkm, we fit lognormal distributions. These 
distributions have values greater than O but -<th no upper limit The lognormal distributions 
are positively skewed, with most of the values near the iower limit. 
For the variabIes that are probabilities, such as P(fire 1 collision)- we fit beta distributions. 
We used the Gibbs sampler to determine the distribution parameters. The beta distributions 
range between O and 1, and are either positively or negatively skewed. 
11.1.5 Uncerîainty in Output Values 
The probability distributions for the model output variables are generally lognormal in shape. 
Therefore \f7e can replicate the probability distribution for each output variable by simply 
generating a lognomai distribution based on the mean and standard deviation of the output 
variable. For the one output variable, P(no fire no release), which is negatively skewed, we 
c m  generate a lognomal distribution by transfomiing the mean to (1 - mean). 
The range of the 95% probability interval varies dramatically for different scenarios. 
Generally, the higher the probability of the outcome, the greater is the width of the 95% 
probability interval. The following observations and conclusions are drawn fiom the 
probability distributions for the output variables. 
Accident Scenarios 
1. For the probability of an accident outcome with a release, the mean and 97.5" percentile 
of the probability distribution are generdly 40 to 70 times larger with an overtum 
compared with no overturn- 
2. The following accident outcomes have probability distributions with higher means and 
wider 95% probability intervais: 
fires and large spills or Ieaks, for trucks carrying large loads and involved in 
collisions. 
large spills or Ieaks but no fire. for tnicks canying large loads. 
small spills or leaks, with or without fires, for trucks canying small loads. 
fires but no release, for collisions. 
3. For accident outcomes with no fires and no reIeases, scenarios with overturns tend to 
have the widest 95% probability intervals, while scenarios with no overturn and no 
collision have the narrowest 95% probability intervals and the highest means for the 
outcome probability . 
Non-Accident Scenarios 
1. For non-accident incidents, the mean and 97Sth percentile of the probability distribution 
for the incident rates of large spills with fires are generally three to eight times higher in 
rurai compared with urban areas. Large spills or leaks are dso more fiequent in rural 
areas- 
2. 'The following non-accident incidents have probability distributions with higher mean 
incident rates and wider 95% probability intervals: 
large spills or leaks, with or without fires, for tanker trucks canying pressurised or 
unpressurised toxic liquids. 
srnail spills or leaks, with or without fues, for trucks carrying pressurised or 
unpressurised toxic Iiquids. 
11.1.6 Mean Values of Output Probability Distributions 
The following observations and conclusions comparing scenarios (accident and non-accident) 
are drawn fiom the mean values o f  the output probability distributions from the model. 
Accident Scenarios 
For accident scenarios, the model output is the probability of accident outcomes for the 
different accident scenarios. 
1. For accident scenarios, the most likely accident outcome is no release no fue. Depending 
on the accident category, the probability of no release no fire is approxirnately 48% to 
81% with an overtum, 92% with collision no ovemini, and 98% with no ove- no 
collision. If the accident involves an ove-, the next most likely outcome is generally a 
large spi11 with no fire (approximately 5% to 35%). If there is no overtum, the next most 
likely outcome is a fire with no release of the DG load (approximately 7% with and 2% 
without a collision). 
2. The probabilities of spills and leaks with fire are higher for accidents with overtums 
compared with no overturns. If there is no overtum, the probability of a release is Less 
than 1%. 
3 The most probable fire outcome is large spi11 with a fire for a truck canying a large load 
of flammable liquids and involved in an accident with an ove- and collision 
(approximately 6% large spills with fire). The least likely accident outcomes include a 
release with a fire if there is no ove- and no collision (approximately .02% to .04% 
releases with fires). The probability of a large spi11 with fire is in the range of 300 to 800 
times greater (depending on the type of DG load) for a truck carrying a large load with an 
overtum and collision, compared with a truck carrying a small load that simply nins off 
the road. 
Non-Accident Scenarïos 
For the non-accident scenarios, the mode1 output is the number of non-accident incidents per 
Bvkm. 
For al1 non-accident release scenarios, by far the highest incident rate is for small spills or 
leaks with no fire. We can expect between approximately 1.4 and 6.5 mal1 leaks with no 
fire per Bvkm, depending on the non-accident scenario. 
For non-accident scenarios- the incident rate for large spills with fire is over 80 times 
greater for a tanker truck in a rural a r a  (approximately -07 to .22 large spills with f ie  per 
Bvkm), cornpared with a non-tanker truck in an urban area (approximately -001 to -002 
large spills with fire per Bvkm). The incident rates Vary with the type of DG load. 
For each non-accident fire scenario, the incident rates for small leaks and spills with fire 
are higher (approximately .O7 to -75 small releases with f r e  per Bvkm) than those for 
large leaks or spills with fire (approximately .O01 to -31 large releases with fire per 
Bvkrn). 
The non-accident fire incident rate tends to be higher for rural than urban roads, 
regardless of the type of release (approximately .23 to .81 fires per Bvkm for rural roads, 
compared with .O8 to .27 fires per Bvkm for urban roads). 
A tanker truck carrying toxic Liquid on a rural road has the highest incident rate of large 
spills with fire (approximately .22 large spills with fire per Bvkm), compared with other 
non-accident scenarios. 
11.1.7 SampIe Application of Research Results 
The mode1 application involved a tanker truck carrying a large Ioad of flamrnable liquid on 
two sample roads, an urban road and a niral road. The urban road has a higher accident rate 
but a lower proportion of accidents with ovemirns. The application provided the following 
observations and conclusions. 
For both roads, by far the most fiequent type of incident is expected to be no release no 
fire. 
For both roads. spills are expected to be more cornrnon than Ieaks, and large releases 
more cormnon than small, ulth and without fires. 
The mode1 predicts that small releases will be approximately 60% non-accident for the 
urban road and 50% non-accident for the rural road. Only about 5% of the large releases 
are expected to be non-accident for both roads. 
Although the urban road has the higher accident rate, the rural road is expected to have 
more releases per Bvkm, for al1 types of releases, with and without fires. The mon 
apparent difference in the incident rates between the two roads is for large spills no fire. 
The higher release rate is related to the higher proportion of ove- accidents on the 
rural road. 
For both roads, each of the probability distributions for the incident rates is positively 
skewed, as is compatible with a lognormal distribution. 
For al1 types of release rates for both highways, with and without fires, the rnean value 
from the output probability distribution is higher than the point estimate. 
7. For each type of incident rate. the 97'h percentile is two to five times greater than the 
mean value for the probability distribution. This indicates the hi& level of uncertainty 
associated with these estimates. 
The following recommendations are offered regarding the application of the thesis results to 
risk analysis, and regarding future research on release and fire incident rates for trucks 
carrying DG loads. 
1- The thesis ilhstrates how we can combine accident and non-accident information to 
predict total expected releases and fire incident rates for trucks carrying DG loads. The 
sample model application for Highways 7 and 17 shows the high Ievel of uncertainty 
associated with the resuiting estimates of reIease and fire incident rates. En our sample 
application, the mean values of the predicted release incident rates are higher for 
Highway 17. However, there is a large overlap of the probability distributions for the 
incident rates for the two highways. There is a substantial probabili~ that Highway 7 
could have higher release incident rates. 
Analysts should not ignore this uncertainty when estimating incident rates from the rnodel 
and applying the incident rates to nsk analysis. There is M e r  uncertainty in the impacts 
of the incidents to the environment and to the public. The combined uncertainty in the 
incident rates and incident impacts results in a significant amount of unceRainty in the 
predicted risks of transporthg DG Loads by truck 
2. Currently, there are limited data on DG incidents. In this thesis, data limitations restricted 
the analysis of fires and explosions to a combined category called "fires". Data 
limitations restncted the number of significant factors that the model couId include. Even 
with restricting the number of factors, for some input variables oniy two data points were 
available, 
Further data are required to improve the mode1 by including al1 significant factors, 
separating fires and explosions, and reducing uncertallity in the input variables. 
Therefore it is imperative that agencies continue to collect data on DG incidents. It 
w-ould also be interesting to investigate why there are differences between data sources, 
and identim differences in the methods of reporting and recording incidents. 
3. One of the factors that greatly affects accident-induced release and fire incident rates is 
the expected type of accident (whether the accident includes an ove- andfor a 
collision). To improve the application of the modeI, it would be useful to further examine 
factors that lead to overtums and collisions, for different road and vehicle charactenstics. 
APPENDIX A 
RESULTS OF STEPWISE LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
FOR INPUT VARIABLES 
Parameter Coding for Logiçtic Regression for Input Variables 
Data Source: DGAIS 
Variable 
truck type 







- - - -  - - 
straight truck 
straight truck with full trader 
tractor with semi-trailer 
tractor with double trailers 
DG1 : toxic PLG 
DG2: ffammable PLG 
DG3: flarnrnable Iiquid 











w a l  
~ r b a n  
70 fire 
Parameter Coding 











truck type 1 
truck type 2 





Dependent Variable: P(release 1 accident) 
Sig nifica nce 
test run 1 test run 1 test run 1 test run ( test run 1 test run 







Mode1 Chi-Square: 229.005 
Sig nificance: .O000 
Cox & Snell R-Square: .237 
Nage1 kerke R-Square: -348 
Results of Stepwise Logistic Regression for Input Variables 
Accident Scenarios 














truck type ? 
truck type 2 
truck type 3 
2onstant 
Sig nificance 
test fun test run test run test run test run test nin test run 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





Model Chi-Square: 37.357 
Sig nificance: ,0000 
Cox & Snell R-Square: .O43 
Nagelkerke R-Square: .O96 
Results of Stepwise Logistic Regression for Input Variables 
Accident Scenarios 













truck type 1 
truck type 2 




test  run test run test run test  run test run test run test run test mn 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
-0188 -0228 -0186 -0006 
P(spill 1 accident-induced release) = exp(U) / (1 4 exp(U)) 
U = 2.0739 - 0.8406'(load size) 
Model Chi-Square: 1 1.435 
Significance: .O007 
Cox & Snell R-Square: .O20 




Results of Stepwise Logistic Regression for Input Variables 
Accident Scenarios 















truck type 1 
truck type 2 
truck type 3 
P(large release 1 accident-induced release) = exp(U) 1 (1+ exp(U)) 
Sig nificance 







Model Chi-Square: 150.776 
Sig nificance: .O000 
Cox & Snell R-Square: -233 
Nagelkerke R-Square: -333 















Results of Stepwise Logisüc Regression for Input Variables 
Non-Accident Scenarios 











truck type 1 
truck type 2 
truck type 3 
constant 
Sig n ifica nce 
test run test run test run test run test Wn 
1 2 3 4 5 
-0069 -0057 .O057 -0148 -01 27 
-0307 -0257 .O246 -0203 
.O1 21 -0114 -0108 -0250 
-0539 -0190 -0192 -0033 
-4598 .2453 -2505 ,0714 








P(fire 1 non-accident release) = exp(U) 1 (1+ exp(U)) 
Model Chi-Square: 6.357 
Significance: -0117 
Cox & Snell R-Square: -01 1 
Nagelkerke R-Square: - 043 
Results of Stepwise Logistic Regression for Input Variables 
Non-Accident Scenarios 











truck type 1 
truck type 2 






-2697 -2399 -2310 -2419 -2156 .4235 
-2655 -0117 -0155 ,0126 .O130 
-1082 .O032 -0038 -0031 -0033 
.1786 .O638 ,0860 -0799 -0767 
-4567 -416.4 -4173 -3679 -3843 
-3361 -4353 -4640 -5567 

















Results of Stepwise Logistic Regression for Input Variables 
NomAccident Scenarios 














tnick type 2 








P(1arge release 1 non-accident release) = exp(U) 1 (1 + exp(U)) 





Model Chi-Square: 80.698 
Sig nificance: .O000 
Cox & Snell R-Square: -135 
Nagdkerke R-Square: 2 9 2  
,0002 -0002 -0002 *O000 
-0025 -0022 ,0018 -0041 
-0007 ,0004 -0002 
.O005 .O002 .O001 
,0008 -0008 -0004 
-0171 -0177 -0127 
-0237 -0197 -0178 












DATA FOR INPUT VARIABLES 
Data for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios 
Variable 1 : P(overtum 1 release) 
for a truck carrying a DG load and involved in an accident 
- -  - 
nurnber of accidents with release by type of DG load 
toxic PLG flammable PLG flarnmable liquid toxic Iiquid 
time no I I no 1 I no 1 1 no I I 
interval 1 overtum 1 overtum ) total 1 overtum 1 overtum 1 total 1 orenuml overtum / total 1 overturn 1 overtum 1 total 






88 to 92 
93 to 97 
total 
88 to 92 









: Canada DGAlS 8 MOE 
21 30 51 
-631 1 
)RIS combined 
136 545 6811 40 80 120 
Transpc 
1 combined total 1 9 28 37 
Data for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios 
Variable 2: P(type of DG load [ release) 

























I number of accidents with release by type of DG load 





2 25 5 
1 2 23 10 
1 2 16 6 
1 2 18 4 
3 25 1 
4 3 13 3 
1 15 1 
2 21 4 
20 3 
1 1 19 1 
1 4 48 15 
2 4 34 10 
4 6 38 4 
1 2 36 5 
Transport Canada DGAlS 
Trans~ort Canada DGAIS 8 MOE ORS combined 
7 11 101 11 
28 34 486 82 






37 51 681 120 
-042 .O57 .766 -1 35 
889 
1,000 
Data for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios 
Variable 3: P(retease) 
for a loaded truck involved in an accident 

















,985 .O1 5 
-986 .O1 4 
-983 -01 7 
-975 .O25 
number of accidents 
no release 1 release 1 total 
WSDOT MARS 
1581 17 1598 
1427 13 1440 
1480 13 1493 
1550 20 1 570 
1 744 19 1763 
1927 14 1941 
1071 10 1081 
mean 1 .O1 0 1 
MT0 ADS & WSDOT MARS combined 
1 combined total ( 34443 615 1 35058 
[ combined rnean 1 .Of 8 1 
Data for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios 
Variable 4: P(overturn) 





















number of accidents 
no overturn 1 oveflurn 1 total 
mean 1 ,070 1 
WSDOY MARS 


















































Data for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios 
Variable 5: P(type of DG Ioad) 
for a truck carrying a DG load 
1 1 maximum estimated road vehicle kilometres by type of DG load 1 
I 
- - -  1 üme toxic 1 flammable 1 flammable 1 toxic 1 1 
interval 1 PLG 1 PLG 1 liquid 1 liquid 1 total I 
Transport Canada 
86 497,039,513 490,165,358 4,281,708,084 2,503,036,367 
87 553,861,864 577,082,140 4,761 ,060,31 2 2,738,718,884 
90 470,538,001 61 8,302,048 8.1 56,752,080 2,747,869,504 
total 2,405,379,529 2,805,449,270 30,477,043,949 12,272,827,295 
Data for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios 
Variable 6: P(fire 1 retease) 
for a truck carrying a DG load and involved in an accident 
























Transporî Canada Di 
56 6 62 
63 4 67 
68 2 70 
65 6 71 
57 6 63 
46 2 48 
53 5 58 
47 1 48 
119 10 129 
133 8 141 
1 03 8 11 1  
1 O0 6 1 06 
455 32 487 
-922 -078 1.000 
,943 -057 1.000 
,928 .O72 1.000 
-943 .O57 1.000 
-066 
France MTMD 
28 4 32 
25 25 
23 3 26 
30 3 33 
25 25 
24 1 25 
53 4 57 
53 6 59 
49 1 50 
155 1 1  166 
.930 -070 1.000 
,898 -102 1 .O00 
-980 .O20 1.000 
.O66 
anada DGAlS & Francc 
collision 
no firel fire 1 total 
- 
MTMD combined . 
cornbined total 1 61 0 43 653 1 268 53 321 
combined mean 1 - .O66 1 -165 
Data for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios 
Variable 7: P(fire 1 no release) 
for a truck carrying a DG load and involved in an accident 
1 1 nurnber of accidents without releases 
time no collision collision 
interval no fire 1 fire 1 total no fire 1 fire 1 total 









90 to 92 






19 1 20 
14 1 15 
13 1 14 
21 21 
56 I 57 
48 2 50 
146 3 149 
-982 .O1 8 1 .O00 
-960 .O40 1 .O00 
- .O20 
France MTMD 
87 35 35 77 1 78 
88 27 27 88 88 
89 28 28 86 4 90 
90 33 33 84 84 
91 45 45 92 2 94 
92 15 15 58 58 
87,88 62 62 165 1 166 
89,90 61 61 170 4 1 74 
91,92 60 60 150 2 152 
total 183 183 485 7 492 
87,88 1,000 .O00 1.000 .994 .O06 1 .O00 
- 
Transport Canada DGAIS & France MTMD combined 
combined total ] 329 3 332 1 546 15 561 
combined mean 1 .O09 1 .O27 
Data for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios 
Variable 8: P(spill 1 retease) 
for a truck carrying a DG load and inwolved in an accident 
1 number of accidents with releases 




















Transport Canada DGAlS 
I 
Data for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios 
Variable 9: P(1arge release 1 spill) 
for a truck carrying a DG load and involved in an accident 


























- - - 
small load 
srnall release 1 large release 1 total 
- -- 
large load 
small release 1 large release 1 total 
Data for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios 
Variable I O :  P(large release 1 leak) 
for a truck carrying a DG load and involved in an accident 
1 num ber of accidents with leak 
time 1 small load 1 large load 
I - 
interval 1 small release 1 large release 1 total 1 small release 1 large release 1 total 
total 
Transport Canada C 





5 2 7 
5 5 
4 1 5 
17 3 20 
14 3 17 
Data for Input Variables - NonAccident Scenarios 
Variable 1 : rate of non-accident reieases 
for a truck carrying a DG load 
number of non-accident releases by type of DG load 
time toxic 1 flarnmable flammabie 1 toxic 
interval 1 PLG 1 PLG 1 liquid 1 liquid 
Transport Canada DGAIS 
3 3 26 23 
6 2 31 37 
6 2 41 38 
5 3 23 28 
3 2 29 32 
3 6 42 53 
7 3 36 21 
2 3 29 7 
1 maximum estimated road vehicle kilometres bv tme of DG load 
time toxic flammable flamrnable toxic 
interval PLG PLG liquid liquid 
Transport Canada 
497,039,513 490,165,358 4,281,708,084 2,503,036,367 
553,861,864 577,082,140 4,761 ,060,312 2,738,718,884 
479,320,934 600,184,085 6,242,264,582 2,079,057,571 
404,619,217 51 9,715,641 7,035,258,891 2,204,144,969 
tirne 
number of non-accident releases per Bvkm 
toxic 1 flarnrnable 1 flammable 1 toxic 
interva 1 
88 
PLG 1 PLG 1 Iiquid liquid 
6.26 5.00 4.17 11.06 
Data for Input Variables - Non-Accident Scenarios 
Variable 2: P(fire) 
for a non-accident release from a truck carrying a DG load 









number of non-accident releases 
rural 
fire [ no fire 1 total 
urban 
fire 1 no fire ( total 
Data for Input Variables - NomAccident Scenarios 
Variable 3: P(spil1) 
for a non-accident release from a truck carrying a DG load 
I time I number of non-accident releases 
interval 1 Iea k 1 spi11 1 total 











Data for Input Variables - Non-Accident Scenarios 
Variable 4: ?(large reiease 1 spill) 
for a non-accident release from a truck canying a DG load 
nurnber of non-accident spills 
Transoort Canada DGAlS 
rural 











88 to 91 
92 to 95 
total 
88 to 91 
92 to 95 
mean 
urban 

















release total total 
Data for Input Variables - Non-Accident Scenarios 
Variable 5: P(1arge release 1 ieak) 
for a non-accident release from a truck carrying a DG load 
1 number of non-accident soills 
1 rural 1- urban 
-  - - - - - - 
tanker truck 
small ( large ( tirne 
interval 1 refeare 1 reiease 1 totai 1 reiease 1 refease 1 total 1 reiease 1 retease 1 totai 1 reiease 1 reIease 1 total 
Trans~ort Canada DGAlS 
92 to 95 1.000 .O00 1.000 -61 1 -389 1.000 
rnean .O24 -222 
non-tanker truck 
srnail 1 large 1 
tanker truck 
small 1 large 1 
non-tanker truck 
small 1 large 1 
APPENDIX C 
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR  UT VARIABLES 
Probability Distributions for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios 
Legend: black triangles: observed values from fint data source 
grey circles: observed values from second data source 
V1.1: P(overtum 1 release) for toxic PLG V2-1: P(toxic PLG 1 release) 
V I  .2: P(over1urn 1 release) for flammable PLG 
O 0.2 0.4 O 6 0.8 1 
V2.2: P(flammab1e PLG 1 release) 
VI  -3: P(overturn 1 release) for flamrnable liquid 
V I  .4: P(overturn 1 release) for toxic Iiquid 
V2.3: P(flammab1e fiquid f release) 
V2.4: P(toxic liquid 1 release) 
Probability Distributions for lnput Variables - Accident Scenarios (continued) 
Legend: black triangles: observed values from first data source 
grey circles: observed values from second data source 
V3: P(release 1 accident) V5.3: P(tlammabte Iiquid) 
V4: P(overtum 1 accident) 
V5.1: P(toxic PLG) 
V5.2: P(flamrnable PLG) 
V5.4: P(toxic Iiquid) 
V6.1: P(fire 1 release. no collision} 
V6.2: P(fire 1 release, collision) 
Probability Distributions for Input Variables - Accident Scenarios (continued) 
Legend: btack triangles: observed values from first data source 
çrey circles: observed values from second data source 
V7.1: P(fire 1 no release. no coIlision) V9-1: P(large reiease 1 spili. small load) 
V7.2: P(fire 1 no release. colfision) V9.2: P(1arge release 1 spill, large load) 
V8.1: P(spill 1 release, small load) V10.1: P(large release [ leak, small load) 
V8.2: P(spil1 1 release. large load) V10.2: P(1arge release 1 leak, large load) 
Probability Distributions for Input Variables - Non-Accident Scenarios 
Legend: black triangles: observed values from fint data source 
grey circles: observed values from second data sourœ 
V1.I: Releases per Bvkm for toxic PLG V2-1: P(fire 1 release. rural road) 
V12: Releases per Bvkm for fiammable PLG V2.2: P(fire [ release. urban road) 
V I  .3: Releases per Bvkrn for flamrnable liquid V3: P(spill 1 release) 
I 
VI  -4: Releases per Bvkm for toxic Iiquid 
Probability Distributions for Input Variables - NonAccident Scenarios (continued) 
Legend: black triangles: observed values from first data source 
grey circles: observed values from second data source 
V4.1: P(1arge release ( spill, rural non-tanker) 
V4.2: P(large release 1 spill. rural tanker) 
V4.3: P(1arge release 1 spill, urban non-tanker) 
V4.4: P(1arge release 1 spill. urban tanker) 
V5.1: P(large release 1 leak. rural non-tanker) 
V5.2: P(1arge release leak. rural tanker) 
V5.3: P(large release 1 leak, ufban non-tanker) 
V5.4: P(large release 1 leak, urban tanker) 
APPENDIX D 
STATISTICS FOR 
INPUT VARIABLE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Statistics for Input Variable Distributions - Accident Scenarios 
Type of Standard 
Distribution Alpha Beta Mean Deviation 
VI.  1 : P(overtum 1 release) for toxic PLG 
V I  -2: P(overturn 1 release) for flammable PLG 
V1.3: P(overtum 1 release) for fl ammable Iiquid 
V I  -4: P(overCurn 1 release) for toxic Iiquid 
V2.1: P(toxic PLG 1 release) 
V2.2: P(flamrnable PLG 1 release) 
V2.3: P(fIammable liquid 1 release) 
V2-4: P(toxic liquid j release) 
V3: P(release 1 accident) 
V4: P(overtum 1 accident) 
V5.1: P(toxic PLG) 
V5.2: P(flammable PLG) 
V5.3: P(flammable liquid) 
V5-4: P(toxic liquid) 
V6-1: P(fire 1 release, no collision) 
V6.2: P(fire 1 release, collision) 
V7.1: P(fire 1 no release, no collision) 
V7.2: P(fire 1 no release, collision) 
V8.1: P(spi1l 1 release, small Ioad) 
V8.2: P(spill 1 release, large load) 
V9.1: P(large release 1 spill, small load) 
V9.2: P(1arge release 1 spill, large load) 
V1O.l: P(1arge release 1 leak, small load) 

























Statistics for Input Variable Distributions - NonAccident Scenarïos 
V I  -1 : Releases per Bvkm for toxic PLG 
V I  2: Releases per Bvkm for flammable PLG 
V I  -3: Releases per Bvkm for flammable Iiquid 
V I  -4: Releases per Bvkrn for toxic tiquid 
V2.1: P(fire 1 release, rural road) 
V2.2: P(fire release, urban road) 
V3: P(spil1 ( release) 
V4-1: P(large release 1 spill, rural non-tanker) 
V4.2: P(large release 1 spill, rural tanker) 
V4.3: P(large release 1 spill, urban non-tanker) 
V4.4: P(1arge release 1 spilf, urban tanker) 
V5.1: P(1arge release 1 leak, rural non-tanker) 
V5.2: P(1arge release 1 leak, rurai tanker) 
V5.3: P(1arge release 1 leak, urban non-tanker) 























OUTPUT VARIABLE DISTRIBUTIONS 
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for Accident Scenarios (continued) 
Units: Probability of accident outcome 
Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = flammable liquid 





Statistics for Output Variable Distributions 
for Accident Scenarios (continued) 
Units: Probability of accident outcome 
* Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = flammable liquid 





Statistics for Output Variable Distributions 
for Accident Scenarios (continued) 
Units: Probabiiity of accident outcome 
Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flarnmable PLG 
3 = flarnmable Iiquid 
4 = toxic liquid 








Statistics for Output Variable Distributions 
for Accident Scenarios (continued) 
Units: Pro bability of accident outcome 
Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = fiammable liquid 
4 = toxic liquid 
Statistics for Output Variable Distributions 
for Accident Scenarios (continued) 
Units: Probability of accident outcorne 
Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = fiarnmable PLG 
3 = fiarnmable liquid 
4 = toxic Iiquid 
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for Accident Scenarios (confinued) 
Units: Probability of accident outcome 
Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = flammable liquid 




Statistics for Output Variable Distributions 
for Accident Scenarios (continued) 
Units: Pro ba biiity of accident outcome 
Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = flammable liquid 
4 = toxic liquid 
a 
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for Non-Accident Scenarios 





















Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = flammable Iiquid 
4 = toxic liquid 
b U N &(A U N AIP U N O N Type of DG 
Load * 
b h b b b  b h b i 3 b h b  b r  I l Coeff. of A,Am,e,mlUwm~,e,ml  Variation 





























































for NonAccident Scenarios (continued) 
Units: Incidents per Bvkm 
* Type of DG Load 
1 = toxic PLG 
2 = flammable PLG 
3 = flarnmable Iiquid 
4 = toxic Iiquid 
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